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Abstract 

This thesis presents an evaluation of the model potential and pseudopotential methods for 

the calculation of atom-atom interaction curves. 

At University College London, Peach has computed interatomic potential curves for 
several alkali-rare gas pairs using both the model potential and pseudopotential methods 
in a completely self-consistent manner. The value of these calculations is that any 
differences between the interatomic potential curves obtained from the model potential 
and pseudopotential methods can be attributed unambiguously to the theoretical 
representations of the Pauli exclusion principle which differentiate the two methods. The 

work of Peach thus allows the utility of these two representations to be compared directly 
and their effect on the quality of the resulting interatomic potentials to be assessed. 

The present study has developed a suite of computer programs designed to calculate 
observable quantities which are sensitive to the interatomic potentials. Calculations of the 
profiles, widths and shifts of the alkali resonance line when perturbed by rare gases, 
together with cross sections for fine structure state changing transitions within the alkali 
excited state multiplet, are reported and comparisons are made with experimental 
measurements of these observables. 

It is demonstrated that the theoretical representation of the Pauli exclusion principle has a 
significant effect on the quality of the resulting interatomic potentials. Observables 
calculated on the basis of interatomic potentials obtained via the model potential method 
are in better agreement with the available experimental data than those calculated on the 
basis of pseudopotential interaction curves. From this it may be inferred that the 
interatomic potentials obtained by the model potential method represent the actual 
interaction between alkali and rare gas atoms more accurately than do interatomic 
potentials obtained by the pseudopotential method. 

The results of this study provide strong evidence for the superiority of the model potential 
method for the calculation of interatomic potentials. 
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1 Introduction 

Much effort has been devoted during the past 20 years to the study of the interaction 
between alkali and rare gas atoms. Over that time there has been a gradual convergence 
of experimental measurements and theoretical calculations of a wide variety of elastic and 
inelastic processes taking place when these two atomic species collide. Such processes 
include total and differential scattering cross sections, the magnitude, velocity 
dependence and angular dependence of fine structure state changing cross-sections, the 
far wing and core broadening of resonance lines and the velocity dependence of scattered 
light polarization. It has become widely recognised that the most economical theoretical 
description of these types of processes is based on the molecular interatomic potentials 
for the alkali-rare gas pair. Consequently, the determination of these potentials, by both 

theoretical and experimental means, is a task which has attracted much interest. 

The prominence of the alkali-rare gas systems as subjects for study is the result of a 
number of practical advantages: 

(i) Experimental: with the notable exception of Li, the alkali metals and all the rare 
gases are well behaved in the laboratory and pose no special materials handling 

problems. The alkali metals also possess generally large dipole transition 
moments which yield high collection efficiency in spectroscopic measurements 
and in scattering experiments; in general, there is an experimental simplicity in 

observing alkali spectra in emission, absorption and fluorescence. 

(ii) Theoretical: the alkali-raze gas combinations emerge as good systems for the 
application of semi-empirical alternatives to the traditional ab initio methods of 
calculating interatomic potentials. The quality of the semi-empirical approaches, 
namely the methods of model potentials and pseudopotentials, strongly depends 

on the possibility of separating the influences of the core and valence electrons. 
This requirement is well met in the alkali atom which contains a well defined core 
and a single valence electron that only weakly perturbs the core; the rare gas atom, 
like the alkali core, has a closed-shell structure. 

(iii) Applications: from an applications point of view, the study of alkali-rare gas 
combinations has attracted increased interest in recent years because of their 
possible importance in the development of powerful new visible laser systems 
(Tellinghuisen (1979), Havey et al (1980)). Such applications are aided by 
detailed knowledge of the radiative transitions in these excimers, including the 
molecular interatomic potential curves. 
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The study reported in this thesis is concerned with an evaluation of the semi-empirical 
methods of model potentials and pseudopotentials for the calculation of atom-atom 
interaction curves. To put these methods into context, it is appropriate first to comment 
on the ab initio approach that model potentials and pseudopotentials aim to replace. 

Ab initio techniques have been the traditional theoretical approach to calculating 
interatomic potentials. The basic method is to construct, from Slater states or Gaussian 
functions, individual molecular orbitals of the atom-atom pair and then to form 

wavefunctions for each molecular configuration; all electrons in the system are included 

explicitly. Standard techniques, such as Hartree-Fock (or molecular orbital) self- 
consistent field methods, which may be improved by including configuration interaction, 

are then applied to obtain the interatomic potentials. Such calculations have been 

performed for the lighter alkali-rare gas systems such as Lilie (Jungen and Staemmler 
(1988)), NaHe (Krauss et a! (1971)) and NaAr (Saxon eta! (1977)). 

However, in order to determine accurately the interaction between two atoms which are 

well separated (i. e., to determine the long range part of the interatomic potential) many 
molecular terms need to be included in the model and extensive configuration interaction 

calculations must be carried out. As the size of the system (in terms of the number of 
electrons present) increases, the larger becomes the number of configurations which must 
be included in the calculations. For example, the 29 electron problem of NaAr treated by 
Saxon et al (1977) required calculations involving over 7800 orthonormal configuration- 
state functions. Such calculations become extremely time. consuming and expensive 
computationally, even for these relatively simple systems. In principle, the methods can 
be very accurate when a sufficient number of electronic configurations is included in the 
calculations but the opportunities offered, for example, to treat CsXe (111 electrons) by 

these methods are remote. Thus whilst ab initio calculations are intellectually satisfying, 
requiring no a priori knowledge of the atom-atom interaction, they are costly, time 

consuming and limited to relatively few-electron systems. 

These limitations of the traditional theoretical methods prompted much effort in seeking 
less expensive, approximate techniques for calculating interatomic potentials that would 
be applicable, in addition, to the larger systems where ab initio methods are not 
practicable. Two methods which have received much attention are those of 
pseudopotentials (Baylis (1969)) and model potentials (Bottcher (1973), Boucher, 
Dalgarno and Wright (1973), Boucher and Dalgarno (1974), Peach (1978), Masnou- 
Seeuws et al (1978)). 

The introduction of these methods stemmed from the recognition that many atomic and 
molecular properties are determined quantitatively by the interactions of only the 
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outermost electrons of atomic or molecular systems, e. g., the optical spectra and chemical 
reactions of the alkali metals are governed to a large extent by the behaviour of the single 
valence electron. The methods of pseudopotentials and model potentials exploit this 
behaviour in their treatment of the alkali-rare gas interaction by considering only the 

alkali valence electron explicitly and ignoring all inner shell electrons; the ionic alkali 
core and the rare gas atom are replaced by polarizable spheres thereby reducing the many 
electron problem to a one-electron-two-core problem. 

These methods thus avoid a detailed description of the inner shell core electrons, 
replacing the 'actual' core electrons-valence electron interaction by an effective potential 
designed to simulate complexities of the 'actual' interaction such as incomplete screening 
of the nuclear charge, electron correlation, exchange effects, and the Pauli exclusion 
principle. 

It is in the treatment of this last characteristic of the core electrons-valence electron 
interaction, namely the Pauli exclusion principle, that the methods of pseudopotentials 
and model potentials diverge. The exclusion principle is represented mathematically by 

the requirement that the valence electron orbitals be orthogonal to the core electron 
orbitals. This explicit orthogonalisation of wavefunctions is an intrinsic part of the model 
potential approach. The effect of this orthogonalisation is to keep the valence electron out 
of the core regions of the alkali and rare gas atoms; the pseudopotential approach 
recognises that this same effect can be achieved physically by a short range repulsive 
potential and replaces the explicit orthogonality constraints by the addition of such a short 
range repulsive potential to the system Hamiltonian. One advantage of the 

pseudopotential method is that the core orbitals of the alkali and rare gas atoms do not 
have to be included in the atomic basis set expansion of the total molecular wavefunction, 
whereas these are required in the model potential approach. 

Having constructed the effective potentials in either approach, the one electron 
wavefunction of the system is expanded in terms of alkali valence electron wavefunctions 
(in the pseudopotential method) or in terms of valence and core electron wavefunctions 
(in the model potential method) and the resulting secular equation is solved to yield the 
interatomic potentials. 

These methods have significant advantages over the ab initio methods described earlier, 
most notably that any alkali-rare gas system can be modelled using the one-electron-two- 
core approach; even a system such as CsXe, containing 111 electrons and impractical to 
address by ab initio methods, is accessible to the pseudopotential and model potential 
treatment. Additionally, these methods involve calculations which are far less costly to 
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perform (in terms of computation time) than are the calculations involved in the ab inirio 

approach. 

The effective potential adopted by either pseudopotential or model potential methods has 

a large degree of arbitrariness and flexibility. It consists of a functional form containing 
adjustable parameters which are fixed by comparing the results of calculating observable 
quantities, using different parts of the potential, with experimental measurements. The 

potential is thus semi-empirical, its construction relying in the very least on known 

atomic energy levels, perturber polarizabilities and experimental electron-rare gas 
scattering cross sections. Whilst there are general physical principles to be observed when 
designing the functional form and choice of adjustable parameters of the potential, the 
details are left very much to the ingenuity of the theoretician. 

An obvious question that arises at this point, and one that does not appear to have been 

addressed in the literature, is: What influence do the different representations of the Pauli 

exclusion principle that are adopted by the pseudopotential and model potential 
approaches have on the quality of the resulting interatomic potentials? Ironically, the 

arbitrariness and flexibility of these semi-empirical methods, which give them their great 
strength and opportunity for tackling many diverse problems and systems, effectively 
prevents this question from being answered by analysing the model potential and 
pseudopotential interaction curves published by many theoreticians. This is because of 
the variety of functional forms, adjustable parameters and values of those parameters 
used, for the same atom-atom system, by different authors in the construction of the 
effective model potentials and pseudopotentials: any differences in the interatomic 

potentials arising from these model potential and pseudopotential calculations cannot, 
therefore, be unambiguously attributed solely to the representation of the Pauli exclusion 
principle. 

The work of Peach, however, does allow the above question to be addressed. Peach has 

calculated many interatomic potential curves for several alkali-rare gas systems using 
both model potential and pseudopotential approaches. The value of these calculations is 
that a systematic approach has been adopted in the construction of the effective 
interaction potentials so that, where possible, exactly the same functional forms and 
adjustable parameters (and their values) have been used in both model potential and 
pseudopotential formulations. Specifically, any differences between the interatomic 
potential curves obtained by Peach from her application of the model potential and 
pseudopotential methods are a consequence only of the representation of the Pauli 
exclusion principle in the valence electron-rare gas atom interaction. 
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The alkali-rare gas interatomic potentials of Peach thus provide an opportunity to 

evaluate the relative merits of the exclusion principle representations which differentiate 

the methods of model potentials and pseudopotentials. That evaluation is the subject of 
this study. 
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2 The Study Approach 

The objective of the study reported in this thesis is to answer the following three 

questions: 

(1) Do the different theoretical representations of the Pauli exclusion principle 
adopted by the model potential and pseudopotential methods have a significant 
effect on the quality of the resulting interatomic potentials between alkali and rare 
gas atoms? 

(2) If the model potential and pseudopotential methods yield significantly different 
interatomic potentials, which method gives the more accurate interaction curves? 

(3) Do the theoretical interatomic potentials of Peach (1988) need improving, and if 

so, in what way can this be achieved? 

The ideal study method by which these questions could be answered is a direct 

comparison between the theoretical model potential and pseudopotential interaction 

curves and the 'actual' interatomic potentials existing between alkali and rare gas atoms. 
Unfortunately, such a comparison is not possible in practice because, at the present time, 
there is no way of directly measuring interatomic potential energies by experimental 
means. Several indirect methods are, however, available to experimenters by which 
interatomic potentials may be deduced from observable phenomena which arise as a 
consequence of the atom-atom interaction. Examples of such measurable effects are the 
broadening and shift of atomic spectral lines, the appearance of discrete band structure in 
bound-bound and bound-free fluorescence spectra of atom-atom pairs and differential 

atom-atom scattering behaviour. The measurement of these phenomena allow 
experimenters to obtain information on the interatomic potentials responsible for the 

observed effects. 

In the absence of being able to compare Peach's theoretical alkali-rare gas interatomic 

potentials with the 'actual' interaction curves directly, it might appear that the next-best 
approach would be to compare the theoretical potentials with those interaction curves 
deduced from experimental measurements. The problem with this approach, however, is 
that the interpretation of the measured data, and the subsequent construction of the 
interatomic potentials, invariably relies on some theoretical model of the interaction (e. g., 
the use of quasistatic theory for inverting line wing profile measurements, an approach 
pioneered by Hedges et al (1972)) or an assumed functional form for the potential curve 
(e. g., the use of the Lennard-Jones potential for the interpretation of impact broadening 
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data (Allard and Kielkopf (1982))). Even the high-resolution diatomic molecular 
spectroscopy, the definitive method for determining the bound part of molecular 
potentials, requires theoretical support in the form of the so-called methods of long-range 

analysis in order to obtain the interatomic potentials (Ahmad-Bitar et al (1977), 
Lapatovich et at (1980)). The theoretical assumptions made are, by necessity, quite 
simple in order to keep the problem tractable and the deduced potentials are therefore 
only as good as the assumed (simple) model: consequently, many of these experimental 
determinations of interatomic potentials have not served as a check on theories of the 

relevant atom-atom processes but rather as inadequate measurements of those interaction 

curves. For this reason, it would be unsatisfactory, and potentially misleading, to directly 

compare Peach's theoretical interatomic potentials with those deduced from experimental 
measurements. 

A more robust approach, and the one adopted in this study, is to use Peach's interatomic 

potentials to calculate theoretical counterparts to quantities which are directly observable 
by experimental methods and to compare the calculated and measured values of those 

observables. In this way, predictions based upon the interatomic potentials are judged 

against experimental data which are free of theoretical assumptions about the atom-atom 
interaction. 

Of course, undertaking a comparison with experimental data in this way does not directly 

compare the calculated interatomic potentials with the 'actual' interaction between the 
alkali and rare gas atoms but rather compares the effects of these potentials on observable 
quantities: the relative merits of the model potential and pseudopotential interaction 

curves must then be inferred from the quality of those observables predicted by these 
interatomic potentials in comparison with those observables actually measured. 

This study method still, therefore, requires some model(s) to generate, from the semi- 
empirical interaction curves, theoretical counterparts to observable quantities and it could, 
therefore, be argued that this approach simply replaces the modelling content of the 
experimental approach (the deduction of interatomic potentials from measured quantities) 
with another modelling approach (which essentially deduces values of measurable 
quantities from interatomic potentials). This is clearly true, but with the important 
difference that the modelling that can be brought to bear in the latter approach (i. e., 
interatomic potentials --+ theoretical counterparts to measurable quantities) can be far 

more sophisticated than any practical models available to experimenters for the deduction 
of the interatomic potentials from measured quantities. A comparison between calculated 
observables which are dependent on the interatomic potentials and experimentally 
measured values of those observables is therefore considered a safer and more robust 
study approach than comparing the theoretical potentials directly with those deduced 
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from the same experimental measurements. These aspects of the study approach are 
illustrated schematically in Figure 2.1. 

The steps required to meet the study objective using the approach outlined above are 
therefore as follows: 

(1) identification of those observable quantities which 

" are amenable to direct experimental measurement 

- are sensitive to the underlying allcali-rare gas interatomic potentials 

- have actually been measured; 

(2) construction of the theoretical models with which to calculate these observable 
quantities; 

(3) implementation of those models for practical calculations; 

(4) application of the implemented models to calculate the observable quantities; 

(S} comparison of the calculated and measured observables, inferring the desired 

comparison between the theoretical and 'actual' alkali-rare gas interatomic 

potentials. 

The identification of suitable observable quantities upon which to base the study was 
made by Peach at the beginning of this work. The quantities chosen were: 

(i) the far red and blue wing profiles of the alkali resonance line perturbed by rare 
gases; 

(ii) the width and shift of the alkali resonance line core due to collisions with rare gas 
atoms. 

The method adopted for calculating (ii) above yielded, as a by-product, a third quantity: 

(iii) the collision induced fine structure state changing cross sections within the first 

excited state multiplet of alkali atoms. 

Steps (2) - (5) given above constitute the main work undertaken by this study and this is 
described in the following sections of this thesis. The structure of the thesis is as follows: 
the next section, 13, introduces the basic model used by Peach to represent the alkali-rare 
gas atom pair, this is followed in §4 by a brief description of the model potential and 
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pseudopotential methods for the calculation of the alkali-rare gas interatomic potentials, 
highlighting the major differences between the two approaches; sections 5 and 6 then 
describe the construction of the theoretical models which are used to obtain the far wing 
profiles (§5) and the width, shift and fine structure state changing cross sections (§6); the 
implementation of these models is briefly described in §7, along with a description of the 
calculations that have been performed with the models; the results of these calculations 
are presented in §8 where they are compared with the available experimental 
measurements and inferences are drawn concerning the quality of the theoretical 
interatomic potentials with a view to answering the questions, posed above, which form 

the study objective; the conclusions of the study are summarised in §9 and the main 
report ends with § 10 in which a number of issues requiring further study are discussed. 

A number of annexes complete this thesis. These support sections of the main report and 
contain additional technical details of the models developed and full descriptions of the 
model implementations. 
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3 The Alkali-Rare Gas Interaction Model 

3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this section and §4 is to provide an overview of the way in which the 
methods of model potentials and pseudopotentials are applied to the theoretical treatment 
of the alkali-rare gas interaction. As an introduction to this, the present section describes 

the basic one-electron-two-core model that is used to represent a pair of colliding alkali 

and rare gas atoms. The dynamics of this system is decomposed into a number of 

components, each described by a Schrödinger equation. It is to one of these equations that 

the methods of model potentials and pseudopotentials are applied to obtain the alkali-rare 
gas interatomic potentials; this latter aspect is considered in §4. 

32 The Three Body Model 

The model adopted to represent the alkali-rare gas atom pair consists of three bodies - the 

alkali valence electron, the residual alkali ion and the rare gas atom. The alkali valence 
electron is the only electron included explicitly. The internal electronic structures of the 

alkali ion and the rare gas atom are not considered in detail, although allowance is made 
for their polarizability: these two bodies are treated as simple polarizable spheres and will 
be referred to as the alkali and rare gas 'cores'. 

The geometry of the three-body system is illustrated in Figure 3.1, where e, A and B 
denote the alkali valence electron, the alkali ion and the rare gas atom respectively. An 

analysis of the dynamics of this system is now undertaken in order to obtain the 
Schrödinger equation relevant to the application of model potentials and pseudopotentials. 
This analysis consists, firstly, of separating out the centre of mass motion of the entire 
system, resulting in the Schrödinger equation describing the relative motion of the three 
bodies. This is then followed by a separation of the valence electron motion from that of 
the two cores, resulting in a pair of Schnidinger equations, one describing the relative 
electron motion with respect to fixed cores, the other describing the relative motion of the 
cores themselves. 

3.3 Dynamics of the Three-Body System 

In terms of coordinates taken relative to the laboratory-fixed external origin 0 of Figure 
3.1, the total Schrödinger equation for the alkali-rare gas system is 
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Figure 3.1: The Geometry of the Alkali-Rare Gas Atom Pair 

B 

Vr - 2MA VR,, 
MB 

V2 + V(rOC, RA, RB) - ET 1'YT 
=0 (3.3.1) 

where mm, MA and MB are the masses of the valence electron, the alkali core and the rare 
gas atom respectively; ET is the total energy of the system and 'FT is the total 

eigenfunction. This Schr6dinger equation describes the motion of the three-body system 
through space, consisting of the relative motion of the constituent bodies and the overall 
motion of the system's centre-of-mass. The first step in the analysis is to separate these 
motions. 
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33.1 Separating the Relative and Centre-of-Mass Motions 

For the present study, only the relative motion of the system components need be 

considered and it is therefore appropriate to separate out of Eq. 3.3.1 the motion of the 

system's centre-of-mass. This is achieved by taking as the relative coordinate between the 
colliding atoms the vector between their respective centres-of-mass, R', and expressing 
the electron coordinate relative to its respective core (the alkali ion). The transformation 
to these coordinates, resulting in a Schrddinger equation from which the centre-of-mass of 
the entire system is separable, consists of two steps. 

In the first step, the coordinates rte, RA and RB are replaced by the coordinates of the 

centre-of-mass of each atom, R'A and R'B, and the electron coordinate relative to the 

alkali core, rM. These coordinates are given by 

R'A = 
MMRA 

++ 
°` , (3.3.2) 

R'B = RB 9 (3.3.3) 

r,. =rr- RA. (3.3.4) 

The transformation of Eq. 3.3.1 to these coordinates is described in detail in Annex A, 
Appendix A 1, and results in the Schr6dinger equation 

C 
2me D- 20, IÄ 

+ 
nag) 

V V. - 2B V V. + V(rAQ, R'A, R'B) - ET ] 'FT = 0. (3.3.5) 

In the second step, the coordinates R'A and R'B are replaced by the relative coordinate 
between the centres-of-mass of the two atoms, R', and the centre-of-mass of the entire 
system, R. These coordinates are given by 

R'= Rs - WA, (3.3.6) 

Rcm = 
{MA+ } 

R'A + 
MM l 

RIB (3.3.7) 

where M is the total mass of the system, 

M= MA + MB + me. (3.3.8) 
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The transformation of Eq. 3.3.5 to these coordinates is described in detail in Annex A, 
Appendix A2, and results in the Schrbdingcr equation 

- 
[jjVr 

- 2M VR. -2 VR. + V(PAC, R') - Er ] 'YT =0 (3.3.9) 
2µ 

where µ is the reduced mass of the two atoms, defined by 

=A M 
MB 

. (3.3.10) 

The centre-of-mass of the entire system may now be separated out of Eq. 3.3.9 by writing 
the total eigenfunction in the product form 

e q'T = 'k' ' ý''ý. (3.3.11) 

The plane wave factor describes the unperturbed motion of the centre-of-mass of the 
entire system with constant wave vector k,.. The energy of this motion, denoted E., is 

simply the kinetic energy of a mass M, i. e., 

Ecm=M (3.3.12) 

which, by conservation of total energy, leaves the energy 

Ei=Er-Ecm (3.3.13) 

available for the relative motion of the atoms. 

Substitution of the eigenfunction `1'T of Eq. 3.3.11 into Eq. 3.3.9 yields the Schrödinger 

equation 

- 2ý V2 VR. +V (rA., R') - F, ] T=O 
µ 

(3.3.14) 

for the eigenfunction T. One final approximation is now made: the difference between 
coordinates R' and R is small since 

=R+O[M re] A (3.3.15) 
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and this difference is neglected. The relative coordinate between the colliding atoms is 

taken to be R. the vector between the alkali core (as opposed to the centre-of-mass of the 

alkali atom) and the rare gas atom. 

This completes the first stage of the analysis, i. e., the separation of the relative and centre- 
of-mass motions of the system, and results in the Schr6dinger equation describing the 

relative motion of the alkali core, the rare gas atom and the alkali valence electron: 

[-2 Vr--VR+V(rA, R)-E, ý] 'P=0. (3.3.16) 
µ 

332 Separating the Valence Electron and Core Motions 

The next step of the analysis is to separate the motion of the alkali valence electron from 

that of the two cores. It is appropriate at this point to introduce two Cartesian frames of 

reference in which to measure the electron coordinates: these are 

(1) a coordinate frame (x', y', z') with origin at the alkali core and an orientation fixed 
in space (referred to as the'space-fixed' frame); 

(2) a coordinate frame (x, y, z) with origin at the alkali core and an orientation such 
that the z-axis lies in the instantaneous direction of the internuclear vector R 
(referred to as the 'body-fixed frame). 

The body-fixed frame is related to the space-fixed frame via a simple rotation described 
by the Euler angles (a, ß, Y). These angles are those through which the space-fixed axes 
(x', y', z'), denoted collectively by S', must be rotated in order to become coincident with 
the body-fixed axes (x, y, z), denoted by S. The frame S' is transformed into frame S via 
three rotations performed in the following order (Edmonds (1957), § 1.3): 

(1) a rotation a (0: 5 a< 2it) about the z-axis of S' so that the initial position of frame 
S' is changed to a new position S"; 

(2) a rotation ß (0 5ß< it) about the y-axis of S" so that the frame position is changed 
from S" to S" ; 

(3) a rotation 1(0 S1< 2n) about the z-axis of S"' so that the frame position is 

changed from S"' to the final position S, i. e., the body-fixed axes (x, y, z). 
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The angles (a, ß) correspond to the spherical polar coordinates (ý, 0) which describe the 
direction of the internuclear vector R (the z-axis of S) relative to the space-fixed frame S'. 
The third angle, y, describes the overall orientation of the electron position vector about 
the internuclear axis. 

It is relative to the space-fixed frame that the electron coordinates of Eq. 3.3.16 are 
measured. Denoting these coordinates by r', the Schrödinger equation describing the 

relative electron and core motions is 

2ni. V, - OR + V(r', R) - Fnl `P(r', R) = 0. (3.3.17) 
µ 

The separation of the electron and core motions of this equation is achieved by adoption 

of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. This recognizes that the great difference 
between the masses of the electron and the two cores means that the cores move much 
more slowly than does the electron. This is expressed by writing the eigenfunction of 
Eq. 3.3.17 as a product of electron and core eigenfunctions, i. e., 

'P(r', R) = W(r; R) X(R) (3.3.18) 

where, for the electron eigenfunction, the internuclear separation is held fixed and the 

electron coordinates are measured with respect to the body-fixed frame of reference, with 
the z-axis oriented in the direction of R. The dependence of the electron eigenfunction 
upon R is thus only through the magnitude of the internuclear separation, R. 

Recalling that the electron position vectors r' and r are related via a simple rotation and 
that the Laplacian is invariant under rotation, i. e., 

V2 
r' (3.3.19) 

substitution of the eigenfunction of Eq. 3.3.18 into the Schr6dinger equation of Eq. 3.3.17 
leads to a pair of Schidinger equations, one for the valence electron motion for fixed 

cores, 

2111. Vr + Ve(r; R) - Eo(R) ] V(r; R) = 0, (3.3.20) 

and one for the relative motion of the cores themselves, 
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[- Ü2 2 OR+EO(R)-Er. t]x 211 
(R)=0. (3.3.21) 

Thus the eigenvalues of the one-electron Schrödinger equation provide the effective 
central field under which the cores move; this field is termed the interatomic potential 
energy curve of the alkali-rare gas system. It is convenient to use the interatomic potential 
energy measured relative to its value at infinite internuclear separation, denoted Eo(oo); 

writing 

EQ(R) = V(R) + Eo(»), (3.3.22) 

E= EE - Eo(oo), (3.3.23) 

the Schrödinger equation for the alkali and rare gas cores becomes 

[iv+v(R)E] X(R) = 0. (3.3.24) 
211 

This completes the second stage of the analysis, i. e., the separation of the valence electron 
and core motions. Two Schzddinger equations have been obtained, one for the electron 
motion for fixed internuclear separation and one for the relative motion of the two cores. 
The solution of the first of these equations, Eq. 3.3.20, is the subject of the next section 
and provides an opportunity to introduce the methods of model potentials and 
pseudopotentials; consideration of the second SchnSdinger equation, Eq. 3.3.24, is 
deferred until §5. 
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4 The Interatomic Potentials 

4.1 Introduction 

The analysis of the one-electron-two-core model of the alkali-rare gas interaction 
described in the previous section has resulted in two Schrödinger equations, one for the 

electron motion relative to fixed cores and one for the relative motion of the cores 
themselves. This section considers the first of those equations, introducing the methods of 

model potentials and pseudopotentials, as implemented by Peach, by which this equation 
is solved and its eigenvalues obtained. These eigenvalues are the alkali-rare gas 
interatomic potentials. The calculations of Peach are described and those interatomic 

potentials relevant to the present study are presented and discussed. 

42 The One-Electron Schrödinger Equation 

The Schrddinger equation describing the motion of the alkali valence electron relative to 
fixed cores is (see Eq. 3.3.20) 

[- 2me f- Dj + V. (r; R) - Eo(R) ] y(r; R) = 0. (4.2.1) 

The total electron energy, E0(R), is a function of the electronic state of the alkali valence 
electron and depends parametrically on the internuclear separation R. E0(R) is the 
interatomic potential of the alkali-rare gas system and is obtained for various electron 
states as eigenvalues of Eq. 4.2.1 for each value of R. 

As it stands, Eq. 4.2.1 is difficult to solve because the formulation of the potential Vjr; R) 
is non-trivial. It must describe an interaction which is governed by factors such as 
incomplete screening of the alkali and rare gas nuclei by their respective core electrons, 
electron correlation and exchange effects, and the Pauli exclusion principle; the potential 
thus depends on the properties of the electrons within the alkali and rare gas cores. The 

methods of model potentials and pseudopotentials aim to account for these features of the 
interaction by replacing the exact potential, V, (r; R), with an empirical form, denoted 
V(r; R), which simulates the complexities of the exact interaction but which requires 
the explicit inclusion of the alkali valence electron only. 
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4.3 The Empirical Electron Potential 

The form of the empirical potential, Vcmp(r; R), adopted by Peach to replace the exact 

potential, Ve(r; R), is a sum of four contributions: 

V, (r; R) = VeA(r; 85 + VeB(IR - rl; 
0) + V,, B(R; 

O) + VMB(IR - rl, R; 8) 

(4.3.1) 

where 

ýA(r, 
0 ýj) = the electron-alkali core interaction (in the absence of the rare gas V, 

atom), 

VeB(IR - cl; 6 B) = the electron-rare gas atom interaction (in the absence of the 

alkali core), 

VAB(R; 8, ) = the alkali core-rare gas atom interaction, 

VeAB(IR - rl, R; e) 
=a three-body interaction. 

The potential VeA(r; 0 taken together with the kinetic energy term of Eq. 4.2.1 

constitutes the Hamiltonian for the valence electron in the unperturbed alkali atom; the 

remaining three contributions of Eq. 4.3.1 represent the interaction of this alkali atom with 
the rare gas atom. 

The complexities of the actual electron potential are simulated by the empirical electron 
potential via the introduction of variable parameters, denoted generically by 8i, into the 
functional form of each of the four interactions. The values of these parameters are 
adjusted so that each contribution reproduces the effects of the exact interaction that it is 

simulating as closely as possible. (The exact interaction is taken to be the experimentally 
determined interaction. ) The procedure for fixing the values of the parameters 8i is to take 
the parameterised model for each of the four interactions in turn and to calculate a 
theoretical counterpart to some measurable quantity which depends upon the particular 
interaction potential being considered. Theoretical and experimental results are compared 
and the parameters 9i are adjusted iteratively until satisfactory agreement is achieved 
between the calculated and measured quantities. As an example, the parameters 8; ' of the 

electron-alkali core interaction are adjusted iteratively so that the Schrädinger equation 
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solved with the potential VA(r; $ i) generates, as cigenvalues, the measured atomic 

energy levels of the alkali atom (which are known to high precision). Similarly, the 
parameters 6P of the electron-rare gas interaction are determined by requiring that the 

potential V. B(iR - 0; 0 B) reproduces the measured phase shifts for the elastic scattering of 

electrons by the rare gas atom. 

The choice of the functional form of each contribution to V, (r; R) is left very much to 

the ingenuity of the theoretician. There are, however, certain physical principles which 
must be observed: each contribution, for example, must give the correct asymptotic form 
for the particular interaction it is simulating, and the total potential must reflect, at large 

6 internuclear separations, a Van der Waals atom-atom interaction proportional to R. 

The last two contributions in Eq. 4.3.1, the core-core interaction and the three-body 
interaction, are essentially polarization potentials, the first describing the polarization of 
the rare gas atom by the ionic alkali core alone and the second describing the polarization 
of the rare gas atom by the alkali core and the valence electron simultaneously. It is in the 
functional form of the two remaining contributions, the electron-alkali core interaction 

and the electron-rare gas atom interaction, that the classifications of model potential and 
pseudopotential arise. These are discussed next. 

4.4 Model Potentials and Pseudopotentials 

In both electron-core potentials, the leading term in the long range interaction is a 
polarization potential of the respective core due to the alkali valence electron and includes 
both the static dipole polarizability (with a dynamic correction factor) and the quadrupole 
polarizability of the core. At shorter range, each electron-core potential is required to 
simulate the complexities of the exact interaction such as higher multipole 
polarizabilities, incomplete screening of the nuclear charges, electron correlation and 
exchange. The potentials must also take into account the Pauli exclusion principle and it 
is the method by which this principle is accommodated that distinguishes model 
potentials from pseudopotentials. 

The electron-core potentials described above are purely attractive. In the electron-alkali 
core case, solving the Schrddinger equation with the potential V. A(r; 8 ; ') (and appropriate 

values for the adjustable parameters) generates the set of bound states associated with the 
valence electron in the alkali atom. Thus in the case of e-Na+, use of VeA(r; 0 ;, ) generates 

the energies of the 3s, 4s, 5s, ..., 3p, 4p, 5p, ..., 3d, 4d, ... orbitals. It also yields the 
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energies of the Is, 2s and 2p orbitals corresponding to the filled shells in the Na+ core. 
These core orbitals are termed 'virtual states' of the electron because they are not bound 

states actually available for occupation by the alkali valence electron. Similarly, in the 

electron-rare gas atom case, even though there are no true bound states of the system 
available to the valence electron, the potential VeB(IR - ri; 0 B) still supports (virtual) 

bound electron states corresponding to the filled shells in the rare gas atom. 

To satisfy the Pauli exclusion principle, the eigenfunction for the valence electron is 

explicitly made orthogonal to each of the eigenfunctions representing the electron states 

of the alkali core and the rare gas atom. This approach of using a purely attractive 

potential together with explicit orthogonalisation of the valence electron eigenfunction 

with respect to the core electron eigenfunctions is known as the model potential approach; 
the potentials VeA(r; 0 A) and V. B(IR - ri; 0 B) representing the electron-core interactions 

are termed the model potentials. 

An alternative method of representing the electron-core interactions is embodied in the 

pseudopotential approach. In Peach's application of this approach, the same basic 

functional form for the electron-core potentials are used as in the model potential 
approach described above, but these are modified in two important ways: 

(1) a short range repulsive potential is added to the model potential representing each 
electron-core interaction; 

(2) the adjustable parameters (t' and 9B are made 1-dependent, where 1 is the angular 

momentum of the valence electron. 

The pseudopotential method recognizes that the main effect of the Pauli exclusion 
principle is to keep the alkali valence electron out of the alkali and rare gas core regions 
and the rationale behind the above modifications is that this effect can be achieved 
physically by the addition of a short range repulsive potential to the system Hamiltonian. 
A potential which is repulsive over the alkali or rare gas core region can be chosen such 
that it reduces to a negligible value the probability of the valence electron being found in 

the core region. This modification to the system Hamiltonian approximates the explicit 
orthogonalisation of the electron eigenfunctions carried out in the model potential 
approach, simulating the orthogonality conditions imposed by the Pauli exclusion 
principle. However, since these orthogonality conditions are different for eigenfunctions 
of different angular momentum 1, a single (1-independent) potential governing the 
electron-core interactions cannot be expected to be equally satisfactory for all of them; 
hence, through the adjustable parameters ei, the potentials are made 1-dependent. These 
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modified potentials representing the electron-core interactions are termed the 

pseudopotentials. 

Unlike the model potentials, the pseudopotentials do not contain any virtual states, i. e., 
bound electron states corresponding to the electrons in the alkali and rare gas cores; 
instead, they support only those states, if any, that are genuinely bound states of the 
electron-core system. Thus in the case of e-Na+, the lowest bound state of the 

pseudopotential corresponds to the valence state 3s and there are no bound states 

supported by the pseudopotential representing the electron-rare gas atom interaction. 

45 The Calculations of Peach 

The empirical electron potential, V., (r; R), used by Peach thus consists of two electron- 

core interactions, which may be represented by either a model potential or a 
pseudopotential, together with the core-core and three-body interactions. This potential is 

used to replace the exact electron potential, Vjr; R), in the one-electron Schr ödinger 

equation (Eq. 4.2.1). A set of atomic basis states is selected (which, in the model potential 

approach, must include the 'virtual' alkali and rare gas core states) and the corresponding 
matrix of the Hamiltonian operator is formed. The eigenvalues of this matrix are then 
obtained at a series of internuclear separations: these eigenvalues are the interatomic 

potential curves for the alkali-rare gas system. Such calculations have been performed by 
Peach for several alkali-rare gas systems, including LiHe, LiNe, NaHe and NaNe which 
are the subject of the present study. 

As stated above, either a model potential or a pseudopotential can be used to represent 
each of the electron-core interactions. Peach, however, found that the choice of a model 
potential or a pseudopotential for the electron-alkali core interaction made a negligible 
difference to the resulting interatomic potential curves; hence, a model potential was 
adopted for this interaction throughout her calculations. The interatomic potentials were 
found to be sensitive to the choice of potential type for the electron-rare gas atom 
interaction and therefore both a model potential and a pseudopotential was used, in turn, 
for each alkali-rare gas pair. The interatomic potentials resulting from a choice of a model 
potential to represent the electron-rare gas interaction will be referred to as the model 
potential interaction curves; similarly, the interatomic potentials obtained by using a 
pseudopotential for this interaction will be referred to as the pseudopotential interaction 
curves. 

It is important to stress the consistency with which Peach has applied the model potential 
and pseudopotential methods in her calculations. The only difference between the model 
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potential and pseudopotential formulations of the empirical electron potential (Eq. 4.3.1) 
is the way in which the Pauli exclusion principle is accommodated in the electron-rare 

gas interaction; in all other respects, the empirical electron potential is identical in both 

model potential and pseudopotential formulations. It is this feature of the formulation that 

gives the calculations of Peach their great value, for any differences between the model 
potential and pseudopotential interaction curves can be attributed unambiguously to the 
theoretical representations of the Pauli exclusion principle which differentiate the 

methods of model potentials and pseudopotentials: consequently, the interatomic 

potentials calculated by Peach provide a means of evaluating the utility of those 

representations. 

It should also be noted that the orthogonality constraints on the alkali valence electron are 

non-existent for angular momenta greater than the highest symmetry of the core. For such 

angular momenta, therefore, there is no difference between a model potential and a 

pseudopotential in the formulation adopted by Peach. 

4.6 Interatomic Potentials and the Alkali Resonance Transitions 

The calculations described above have generated interatomic potential curves for many 
electronic states of alkali-rare gas pairs. The curves relevant to the present study are those 
connecting to the atomic alkali states involved in the resonance transition of Li (2p -+ 2s) 

and Na (3p -+ 3s). With the rare gas atom in its ground state, the alkali atomic state np 
connects to two interatomic potential curves, the A211 for IAI =I and the B2E for A=0, 

where A is the projection of the alkali valence electron angular momentum on the 
internuclear axis. The atomic state ns connects to a single curve, the X2E, where A=0. 
These curves, calculated using both model potential and pseudopotential formulations of 
the empirical electron potential, are listed in numerical form in Annex B, Appendix B1 

and are shown graphically in Figures 4.1 - 4.4 for the pairs Li He, LiNe, NaHe and NaNe. 
In these plots, the curves labelled 'A' are the A211 states, those labelled 'B' are the B2 

states and those labelled 'X' are the X2E states. Note that in the Lilie and NaHe systems, 
the highest I symmetry of the rare gas atom is 1=0 and consequently there is no 
difference between Peach's model potential and the pseudopotential interaction curves for 
the AZII state (IAJ =1). 

The characteristic features of these curves are that the BZE and X2E potentials are 
predominantly repulsive but contain shallow attractive wells at large R; the A21I potential 
is predominantly attractive containing a deep well at relatively small R. The positions and 
depths of these wells are listed in Table 4.1 for Li-rare gas systems, and in Table 4.2 for 
Na-rare gas systems; the tables also include the range of internuclear separations at which 
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Figure 43(a): NaHe Excited States 
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Table 4.1 Characteristic Parameters of Interatomic Potential Curves : 
Li-Rare Gas Systems 

Li lie Li Ne 
MP PP MP PP 

De (A21'I) 851.90 851.90 181.80 120.74 
Rý (A2II) 3.50 3.50 4.70 4.90 
Rf (A2fl) [2.90,3.00] [2.90,3.00] [3.90,4.00] [4.10,4.20] 

Dc (B2Z) 0.66 0.35 4.65 1.83 
k (1321) 16.00 18.00 13.00 15.00 
R= (1321) [14.00,14.50] [16.00,17.00] [11.50,11.75] [13.50,14.00] 

De (X2E) 1.61 0.93 8.69 4.58 
RC (X21) 11.50 12.75 9.75 11.00 
Rt (X2E) [10.25,10.501 [11.25,11.50] [8.50,8.75] [9.50,9.75] 

Key 

De = depth of potential well (cm 1). 

= radial position of well minimum (au). 
Rr = internuclear separations between which potential curve first becomes repulsive. 
MP = model potential curve. 
PP = pseudopotential curve. 
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Table 4.2 Characteristic Parameters of Interatomic Potential Curves : 
Na-Rare Gas Systems 

Na He Na Ne 
MP PP MP PP 

De, (A21I) 431.04 431.04 133.72 92.71 
k (A A2fI) 4.30 4.30 5.30 5.50 
Rr (A2II) [3.60,3.70] [3.60,3.70] (4.50,4.60] [4.70,4.80] 

D. (B2L) 0.47 0.25 3.62 1.31 
Rý (B2E) 18.00 20.00 15.00 17.00 
R= (1321) [16.00,17.00] [18.00,20.00) [13.00,13.50] [15.00,16.00] 

D. (X2E) 1.48 0.83 8.15 4.16 
Rz (X2E) 12.00 13.00 10.00 11.25 
Rr (XZ) [10.50,10.75] [11.75,12.00) [8.75,9.00] [9.75,10.00] 

Key 

De = depth of potential well (cm i). 

Ra = radial position of well minimum (au). 
RT = internuclear separations between which potential curve first becomes repulsive. 
MP = model potential curve. 
PP = pseudopotential curve. 
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each curve first becomes repulsive (in the direction of decreasing R). 

The qualitative behaviour of the potential curves can be understood by considering the 
spatial distribution of the alkali valence electron orbital in its ground and excited states as 
the alkali atom collides with the rare gas atom. The latter atom has been treated as a 
polarizable core with a spherically symmetric charge distribution in its unperturbed state. 
Likewise, the ground state (ns) valence electron orbital in the unperturbed alkali atom is 

also spherically symmetric. As the atoms approach one another in these states, the Van 
der Waals attraction first operates at long range, giving rise to the shallow well in the X21 

curve; as the relative separation decreases, the alkali valence electron orbital begins to 

overlap the charge distribution of the rare gas and the atoms start repelling each other, the 

repulsion increasing with decreasing separation as the overlap becomes greater, leading to 
a repulsive X2E curve for intermediate and short ranges. 

With the alkali atom in its excited state, there are two orientations of the valence electron 
p-orbital. If this is directed along the internuclear axis (A = 0), there is a Van der Waals 

attraction at long range (giving rise to the shallow well in the B2E curve) but overlap 

repulsion begins at a greater separation than is the case for the ground state XZE; the 

repulsion increases with decreasing separation leading to a repulsive B2E curve for 

intermediate and short ranges. On the other hand, if the p-orbital is directed at right- 
angles to the internuclear axis (IAI = 1), there is a Van der Waals attraction at long range 
which is enhanced at intermediate ranges by the reduced shielding of the ionic alkali core 
by the p-orbital, the charge distribution of the orbital being off-axis. This leads to the 
relatively deep attractive well in the A211 curve. As the separation decreases, the A2II 

curve becomes repulsive as the p-orbital overlaps the charge distribution of the rare gas 
atom, but this occurs at much shorter ranges than is the case for either the WE or the X21 

curves. 

These, then, are the alkali-ran gas interatomic potentials from which theoretical 

counterparts to directly observable quantities (i. e., resonance line wing profiles, widths 
and shifts, and fine structure state changing cross sections) are to be calculated. The 

models used for these calculations are the subject of the next two sections, beginning in 
§5 with the quantum mechanical and semi-classical models of line wing broadening. 



S The Line Wings 

5.1 Introduction 

In the molecular model of the alkali-rare gas interaction, described in §§3 and 4, the 

emission of radiation in the alkali resonance line is due to electronic transitions from the 

excited states A2II and B2E to the ground state X21. Two models of resonance line 

broadening are now described and formulae are obtained for the energy emitted by these 

transitions as a function of radiation frequency, i. e., formulae for the line wing profiles. 
The first model adopts a quantum mechanical viewpoint and this is considered below in 

§5.2; the second model is a semi-classical one, using as its basis the quasistatic theory, 

and this is described in §5.3. 

The reason for considering the semi-classical approach to line broadening, in addition to 
the quantum mechanical one, is that, as mentioned in §2, the quasistatic theory is the 
basis of the methods used by experimenters to deduce interatomic potentials from 

measurements of line wing profiles. It is thus important to test the validity of this theory 
in the context of line broadening in order to assess the reliability of such 'experimental' 

potentials. A comparison between the results of a fully quantum mechanical calculation 
and a quasistatic calculation will go some way towards identifying any deficiencies in the 
quasistatic theory and the effect(s) that these might have on interatomic potentials 
deduced via its application. 

5.2 The Quantum Mechanical Approach 

The electronic transitions responsible for emission in the alkali resonance line will give 
rise to changes in the state of motion of the alkali and rare gas cores. The types of core 
transition which might be important in the line broadening process may be identified by 

considering the shapes of the interatomic potential curves relevant to the resonance 
transition. 

Both the A2II and B2Z potential curves contain radial regimes where the potential is 

attractive, giving rise to the possibility of bound states of alkali and rare gas core motion. 
When the centrifugal potential energy due to the rotation of the cores about one another is 
included, the effective potential curves may exhibit a repulsive centrifugal barrier at 
internuclear separations beyond the attractive well, resulting in quasibound states of corn 
motion (orbiting resonances). Also, both excited state potential curves contain repulsive 
regions and so support free (un-bound) states of core motion. 
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The X2E potential curve, like the B2A is predominantly repulsive and will support free 
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states of core motion. It also contains a shallow attractive well at relatively large 
internuclear separation and so, additionally, may support bound and quasibound states. 
For simplicity, however, these latter possibilities are neglected in this study and only the 
free states of core motion supported by the XZ potential are considered. 

Thus, electronic transitions from A2II and B2Z to XZE are expected to give rise to bound- 
free, quasibound-free and free-free transitions in the motion of the cores. The energy 
emitted by each type of transition is then summed to give the total energy emitted in the 

alkali resonance line; this emission, as a function of radiation frequency, constitutes the 
line wing profiles. The following sections consider each of the three contributions 
(bound-free, quasibound-free and free-free) in turn. 

52.1 The Bound-Free Contribution 

The contribution from bound-free transitions to the total energy emitted in the alkali 
resonance line, termed here the bound free emission intensity, is given by 

IBF(v) = by Y ff Ni (Ai1/o) 8(v - vif) dkf (5.2.1) 

where 

v= the frequency of the emitted photon, 
Ni = the population of the initial (bound) state, 
A; f = the probability of a spontaneous downward transition (the Einstein A 

coefficient), 
is = the statistical weight of the initial state, 
kf = the wave vector of the dissociating atoms, 

and the delta function provides the required conservation of energy. The summation is 

carried out over all the initial (bound) states and the integral extends over all the final 
(free) states. 

The Einstein A coefficient is defined by 

64784 
3 

15' i(r''R) er''Vf (kf, r', R) de dR 12 (5.2.2) 3hc 



where'P-(r', R) and '1' f(kf, r', R) are the total eigenfunctions of the alkali-rare gas system 

(with the centre-of-mass motion separated out - see Eq. 3.3.17) in its initial (bound) and 
final (free) states respectively. The electron coordinates r' of these eigenfunctions are 
referred to the space-fixed frame of reference defined in 13.3.2; R is the relative 
coordinate between the two cores. The constants c and e take their usual meaning as the 
speed of light and the electron charge respectively. 

The eigenfunctions are normalised according to 

IF *(r', R)'P1(r', R) dr' dR = 1, (5.2.3) 

i'f (kf r', R)''A'f r'. R) dr dR = 6(kf - k'f). (5.2.4) 

The task now is to obtain a form for IBF(v) which is amenable to direct calculation. The 

first step is to invoke the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (see §3.3.2) and to write the 
total eigenfunctions in product form: 

'Y, (r', R) = Vi(r; R) XI(R), 

'I`f(kf, r', R) =Vr, R) Xf(kf, R), 

(5.2.5) 

(5.2.6) 

where the electron coordinates r are referred to the body-fixed frame of reference. The 

normalisation of the electron eigenfunctions is given by 

R) Vi(r; R) d' =J Vf (r; R) V; R) dr =1. (5.2.7) 

The core eigenfunctions are normalised according to 

j (R) X; (R) =1, (5.2.8) 
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J Xf (kf, R) X((Wf, R) dR = 8(kf - k'f). (5.2.9) 



Eigenfunction X(R) is a solution of the core Schrddinger 45 
; equation given in Eq. 3.3.24 and 

in Annex C, Appendix Cl is shown to have the form (see Eq. C1.3.10) 

Xi(R) = -1 gi(R) [ 
(2K+I) 

R 8XI (5.2.1 0) 

where K is the total angular momentum (i. e., of both the cores and the valence electron), 
M is the projection of this vector on the z'-axis of the space-fixed frame of reference, ML 
is the projection of the electron angular momentum on the internuclear axis and 
DM (a, ß, y) is a matrix element of the operator for finite rotations. The radial function 

gi(R) satisfies the Schrödinger equation 

d2gý(R) 
+ 

?N 
V1(R) - 

Ii2K +1 
d2 

Ei - 22 i; (R) =0 (5.2.11) 

where Vi(R) is the initial (excited) state interatomic potential and the contribution 
provided by the electron to the total angular momentum of the alkali-rare gas system has 
been neglected (see Appendix Cl, §C1.4). The required normalisation of g; (R) is such 
that 

Jo 
ei(R)dR = 1. (5.2.1 2) 

The final (free) state eigenfünction X(kf, R) is now expressed as a partial wave expansion 
in terms of Legendre polynomials (cf. Geltman (1969), Eq. 2.1) 

N 

Xf(kf, R) _ (2)C+1) ir kfR gf(R) PK. (kf, R). 
K'=0 

By the addition theorem of spherical harmonics, 

+K' 
U 

PK'kfR) = (2)C+1) Lr Y; � (ekr V YKM (a, P-17) 
W-IC 

(5.2.13) 

(5.2.14) 

where the polar angles (A $) specify the orientation of the wave vector kf relative to 
the space-fixed frame of reference and the Euler angles (a, ß, y) specify the orientation of 



the internuclear axis R relative to the same reference frame. The correctly normalised 
form of YK,, (a, ß, y) is (cf. Eq. C 1.3.9 of Appendix CI) 

2K'+1 ]1! 2 
YKý(a, ß"'ý ° 8. 

D 
NrM (5.2.15) 

where quantum numbers M' and M'L art the angular momentum projections in the final 

state analogous to M and ML in the initial state. With Eqs. 5.2.14 and 5.2.15, the final 

state eigenfunction may be written in the form 

M 
IC 

R) 
1 (KI 
)2 

(2K'+1) ilck gt(RX4it)1R Y xM( ýD hfhr,, (c4ß'Y) 
tcý air=-)C 

(5.2.16) 

where a factor of (2n)-3t2 has been introduced so that the eigenfunction is normalised 
according to Eq. 5.2.9. The radial function gf(R) satisfies the Scha dinger equation 

d2 OR) 
+1[ Ef - Vf(R) - 

lel +1 ] gýR) =0 (5.2.17) 
the 2pe 

where Vf(R) is the final (ground) state interatomic potential and, as in the initial state, the 

contribution provided by the electron to the total angular momentum of the alkali-rare gas 
system has been neglected. The required normalisation of gf(R) is to a unit modulus sine 
wave at large R. 

Finally, the electron coordinates r' of Eq. 5.2.2, which are referred to the space-fixed 
frame of reference, must be expressed relative to the body-fixed frame. The spherical 
components of rare given by (cf. Edmonds (1957), Eq. 5.1.4) 

ý' ý=C43ýRý'Ylm(O', +ý): m'=O, ±1 (5.2.18) 

where r' = ir'I and (9', 4)') are the polar angles specifying the direction of r' with respect to 
the space-fixed frame of reference. These components of r' can be expressed in terms of 
coordinates relative to the body-fixed frame as (cf. Edmonds (1957), Eq. 4.1.14) 
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l'm' = 
(3Z IR 

rE Dm() 
m(a, 

ß, 7) Ym (9, e); m, m' = 0, ±1 (5.2.19) 
m 



where r= Irl and (0, $) are the polar angles specifying the direction of r' with respect to 

the body-fixed frame of reference. 

The eigenfunctions given in Eqs. 5.2.5 and 5.2.6 are now substituted into Eq. 5.2.2. This 

procedure is described in Annex C, Appendix C2 and results in the following expression 

for the quantity 
f- 

dkf : 
u4; 

__ 
128n3v3 if 

dkf 
3hc3 

(2K + 1) S; f dkf (5.2.20) 

where 

Sjf = 11« 
0 

g1(R) Dn. A(R) gf(R) dR 12 (5.2.21) 

and DA. A(R) is the dipole transition moment. Thus Eq. 5.2.1 becomes 

128 v4 IBF(v) _ 3c3 
Z (2K + 1) Ni jf Sff S(v - vif) dkf. (5.2.22) 

Using 

1cß 
In 

dkf ?=µ kýl dE1 
i? 

(5.2.23) 

and writing the delta function in the form 

&v - vff) =S 
(E h)=h S(Ef - (EI - E)) (5.2.24) 

where E; is the energy of the initial state, the integral over final states may be written 

1f S; f 8(V - Vif) dkf =2n-µ Jf 
1415 8(Ef - (E` - E)) dEf 

li 

2xg 
-1 kf Sjf (5.2.25) 

It 
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with the energy conservation condition 

Ef =Ei - by (5.2.26) 

where v is the frequency of the emitted radiation. Eq. 5.2.22 then becomes 

64n4v4 4µ 
IBF(V) _ (2K + 1) Ni kf1 Sif. (5.2.27) 

xi 

The initial state population, Ni, is taken to be a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, i. e., 

Ni = con. npQ1. I exp(-Ey, /kT) (5.2.28) 

where co is a statistical weight equal to the degeneracy of the molecular electronic state i 
divided by the electronic degeneracy of the initial atomic state (w = 2/3 for A21, - X2E 

transitions, co = 1/3 for B2E - X2E transitions), ne and np are the number densities of the 

emitters (alkali atoms) and perturbers (rare gas atoms) respectively, Qr is the translational 

partition function for relative motion, given by 

3/I 
2ýtµkT 

h 
(5.2.29) 

and EV. K is the energy of the initial state, labelled with the vibrational quantum number V 

and the rotational quantum number K. 

The bound-free emission intensity may then be written in its final form: 

64ndv4 l 4g t IBF(v, I) = conenp 
3c3 

% '_ (2K + 1) kt. S; f exp(-Ev. K/kl) (5.2.30) 
h v. K 

with the radiation frequency determined by Eq. 5.2.26. 

5.2.2 The Quasibound-Free Contribution 

The contribution from quasibound-free transitions to the total energy emitted in the alkali 
resonance line, termed here the quasibound-free emission intensity, is obtained by 

modifying the formula for bound-free emission obtained above. This formula (Eq. 5.2.30) 
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contains a sum of matrix elements S; t taken over all (discrete) initial states. Similarly, the 
quasibound-free contribution is given in terms of a sum of matrix elements taken over all 
quasibound (resonant) initial states with the modification that, since each resonance 
extends over a band of energies about the resonant energy, each matrix element is to be 
integrated over the effective extent of the resonance. 

For a single resonance at energy E., with an effective energy extent AEr, the matrix 
element Sj f is written in the form (cf. Eq. 5.2.21) 

Sjf = 
LE, I JO 

g'(R) DA' A(R) gf(R) dR 12 dE. (5.2.31) 

where the label E; on the initial state eigenfunction is included to emphasize its energy 
dependence. In the neighbourhood of the resonant energy Er, this eigenfunction behaves 

as (Sando and Dalgarno (1971)) 

lit 

r 

SE '(R) =2g '(R) (5.2.32) 

where r, is the half-width of the resonance. The matrix element Sjf may then be written 

S; (= 
if gi NR) Dn. Aý(R)8)1 

2feE 

- )2 +r (Ei 
ý' . (5.2.33) 

Er )2 

The limits on the integration over E; are now extended to t°° since there is little 

contribution to the integral outside the band AEA. Thus, with uaE; - Er, 

lT 

dEi 
g- Fr) 1r 

rr 

du 
u2 + 14 

= ri [tan'(u/r, )]'-I,. (5.2.34) 

=7Crr 
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and the matrix element for the resonance is 



Sjf = trr If VE (R) DA A(R) gf(R) dR 12. (5.2.35) 

The normalisation of the resonant eigenfunction 914(R) is found by considering its radial 

behaviour. A bound state eigenfunction oscillates through a number of nodes and decays 

exponentially towards zero at large R; a quasibound (resonant) eigenfunction behaves 

similarly except that the final exponential decay does not proceed to zero but, on reaching 
a small value, begins to increase again and becomes sinusoidal at large R. The point at 
which this increase begins is denoted Rb and, because of its resonant nature, the 

eigenfunction g'(R) is considered to be of essentially bound state character and negligible 

for R> Rb. Hence, the normalisation adopted for the eigenfunction is such that 

5'gE(R)2dR= 1. 
0 

(5.2.36) 

The final state eigenfunction g(R) is normalised, as in the bound-free case, to a unit 

modulus sine wave at large R. 

The quasibound-free emission intensity may then be written in its final form (cf. 

Eq. 5.2.30): 

44 
IQBF(V, T') =c np 

3c3 
Qir14µ F (2K + 1)1c- S; f exp(-F. r, K/kl) (5.2.37) 

rj( 

with S; f defined by Eq. 5.2.35 and the radial eigenfunctions g, 
5(R) 

and gf(R) satisfying 

Egs. C1.4.2 and C2.2.38 of Annex C respectively. The radiation frequency is again 
determined by Eq. 5.2.26. 

5.2.3 The Free-Free Contribution 

The contribution from free-free transitions to the total energy emitted in the alkali 
resonance line, termed here the free free emission intensity, is (cf. Eq. 5.2.1) 
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Ipp(v) = by Jif Ni (A/) $(v - Vif) dki dkf (5.2.38) 
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where k; is the wave vector of the atoms in the initial state and all other quantities are as 
defined in §5.2.1. The procedure for obtaining a form for 1FF(v) which is amenable to 
direct calculation is similar to that described for the bound-free case. The total 
eigenfunctions appearing in A11(cf. Eq. 5.2.2) are written in product form: 

V1(r; R) X(k;, R) 

`Yf(kf, r', R) = yrýrr, R) Xf(kf, R) 

(5.2.39) 

(5.2.40) 

where now both ; (k1, R) and x, kf. R) represent free states of motion (cf. Eq. 5.2.16): 

K 

XI(k;, R) = 
12 

Ký 
(2K+1)1R iK 1 1RY 

M* 
(KL(a,, 

y), () kiR $ý(R)(4K) (0k? $fc, )D 

M}K 

r K' 
(5.2.41) 

R) 
( )2 

(2K'+1)' 2 iK'q x4iv)"2 Yi v(k VD k(a, I3, y) 
tc=o )vr=-K' 

(5.2.42) 

with the radial functions g; (R) and gfM) satisfying Egs. 5.2.11 and 5.2.17 respectively. 

The eigenfunctions given in Eqs. 5.2.39 and 5.2.40 are now substituted into Eq. 5.2.2. This 
procedure is described in Annex C, Appendix C3 and results in the following expression 
for the quantity 

Ildk1 
dkf : 

A= 25692V3 

(Oi 3hc 
(2K + 1) S; f dk; dkf 

K 
(5.2.43) 

where 

2 Sif =I08; (R) DA. A(R) g 4R) dR 1 (5.2.44) 

and DW A(R) is the dipole transition moment. Thus Eq. 5.2.38 becomes 



IFF(v) 
Z6gZV4 f 

ir 
1: (2K + 1) Ni S; f S(v - vif) dk; dkf . (5.2.45) 

Using 

1/2 

kf 
2 

ila 
dkf dEf 

(5.2.46) 

_; =µ kEl 

and writing the delta function in the form 

S(v-Vif) =8(E 
h )=h6(Ef-(E; 

-E)) (5.2.47) 

results in IFF(v) taking the form 

64x4y4 
WV) =l -J 

r 
Ni Ei1R EfIR 3C3 i' 

(2K + 1) gif S(F. ý - (Ei - E)) dE, dF4, 
K 

(5.2.48) 

Integrating over the final state energies gives 

I ff(V) _ 3 IM 
3jE (2K + I) N; N1R F In S; f dE; (5.2.49) 

K 

with the energy conservation condition 

Ef=E; - by (5.2.50) 

where v is the frequency of the emitted radiation. The initial state population, Ni, is taken 
to be a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, 

N1= oxi np% exp(-E)kT) (5.2.51) 
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where the quantities uo, n., np and Q1 are defined in §5.2.1, giving 
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IFF(v, T) = aonen 
6: 

p 4k1t4V4 QI. 14g rI 
(2K + 1) N112 E 1'2 S; fexp(-EjkT) dE; . 

.1K 

(5.2.52) 

There is one final problem to be resolved. The matrix element Sjf contains an integral 

over the eigenfunctions g; (R) and gf(R), both of which are asymptotically sinusoidal; 
consequently, the integral is not convergent in general. In order to ensure convergence, 
the integral in Eq. 5.2.44 is written in the form (Herman and Sando (1978)): 

ell dR 
0 

gi(R) AV(R) DA7 A(R) g4R) dR 
JoK. 

(R) DA. A(R) gam) = 
22 f 

_ (E f-E; )-' so 
g1(R) AV(R) DR A(R) gf(R) dR 

where 

zV(R) = Vi(R) - VA(R) 

(5.2.53) 

(5.2.54) 

is the difference potential. The integral over the radial eigenfunctions is then convergent 
since AV(R) tends to zero at large R (recall that the potentials Vi(R) and V1R) are 
measured relative to their respective separated atom limits (see Eq. 3.3.22)). 

The free-free emission intensity may then be written in its final form: 

44 

= 
64n V 141 1R I? t1a2 ( )-2 S exp( .ý ! fineN 

3C3 
Q`r f 1, (2K + 1) I<i Eý ' Ei -F:, /ICT) dEi 

706 
Ipg(V 

K 

with S; f defined by 

(5.2.55) 

S jf =IM04. (R) AV(R) DN A(R) 8f(R) dR I2. (5.2.56) 

The radiation frequency is determined by Eq. 5.2.50. 



Eqs. 5.2.30,5.2.37 and 5.2.55 are the desired formulae for the contributions to the 

resonance line emission intensity arising from bound-free, quasibound-free and free-free 

processes respectively. The total line wing intensity profile in this model, denoted 
IQM(v, T), is then given by the sum of these three contributions: 

I (v, T) = IBF(v, T) + IQBF(V, T) + IFF(v, T) (5.2.57) 

A description of the practical evaluation of these contributions is deferred until *7, for the 

next task is to describe the semi-classical formulation of the line broadening process via 
the quasistatic theory. 

53 The Quasistatic Approach 

The basis of the quasistatic approach lies in the Franck-Condon principle of vertical 
electronic transitions. The essence of this is that since the duration of an electronic 
transition is considerably shorter than the period of the core motion, the separation and 
relative velocity of the cores before and after the transition are not noticeably different. 
Such a transition may induce significant changes in the motion of the cores, for example, 
from a bound state to a free-state, but this readjustment of the core motion is assumed to 
take place after the electronic transition, not during it. Electronic transitions thus occur 
under the influence of a quasistationary distribution of perturbers. In addition, the 
classical motion of the cores under the influence of the interatomic potential curves is 

reversed in direction at the classical turning points. At these points the relative core 

velocity is zero whilst away from the turning points the relative velocity is finite. During 

their motion, therefore, the cores remain preferentially at the classical turning points, with 
other internuclear separations being passed through rapidly. This results in electronic 
transitions taking place preferentially at the classical turning points. 

These two observations (vertical transitions and transitions preferentially at the classical 
turning points) permit the identification to be made that radiation of frequency v 

originates from electronic transitions that occur whilst the internuclear separation is R 

such that 

by = Vi(R) - Vf(R) (5.3.1) 

where Vi(R) and V1(R) are the initial (excited) and final (ground) state interatomic 

potentials respectively, measured on an absolute scale of energy. The energy emitted in 
the alkali resonance line in the band of frequencies v to v+ dv is then proportional to the 
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probability of a perturber being in the radial range R to R+ dR: 



I(v) dv a hvnpN(R)A; i(R) dR 

hvnpN(R)A; f(R) 4nR2 dR 

where 

np = the background perturber number density, 

N(R) = the radial distribution of perturbers, 

(5.3.2) 

A; f = the probability of a spontaneous downward transition (the Einstein A 

coefficient). 

In §5.2.1, it is shown that (see Eqs. 5.2.20 and 5.2.21) 

A; t(R) oc v3DA. ß(R)2 (5.3.3) 

where DA. A(R) is the dipole transition moment, so that Eq. 5.3.2 may be written 

I(v) dv « hv4npN(R)DA, A(R)2 4lcR2 
ldvl*l 

dv. (5.3.4) 

The line centre intensity, I(v0), is given by 

I(v0) « hvo Ail(oo) 

hvö DA' A(°°)2 

so that, to within a multiplicative constant, the quasistatic emission intensity is 

(5.3.5) 

IQ S(v) _- 
i(v )= UR2 v 

npN(R)DA. ß(R)2 
-i 

(5.3.6) 
0 

For conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium, the radial distribution function, N(R), is 

given by a Boltzmann partition function (Hedges et al (1972)), i. e., 

N(R) = co exp 
[- (Vi(R) - Vi(oo))1 

kT 
.J 

(5.3.7) 
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where w is a statistical weight equal to the degeneracy of the molecular electronic state i 
divided by the electronic degeneracy of the initial atomic state (w = 2/3 for A2II - X21: 



transitions, (o = 1/3 for B2L - X2E transitions). With this distribution, the quasistatic 
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emission intensity is given by 

-i 

2V2I (V1(R)- V1(. »1 IQS(v, T) = 41rR Wnp - DA, A(R) dR Cý kT (5.3.8) 
v 

with the radiation frequency determined by Eq. 5.3.1. A description of the practical 
evaluation of Eq. 5.3.8 is deferred until §7. 

This completes the specification of the quantum mechanical and semi-classical models 
used in this study to obtain resonance line wing profiles from Peach's alkali-rare gas 
interatomic potentials. The next task is to describe an additional model which is used to 
obtain the widths and shifts of the resonance line core, and the fine structure state 
changing cross sections; this is the subject of the next section. 



6 The Line Core 

6.1 Introduction 

The quasistatic theory of line broadening described in the previous section considers 
emitters (alkali atoms) radiating in the electric field of an essentially stationary 
distribution of perturbers (rare gas atoms). For a given value of the perturbing field, the 
frequency, v, of the radiator oscillation is shifted from the unperturbed emission 
frequency, vo, and the intensity of the radiation at frequency v is assumed to be 

proportional to the probability distribution of perturbers about the emitter (see Eq. 5.3.2). 
This statistical approach to line broadening is but a limiting case of a more general 
theory. This latter theory is discussed briefly below in order to indicate the origin of a 

complementary line broadening model, namely the impact approximation, which is used 
in this study to obtain formulae for the resonance line core width and shift, and for the 
fine structure state changing cross sections. 

Sufficient for the present discussion is the simple semi-classical description in which an 
emitter is represented as an oscillator whose resonant (angular) frequency, coo, is 

perturbed to uw(t) during a collision. The intensity of emitted radiation at a frequency co is 

proportional to the squared Fourier transform of the time-varying oscillator (cf. Gallagher 
(1975A)): 

I(0) «, 
f0 

exp { -i(w - coot +ift. [&(, r) - wo] di } dt I2 (6.1.1) 

where the second exponential factor is the phase shift expressed as a function of the 
frequency change integrated over the duration of the collision, t,. 

The quasistatic theory is obtained by considering the limit (co - coo) » ti, t (corresponding 

to the far-wing region) in which the integrand of Eq. 6.1.1 oscillates rapidly at all times 
except when w'(Ct) = (o during the collision. The average value of the integrand (and 

consequently the contribution to the emission intensity at co) is thus small except in the 
narrow region where w'(ti) is close to w and the fraction of the total line intensity in the 
range co to co + dw becomes the averaged fraction of time for which 

w5w'(t)5w+dw. (6.1.2) 
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Furthermore, if the oscillator frequency, w(R(t)) is identified with [Vi(R) - Vj(R)]/ n (cf. 
13q. 5.3.1), where Vi(R) and Vf(R) are the initial (excited) and final (ground) state 



interatomic potentials respectively (measured on an absolute scale of energy), then the 
fraction of time for which Eq. 6.1.2 holds is proportional to the probability of a perturber 
being in the appropriate radial range R to R+ dR (cf. Eq. 5.3.2). This line of reasoning 
leads to the quasistatic line profile formula (Eq. 5.3.8) as shown in §5.3. 

The simple quasistatic formula is obtained because the rate of change of w'('t) in Eq. 6.1.1 

is ignored: it is assumed that emission occurs during the collision only at the time instant 

when co = co'(%) as if the perturbers were in a static distribution - hence its name, 
1 quasistatic theory. This theory, corresponding to the limit (co - (0o) » tic- , is thus the 

appropriate one for the wings of the broadened resonance line. 

There is, of course, the complementary limit that can be considered, i. e., (» - uff) « cc-1 
In this limit, which corresponds to the line core region, the first exponential factor of 
Eq. 6.1.1 oscillates much more slowly than the second and can be considered to be 

constant during the collision. The oscillator can then be approximated as being 

unperturbed except for abrupt phase shifts resulting from each collision. The line core 
radiation is thus viewed as coming from the interrupted periods of emission between 

collisions, in contrast to the quasistatic limit in which the line wing radiation comes from 

emission during the collision. A Fourier analysis of this interrupted, but otherwise 
unperturbed, oscillator yields a shifted Lorentzian profile given by 

w t6. i. 3) I(w) = 10 
(w - cae +0 + W2 

where W is the half-half-width of the broadened line and d is the shift of the line from the 

unperturbed emission frequency. This limit, termed the impact approximation, 
corresponding to (t) - wo) « rc- , is thus the appropriate theory for the core of the 
broadened resonance line. 

Between the impact (line core) and the quasistatic (line wing) regions there is a region 
where (w -u) is neither large nor small with respect to tic-1. The description of this part 
of the line profile requires a more sophisticated treatment (via the so-called unified 
theories) and is beyond the scope of the present study. 

The task now at hand is to construct formulae for the width and shift parameters of 
Eq. 6.1.3 which are amenable to direct calculation. This is done in the following sections 
via a model of atom-atom collisions which describes the evolution of quantum states 
under the influence of a time-dependent perturbation. The general case is considered first 
in order to obtain the appropriate theoretical framework and this is then applied to the 
specific case of alkali-rare gas collisions. Using this model, expressions for the scattering 
(S) matrices of the collision problem are obtained which are then related to formulae for 
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the width and shift parameters, W and d. It is then shown that these same S matrices may 
be used to obtain cross sections for collision-induced fine structure state changing 
transitions within the first excited state multiplet of the a1k Ii atom. 

The first step is to describe the physical representation adopted for the atom-atom 
collision: this is the subject of 16.2 below. 

62 Collision Representation 

The collision between an emitter atom (e. g., an alkali atom) and a perturber atom (e. g., a 
rare gas atom) is described with the aid of two Cartesian coordinate frames of reference, 
shown in Figure 6.1. The frames are denoted Oxyz and OXYZ, with a common origin 0 

taken to be at the centre of the emitter. 

The frame Oxyz is termed the collision frame and is oriented such that the z-axis 
coincides with the direction of the angular momentum vector of the colliding atoms. The 

x- and y-axes then define the plane (termed the collision plane) in which the perturber 
atom moves during the collision. The initial position of the perturber (i. e., its position 
before the collision occurs) is at large positive x in the collision plane, corresponding to a 
time t -- -*a. During the collision, the motion of the perturber relative to the frame Oxyz 
is treated classically and is assumed to follow a straight path trajectory at a velocity v 
directed anti-parallel to the x-axis. The internuclear separation R of the atoms at any time 
t is then given by 

R=p+vt (6.2.1) 

where p is the impact parameter (the distance of closest approach) attained at time t=0. 

The frame OXYZ is termed the rotating frame and is oriented such that the Z-axis 

coincides with the instantaneous direction of the internuclear separation vector R. This 
frame thus rotates during the collision, the extent of rotation being measured by the angle 
$" 

The effect of the perturber during the collision is to induce a time-dependent perturbation 
on the emitter. The treatment of such a perturbation in the general case is considered next 
in §6.3; the results of this analysis are then applied to the specific case of alkali-rare gas 
collisions in §6.4. 
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Figure 6.1 : Collision and Rotating Coordinate Frames of Reference 

6.3 Time-Dependent Perturbations: The General Case 

y 

The time development of a quantum system, described by the eigenfunction "F(r, t), is 

given by the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (in atomic units) 

i 
d'F(r, t) 

_ IPP(r, t) dt (6.3.1) 

where H is the total Hamiltonian of the system. This Hamiltonian is considered to be 

composed of two parts, 

H=H(O)+V, (6.3.2) 

where H«» is a time-independent Hamiltonian describing the unperturbed state of the 
system and V is a time-dependent perturbation. If the perturbation is absent, the 
Schrödinger equation 

i dP(r, t) 
dt = Ht°hF(r, t) (6.3.3) 



has 'unperturbed' (stationary state) solutions of the form (cf. Merzbacher (1970), Eq. 4.25) 
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ýk(r't), c>(r) 1 
(6.3.4) 

where q4»(r) and if) are the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues respectively of the time- 
independent Schrödinger equation 

0)(r) 
=E ý) O)(r) 

(6.3.5) 

The eigenfunctions of Eq. 6.3.4 are assumed to be normalised according to 

1k (r't) 
k(r't) dg = 

J' V' °ý*(r) k)(r) d' =1 (6.3.6) 

so that the solutions ̀ Pk(r, t) form an orthonormal basis set of functions. The general 
solution of Eq. 6.3.3 may be written as a superposition of these basis functions (cf. 
Merzbacher (1970), Eq. 4.28), 

ak V4 )(r) 

k 
eý (6.3.7) 

where the expansion coefficients ak are, in general, complex numbers satisfying 

ZIakl2=1 
(6.3.8) 

k 

as a result of the normalisation of Eq. 6.3.6. In the absence of the perturbation, the 
solution given by Eq. 6.3.7 holds at all times. This eigenfunction is not a solution of Eq. 6.3.1, i. e., when the perturbation is present; in this case, however, it is still legitimate 
to expand'F(r, t) at every instant of time in terms of the unperturbed eigenfunctions 
yrtt fi(r), provided that the expansion coefficients ak are regarded as depending on the time. 
Thus a valid solution of Eq. 6.3.1 is 

'fi'('''t) _S ak(t) 4)(r) e "'' 
(6.3.9) 

r 



and substitution of this expansion into Eq. 6.3.1 yields 

d 
dý 

t) V4k fi(r) e ý`o'` +1 ak(t) t°ý V Cou(r) e' `°" 
kk 

= yak(t) (H«» + V) y4°k(r) C' °'. (6.3.10) 

Using Eq. 6.3.5, H(°)V (r) may be replaced by Eke (r); then multiplying through on 

the left by ql »*(r) and integrating over all space using the orthonormality of the 

eigenfunctions results in a set of coupled equations for the expansion coefficients, 

dt 
t) 

e'E°ýc = ak(t) <nIVIk> e"fro'` 
k 

(6.3.11) 

where <nIVIk> is the matrix element of the perturbation between the unperturbed 
° eigenstates described by yr( . 
kr) and N°)(r). Defining 

w�k=Eo -Er, (6.3.12) 

Eq. 6.3.11 becomes 

iddtt)ak(t)<nIVIk>e"'`. (6.3.13) 
k 

These coupled equations describe the evolution of the quantum system under the 
influence of the time-dependent perturbation V in terms of eigenstates of the unperturbed 
system and are exactly equivalent to the Schrödinger equation of Eq. 6.3.1. 

The scattering (S) matrix of the collision problem is now obtained by introducing the time 
evolution operator in the Schaldinger representation, T(t, to). This operator, when applied 
to the state of the system at time to, produces the system state at the later time t, i. e., 

'Y(r, t) = T(t, tp) ̀ Y(r, tp). (6.3.14) 
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With the expansion given by Eq. 6.3.9, this becomes 
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Xýk °) (r) e-'Ek `t = T(t, to) 1: ak(to) y °)(r) &'°°. ak(t) 

kk 
(6.3.15) 

Multiplying through on the left by yiýe)*(r) and integrating over all space using the 

orthonormality of the eigenfunctions yields 

an(t) e''ý' ak(to) <nI T(t, to) Ik 
k 

(6.3.16) 

where <nI T(t, to) Ik> is the matrix element of the time evolution operator between the 
unperturbed eigenstates described by yi, kr) and eh(r). It follows from this equation that 

an(t) = ak(to) <nI eE"° T(t, to) e-'F*`°'0 Ik> 
k 

_ ak(to) <nI U(t, ta) Ik> (6.3.17) 
k 

where (cf. Merzbacher (1970), Eq. 18.86) 

U(t, t0) = ei, 4"T(t, to) e'ß`°'`0 (6.3.18) 

is the time evolution operator in the interaction representation. The particular case of 
setting t= +co and to = -oo provides the connection with the scattering operator S, since 
(Merzbacher (1970), Eq. 19.65) 

S= U(+°°"-°°)" (6.3.19) 

so that Eq. 6.3.17 becomes 

an(+«) _ 1: ak(-oo) <nISIk>. (6.3.20) 
k 

Thus, solving the coupled equations for the expansion coefficients (Eq. 6.3.13) with the 
initial conditions 

aj(-oo) = s1k; Vk, (6.3.21) 

and evaluating the coefficients an(t) at t= +», produces the id` column of the S matrix: 



aa(+ý) _<nISli>; dn. (6.3.22) 

This completes the general treatment of the time evolution of a quantum system under 
perturbation and it is now to be applied to the particular case of interest, the alkali-rare 
gas collision. This is undertaken along the lines adopted by Roueff (1972,1974) and is 
described next. 

6.4 Time-Dependent Perturbations: The Alkali Rare Gas Case 

In a collision between an alkali atom and a rare gas atom, the quantum system of interest 
is the alkali atom reacting to a time-dependent perturbation due to the presence of the rare 
gas atom. The time development of the valence electron states involved in the alkali 
resonance transition (the first excited state and the ground state) are considered separately 
in this section, and coupled equations analogous to Eq. 6.3.13 are obtained for each case. 
The excited state of the valence electron is considered first. 

The time development of the initial (excited) state of the alkali valence electron, 
described by the eigenfunction 'P; (r, t), is given by the time-dependent Schr ddinger 

equation (in atomic units) 

i dT-(r, t) H; 'ý`; (r, t) dt (6.4.1) 

where H; is the initial state Hamiltonian. As in the general treatment discussed above, this 
Hamiltonian is considered to be composed of two parts, 

=x(O)+v;, (6.4.2) 

where H(O) is the time-independent Hamiltonian describing the unperturbed initial state 
and Vi is the time-dependent perturbation representing the interaction between the excited 
alkali atom and the rare gas atom. 
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The general solution of Eq. 6.4.1 is constructed as a superposition of atomic substates in 
the Ijm> scheme (cf. Eq. 6.3.9): 
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i(rrt) _ al(t)1 Jk Mk >i '' (6.4.3) 
k 

= al (t) 12 -2> e"'B'n` + a2(t) 12 -2> e' `+ a3(t) 12112 > e'er` 
+ a4(t) 12 2> e'a'n` + 111 2> eer' + a6(t) 22> e''g 12t. 

Here, 1 jk Mk >; and Ek are the eigenstates and eigenvalues respectively of the time- 
independent Schrödinger equation 

Wo) (6.4.4) 

The two substates with jk =2 together constitute the 2P1 state of the alkali valence 
electron, whilst the four substates with jk =2 form the P3a state. 2 

Following the analysis method of §6.3, substitution of Eq. 6.4.3 into Eq. 6.4.1 yields the 
coupled equations for the initial state expansion coefficients (cf. Eq. 6.3.13): 

iddit, ak(t)<inmitIVi1jkmk>ei«t; n=1,6. (6.4.5) 
k 

In a similar manner, the time development of the final (ground) state of the alkali valence 
electron, described by the eigenfunction'Ygr, t), is given by the Schrödinger equation (in 

atomic units) 

1 
d'Pg 

dt 
r, t) 

= HfTgr, t) (6.4.6) 

where Hf is the final state Hamiltonian. As in the initial state case, Hf is considered to be 

composed of two parts, 

Hf = H(°) + Vf, (6.4.7) 

where 
00) is the time-independent Hamiltonian describing the unperturbed final state and 

Vf is the time-dependent perturbation representing the interaction between the ground 
state alkali atom and the rare gas atom. 

The general solution of Eq. 6.4.6 is constructed as a superposition of atomic substates in 
the Ijm> scheme (cf. Eq. 6.4.3): 
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7, 

r 
bk(t) I Jk mk >f -iEkt (6.4.8) 

k 

= bl(t)1 1> e'ý"ý + b2(t) 112 - 12 >e 

Here, 1 jk Mk >f and Ek are the eigenstates and eigenvalues respectively of the time- 
independent Schrödinger equation 

WO) l ik mk >f ý Fk l Jk % >f (6.4.9) 

The two substates with jk =Z together constitute the 2S 
In state of the alkali valence 

electron. 

Substitution of Eq. 6.4.8 into Eq. 6.4.6 then yields the coupled equations for the final state 
expansion coefficients (cf. Eq. 6.4.5): 

dt (6.4.10) id 
nt1 

b! 
c(t)< 

in Mn II 
. 
i'k Mk: )' ; n=1,2. 

k 

The perturbation matrices appearing in Eqs. 6.4.5 and 6.4.10 are expressed in an atomic 
representation scheme relative to the space-fixed (collision) frame of reference, Oxyz, 
defined in §6.2. These matrices are related to a molecular representation scheme relative 
to the body-fixed (rotating) frame of reference, OXYZ, via the transformation (Roueff, 
1972) 

<jamnlVij', tm'n>= 
F <lsmlm, ijm. ><lsm', mflj'nm'n> 
mim, 
mmA 

xD , &(4, nn, 'rn)Dý ? (4, rJ2, 

(6.4.11) 

where D is the rotation matrix, 4 denotes the rotation of the internuclear axis (see Figure 
6.1) and A is the projection of the total orbital angular momentum on this axis. In the 
molecular representation, the perturbation matrix is diagonal with elements equal to the 
adiabatic interatomic potentials. Thus, for the excited state of the alkali valence electron 
(A =O, ±1), 

<1I V; I 1>=<-1 IV; I-1>15 VA (6.4.12) 
<OI V; IO> EVB2X, 



and for the ground state (A = 0), 

<OIVfIO> MKVom. (6.4.13) 

The properties of Eq. 6.4.11 are (Roueff (1972)): 

(i) the perturbation matrix is Hermitian, i. e., Vt = V; 

(ü) due to the axial symmetry of the electrostatic interaction, the only states Ijm>, 
I j' m' > connected are those for which m- m' = 0, ±2; 

(iii) due to the symmetry of the rotation matrices, 

<jmlVlj'm'>=(-1)Ný'1<j-mIVIj'-m'>*. (6.4.14) 

Substituting Eq. 6.4.11 into Eq. 6.4.5 results in two sets of coupled equations for the 
excited state expansion coefficients: 

i dal(t) 
= Val(t) -3 e« a2(t) +e iaoc-2 a3(t) 

i uz(t) 
_f ciaoc al(t) + (V _ 6) a2(t) - 2T 

2iý a3(t) dt 3-42' 

i da3(t) 
_ 4"" 2'o ai(t) -- e2 a2(t) + (V + 6) a3(t) 20- 

4=V 
a4(t) + 

3L e'°' a5(t) -e 
imc+2i# a6(t) 

das(t) 
_f , jet f_fZ; # 

dt 3' e aa(t) +N 6) a5(t) W3e a6(t) 

i da 6(t) _- V9 ei°oc"2iß NO) -2e. 
2, * a5(t) + (V + 6) a6(t) 

where 

V=3 VA + 
VVBI 

" 

f22 VB -VA2n 

(6.4.15) 

(6.4.1 6) 

(6.4.17) 

(6.4.18) 
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and co is the fine structure splitting of the excited state. 



Similarly, Eq. 6.4.11 substituted into Eq. 6.4.10 yields two separate equations for the 
ground state expansion coefficients: 

i 
db t) 

= VM bl(t) (6.4.19) 

(6.4.20) id dt 
t) 

= Vý bi(t). 

The details of these substitutions, and the derivation of Eqs. 6.4.15 - 6.4.20, are given in 
Annex D, Appendix Dl. 

The S matrix for the excited state of the alkali valence electron is obtained with the aid of 
Eq. 6.3.20, i. e., 

an(-tom) _ 1: ak(-oo) <nISIk>. 
k 

(6.4.21) 

The original coupled equations for the expansion coefficients, Eq. 6.4.5, separates into the 

two sets of equations, Egs. 6.4.15 and 6.4.16, and there are thus two S matrices to be 

calculated. The first of these is obtained by solving Eq. 6.4.15 three times in succession 
(i = 1,2,3), each time adopting the boundary conditions 

a; (--) =8; k=1,2,3. (6.4.22) 

In each case, the values of the expansion coefficients a, (t) at time t= +oo constitute the id` 

column of the S matrix: 

a�(+«)=<niSli>; n=1,2,3. (6.4.23) 

Similarly, the second S matrix is obtained by solving Eq. 6.4.16 three times in succession 
(i = 4,5,6), each time adopting the boundary conditions 

a; (-oo) = 81k ;k=4,5,6 (6.4.24) 

and again, in each case, the values of the expansion coefficients a�(t) at time t= +oo 
constitute a column of the S matrix: 
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a�(+oo)=<nISIi>; n=4,5,6. (6.4.25) 



The two S matrices described here are sub-matrices of the S matrix for the excited state as 
a whole, denoted S1, given by 

(al) 
11 

<2 '2 

(a2) <2 '2 

S, _ (a3) 
33 

<2 2 

ýl (a4ý I1 
<2 21 

(a5) 3 11 <2 2 

(a6) 3 
21 <2 

(a) (a2) (a3) 

12 -2> I2 -2> 12 
?> 

il S(') 12 SO) 13 

1 "ZZ '23 

"30 1 `; 2 "3C3 

U 0 0 

U U 0 

0 0 0 

(a4) (a5) (a6) 
12 2> I2 2 12 -2> 

o 0 0 
o 0 0 
0 0 0 
Sasc) saS4(i5) saS4(16) 

s(') S4 s(i) 55 SW 56 

$64 S6 S66 

(6.4.26) 

In the case of the ground state of the alkali valence electron, there are only two atomic 

states involved. These states are uncoupled and the S matrix for the ground state as a 
whole, denoted St, is therefore 

(bi) (b2) 
12 

2> 
I2 -2> 

(bi) <111 Si0 0 

Sf = (6.4.27) 

Since the equations governing the expansion coefficients b�(t) (Eqs. 6.4.19 and 6.4.20) are 
equivalent, the S, matrix elements of Eq. 6.4.27 are obtained by solving one of these 

equations, say Eq. 6.4.19, with the boundary condition 

bi(-oo) =1 (6.4.28) 

and then 

bi(+°°)=<Zit Sf I"22 >=<i-2I Sf I'-2>. (6.4.29) 
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Due to the Hermitian property of the perturbation matrix (Eq. 6.4.1 1), the matrices S, and 
St are both unitary. In addition, the assumption of straight path trajectories for the rare gas 
atom (see §6.2) means that the S matrices are also symmetric (Roueff (1974)). 

The alkali-rare gas collision has now been analysed in terms of time-dependent 
perturbation theory and a method for obtaining the S matrices of the collision problem 



has been described. It remains to relate these matrices to the width and shift parameters of 
Eq. 6.1.3 and to show how these matrices also yield the opportunity for calculating cross 
sections for fine structure state changing transitions within the first excited state multiplet 
of the alkali atom. This is the subject of the next section. 

6.5 Width, Shift and Fine Structure State Changing Cross Sections 

The previous section considered how the valence electron states associated with the alkali 
resonance transition are perturbed as a result of a collision with a rare gas atom and it was 
shown that the effect of the collision may be formulated in terms of S matrices which are 
determined ultimately by the alkali-rare gas interatomic potentials. 

The width (W) and shift (d) parameters of the alkali resonance line appearing in Eq. 6.1.3 

may now be related to the S matrices of §6.4. These parameters are, respectively, the real 
and imaginary parts of the so-called damping parameter given by (cf. Roueff (1974)) 

W+id=2iNIovf(v)dv f 
pII(p)dp. (6.5.1) 

In this equation, N is the rare gas number density, v is the relative velocity of the 
colliding atoms and f(v) is a Maxwellian distribution of velocities given by 

V2 i 
f(v) dv =A exp 2kTi 4t'2 dv 

2nkT (6.5.2) 

where µ is the reduced mass of the alkali-rare gas pair and T is the temperature. The 
distribution is normalised such that 

K= f(v) dv = 1. (6.5.3) 
K0 

The quantity fl(p) of Eq. 6.5.1 is given by (Roueff (1972)) 

<jflmj1 
+ 

1; m; >2<ifm I Sfll' m ><jISi1i' > (6.5.4) (2 + 1) ff ýf f tmittmi 
't4°4 

M 
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where p is the impact parameter. Since the S matrices are unitary, the inverse of the 
ground state S matrix is simply its transpose conjugate. Also, the matrix Sf is diagonal 
(see Eq. 6.4.27) so that its elements satisfy 

<ifmfISflIif mf>=<ifffISf Iif lf>*" (6.5.5) 

For the excited state, using matrix elements of S, associated with j; =Z in Eq. 6.5.4 gives, 

via Eq. 6.5.1, the width and shift of the D1 component of the alkali resonance line; 
similarly, using S, matrix elements associated with j; =2 leads to the width and shift of the 

D2 component. 

The evaluation of the width and shift parameters requires only the diagonal elements of 
the S matrices. However, solving the coupled equations (Eqs. 6.4.15 and 6.4.16) to obtain 
these elements also generates the off-diagonal elements in the case of the excited state, as 
shown in Eq. 6.4.26. With these elements known it becomes possible to obtain cross 
sections for the fine structure state changing transitions within the excited state multiplet. 

The S, matrix element < j'; m'; I Si I j; m; > is the probability amplitude for finding the 
alkali valence electron in the state < j'; m'; I after the collision (i. e., at time t= +00) if it 

was known to have been in the state I ji m; > before the collision (i. e., at time t= -oo). 
Hence, the transition probability for the process j; -+ j'; is 

Piý-ºi ý(P) = (2j; + 1) 
ýC i'i m'; I Si I j; m; >12 (6.5.6) 

m1m1 

and the corresponding cross section is (Roueff (1974)) 

aji-*, i = 2n pPi, -*i i(P) dp. (6.5.7) 

The cross sections for transitions j; =? -+ j'ý =2 and transitions ji =2 --ý j'; =2 satisfy the 

relationship 

alR-+3t2 = 2asn-+V2 (6.5.8) 
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because the S1 matrix is symmetric. 



This, then, is the model used to treat the core of the alkali resonance line when perturbed 
by rare gases. This model together with those for the line wings described in §5 constitute 
the theoretical tools adopted by the present study in the evaluation of the model potential 
and pseudopotential methods for the calculation of alkali-rare gas interatomic potentials. 
The practical implementation of these tools, and the calculations that have been 

performed with them, is described next in 17. 
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7 The Calculations 

7.1 Introduction 

The theoretical models constructed in §5 and §6 have yielded formulae for the following 

quantities: 

(i) the bound-free, quasibound-free and free-free contributions to the emission 
intensity in the alkali resonance line wing, formulated within a fully quantum 
mechanical framework; 

(ü) the emission intensity in the alkali resonance line wing, formulated within the 

semi-classical quasistatic approximation; 

(iii) the width and shift of the D1 and D2 components of the alkali resonance line core, 
formulated within the impact approximation; 

(iv) the cross sections for transitions between fine structure components of the alkali 
excited state multiplet. 

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the way in which these quantities 
are evaluated in practice and to describe the actual calculations that have been performed 
by this study. The line wing quantities (items (i) and (ii) above) are considered first, in 
§7.2; these are then followed, in §7.3, by consideration of the line core quantities (item 
(iii) above) and the fine structure state changing cross sections (item (iv) above). 

72 The Line Wing Calculations 

In the quantum mechanical approach, the frequency-dependent emission intensity in the 
alkali resonance line wing (the line wing profile) is considered to arise from valence 
electron transitions which induce three types of state change in the relative motion of the 
alkali and rare gas cores, namely bound-free, quasibound-free and free-free transitions. 
The formulae for these contributions are given in §5 by Egs. 5.2.30,5.2.37 and 5.2.55 
respectively. These expressions may be simplified for practical evaluation by 
enumerating the physical constants appearing in them; in addition, for subsequent 
comparison with experimental measurements, it is convenient at this stage to change the 
frequency dependence of the intensities to a dependence on wavelength. Adopting atomic 
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units for all parameters (with the exception of wavelength, which is retained in A units) 
the relevant physical constants have the following values: 

c= a1 =137.0360, 
k=3.16668 x 10-6 (2Ryds deg-'), 

11 =a0=1, 

(7.2.1) 

where c is the speed of light, a is the fine structure constant, k is the Boltzmann constant 
and as is the Bohr radius. This last quantity has magnitude (in the cgs system) of 

1 ao = 0.529178 x 108 cm (7.2.2) 

giving the required conversion between atomic units of length and A units for the 
wavelength: 

(7.2.3) (7-O. 529178 

With these values, the relation 

iR 
kf = 

2f 
' (7.2.4) 

and setting the emitter and perturber number densities na and np to unity, the formulae for 

the bound-free, quasibound-free and free-free line profile contributions may be written in 
the form 

IBF(l,, T) =1.76526x1014 wXÄ T-3Rµ'1 Y (2K+1) F'S; f(V, K) exp(-EV. K/kT), (7.2.5) 
VK 

IQBF(? W, T) =1.76526x10 14 0g- T"3nµ'1 Z (2K+1) l "2S; 
t(r, K) exp(-E 

, 
/kT), (7.2.6) 

rK 

IpF(a,, M = 7.94646x1013 w 1, Ä T-3nµ 1t2 

xo (2K+1) Efi ln(Ef 
- Ei)-2S; 1(K) exp(-EllkT) dE1 (7.2.7) 

where labels have been added to the matrix elements S; t to emphasise their dependence 

on the relevant quantum numbers (cf. Egs. 5.2.30,5.2.37 and 5.2.55). 
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The interaction between the excited state alkali atom and the rare gas atom gives rise to 
two interatomic potential fields in which the alkali and rare gas cores move, namely the 
A211 and B2E curves. Both of these curves have attractive regions and therefore, in 

principle, all three types of core state transition may occur within each of the potential 
fields. In addition, the electronic transitions which induce these core state transitions may, 
in principle, give rise to emitted radiation in both the red and the blue wings of the 
broadened alkali resonance line. In total, therefore, there are 12 contributions to the total 
line profile to be considered for each combination of alkali-rare gas system and 
interatomic potential type (i. e., model potential or pseudopotential interaction curves). 
These contributions are defined in Table 7.1, where each contribution is labelled with XR 

or XB, denoting wavelengths in the red wing or the blue wing respectively, and with A-X 

or B-X, denoting an A211- X21 or B2E - X2E electronic transition respectively. In terms 

of these contributions, the total red wing profile is given by 

IQM(. R+T) = IB R+T)A-X + IQBFR+T)A-X +I RT)A-X 

+ IBF(XR+T)B-X + IQBF(xR+T)B-X + IFF(XR+T)B-X (7.2.8) 

and the total blue wing profile is given by 

IQM(XB+T) = IBFB+T)A-X + IQBFB+T)A-X + IFF(XB, T)A-X 

+ IBpB, T)B-X + IQBF(4. T)B-X + IFAB+T)B. X (7.2.9) 

Considering the shape of the interatomic potential curves (see Figures 4.1 - 4.4 of §4) 

suggests that the major contribution to the red wing profile will be from the A2II - X2E 

transitions, since the energy separation between these curves is generally less than that of 
the asymptotic (separated atom) limit; similarly, the major contribution to the blue wing 
profile is expected to arise from the B2E - X2E transitions, since the energy separation 
between these curves is generally greater than that of the asymptotic limit. The other 
contributions (emission in the red wing due to BZE - X2E transitions and emission in the 
blue wing due to A211- )2E transitions) are expected to be small for the same reasons. In 

addition, the bound-free and quasibound-free contributions are expected to be small for 
all wavelengths when arising from BZE - X2E transitions because of the shallowness of 
the potential well in the B2E curve, resulting in few (if any) bound and quasibound states 
being supported by this interatomic potential. 

Similar arguments apply to the quasistatic formulation of the line profile. In terms of 
wavelength (rather than frequency) and setting the perturber number density to unity, the 
line profile is given by (cf. Eq. 5.3.8) 
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Table 7.1 Line Profile Contributions : Quantum Mechanical Case 

Electronic Transition 

A2TI-X21 B2E-XZE 

Core Transition RedWing Blue Win Red Wing Blue Wing 

Bound-free 

Quasibound-free 

Free-free 

IBF 
"T%A-X 

IQBF(XR"T)A X 
IFF<R+T)A-x 

IBFQB, T)A-X 

IQBF('&T)A X 
IFF(49T)A-x 

IBFo. R+T)B-X 
IQBFO'R+ThB X 
IFF(xR+T)B-x 

IBF(B, T)B-X 

IQBF(B+T)B-X 

IFF(xB+T)B-X 

-1 
2 ý(°O) 2 d(cA(R)) (V. (R) - V1(°°)) 

Iý(a(R), ý = 4aR w ý(R) 
Dý ý(R) exp - kT (7.2.10) 

In analogy with the quantum mechanical case, there are 4 contributions to the quasistatic 
line profile to be considered for each combination of alkali-rare gas system and 
interatomic potential type (model potential or pseudopotential). These contributions are 
defined in Table 7.2, where the same labelling convention has been used as in Table 7.1. 
In terms of these contributions, the total quasistatic red wing profile is given by 

Is(Q(R)R. 'r) = IQsa(R)R. T)A-x + TQS(O(R)R+T)B. X (7.2.11) 

and the total blue wing profile is given by 

1Qs(O(R)s. T) = IQs(X(R)BT)A-X + IQs(Q(R)B, T)B. X " (7.2.12) 

For the reasons given above for the quantum mechanical case, the first term on the rhs of 
Eq. 7.2.11 is expected to be the dominant contribution to the red wing profile and the 
second term on the rhs of Eq. 7.2.12 is expected to be the dominant contribution to the 
blue wing profile. The other terms of Egs. 7.2.11 and 7.2.12 are expected to be small. 

Even though some of the contributions to the quantum mechanical and quasistatic line 

profiles are assessed, on physical grounds, to be small (and probably negligible), all 
contributions are included explicitly in the calculations in order to give a quantitative 
basis for the qualitative expectations. 

Each contribution defined above is characterised by wavelength and temperature 
parameters. The values of the quantities at which to calculate the contributions, and 
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Table 7.2 Line Profile Contributions : Quasistatic Case 

Electronic Transition 

A2I1- X2z B2E - XZE 

Red Wing Blue Wing Red Wing Blue Win 

IQs( )R'T)A-X IQS( )B+T)A-X IQSC )R, %-X TQS( )B"T)B-X 

thence the total red and blue wing profiles, are dictated to a large extent by the available 
experimental measurements of the resonance line profiles. The experimental data are 
summarised in Table 7.3 for the four alkali-rare gas systems considered in this study. (For 

convenience, short references are given after the table; full references are given at the end 
of this thesis. ) Based on these data, the wavelengths and temperatures adopted for the line 

profile calculations are given in Table 7.4. The wavelengths are chosen to be equally 
spaced between the end points of each quoted range, the separation being denoted X. 

The wavelengths are therefore generated by the scheme 

ý, 1= X.., the minimum wavelength of the quoted range; 

,. +(i" 1)&.; i=2, n; L- 1; 

the maximum wavelength of the quoted range. 

The number of wavelengths to consider, n, is given by 

nxýmm + 1. 
AX 

(7.2.13) 

To evaluate the red and blue wing line profiles, four computer programs were developed 
during the study. These programs, and their purpose, are 

(i) program PROF_BF : calculates the quantum mechanical bound-free contribution 
IBgX, T) defined by Eq. 7.2.5; 

(u) program PROF_QBF : calculates the quantum mechanical quasibound-free 
contribution IQBgX, T) defined by Eq. 7.2.6; 

(üi) program PROF_FF : calculates the quantum mechanical free-free contribution 
IFF(?, I) defined by Eq. 7.2.7; 
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Table 7.3 Wavelength - Temperature Regimes of Experimental Profile Data 

System Wing Wavelength Temperatures Reference 
Range (A) (K) 

Lilie Red 7000 - 9600 670 1 
Red 6800 - 9300 200,300,670 2 ** 

Blue 5950-6630 670 1 

LiNe Red 6800 - 7800 670 1 
Red 6800 - 7700 130,300,670 2 
Blue 6200 - 6630 670 1 

NaHe Red 5950 - 7400 403 3 
Red 6000 - 7000 158t, 183,183,240,403 4 
Blue 5650 - 5850 403 3 

NaNe Red 5950 - 6600 402 3 
Red 5950-6450 136,209,308 5 
Blue 5640 - 5830 402 3 

* The actual data points are published over the range 7000A - 8500A; the emission 
intensity over the remaining wavelength range is published as an average through "noisy" 
data. 

** The work from which these profiles are derived is published in Balling et al, (1982); 

the profiles themselves, however, do not appear in that paper and cannot be derived from 

the data published. The profiles were obtained privately from Havey. 

t In Reference 4, the lowest temperature is quoted as 178K; this is a typographical error, 
the correct value being 158K. This was pointed out in Reference 2. 

References 
1. Scheps et al (1975) 
2. Havey, private communication (1983) 
3. York et al (1975) 

4. Havey eta! (1980) 

5. Havey et al (1981) 
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Table 7A Wavelength - Temperature Regimes of Profile Calculations 

System Wing Wavelength AX n), Temperatures 

Range (A) A) (K) 

Lilie Red 6800 - 9600 50 57 200,300,670 
Blue 5810 - 6650 15 57 200,300,670 

LiNe Red 6800 - 7800 50 21 130,300,670 
Blue 6150 - 6650 25 21 130,300,670 

NaHe Red 5950 - 7400 25 59 158,183,240,403 
Blue 5570 - 5860 5 59 158,183,240,403 

NaNe Red 5950 - 6600 25 27 136,209,308,402 
Blue 5600 - 5860 10 27 136,209,308,402 

(iv) program PROF QS : calculates the quasistatic line profile IQS(A. (R), T) defined by 
Eq. 7.2.10. 

The programs were initially developed in FORTRAN IV and run on an IBM 3081D 

computer. The structure of the programs, and many of the algorithms used, were 
subsequently improved during a re-development of the software, in FORTRAN-77, on an 
HP9050 computer running the HP-UX (UNIX) operating system. The results presented in 

this thesis were all obtained from these later versions of the programs. 

Each program calculates a line profile contribution for a combination of 

(i) one alkali-rare gas system (one of LiHe, LiNe, NaHe or NaNe in the present 
study); 

(ii) one type of interatomic potential (either model potential or pseudopotential); 

(iii) one type of electronic transition (either A211- XZE or B2E - X2E) 

at a given set of wavelengths and temperatures. The methods of calculation used by these 
programs are fully described in Annex E, Appendices El - E3 (programs PROF BF, 
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PROF_QBF and PROF_FF respectively) and Annex E, Appendix E5 (program 
PROF_QS). 

For each of the 8 combinations of alkali-rare gas system and interatomic potential type 
(model potential or pseudopotential), the following calculations were performed: 

(i) The 12 quantum mechanical contributions of Table 7.1 were calculated at the 
wavelengths and temperatures appropriate to the alkali-rare gas system given in 
Table 7.4 using 4 runs each of programs PROF_BF, PROF QBF and PROF FF. 

(ii) The 4 quasistatic contributions of Table 7.2 were calculated at the wavelengths 
and temperatures appropriate to the alkali-rare gas system given in Table 7.4 using 
4 runs of program PROF_QS. 

(üi) The quantum mechanical contributions were summed according to Eqs. 7.2.8 and 
7.2.9. 

(iv) The quasistatic contributions were summed according to Egs. 7.2.11 and 7.2.12. 

The output of the calculations are the red wing and blue wing profiles of the broadened 

alkali resonance line predicted by both quantum mechanical and semi-classical theories. 

73 The Line Core and Fine Structure Transition Cross Section Calculations 

In §6, expressions for the width and shift of the D1 and D2 components of the alkali 
resonance line, and cross sections for fine structure state changing transitions within the 
excited state multiplet, were formulated within the impact approximation. The width and 
shift of the line core are given by the real and imaginary parts respectively of the complex 
damping parameter (cf. Eq. 6.5.1) 

wd °° *0 +iN =2x vf(v) dv IO 
PII(P) dp (7.3.1) 

and the fine structure transition cross section is given by Eq. 6.5.7, reproduced below 

ßj,, yi = 2n 
Jo 

pPjr., j., (p) dp. (7.3.2) 
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Both these equations contain an implicit temperature dependence. As with the line wing 
profile calculations described above, the temperatures at which to calculate the 
broadening parameters and the fine structure transition cross sections are dictated to a 
large extent by the available experimental measurements. The temperature regimes 
covered by these data are summarised in Table 7.5. (Owing to the large number of 
authors involved in these measurements, individual references are not given here; these 
are deferred until the discussion of the calculation results given in §8. ) Based on these 
data, the temperatures adopted for the width, shift and fine structure transition cross 
section calculations are given in Table 7.6. The temperatures are chosen to be equally 
spaced between the end points of each quoted range, the separation being denoted T. 
The temperatures are therefore generated by the scheme 

T1= TR, in, the minimum temperature of the quoted range; 
T; =T� +(i - 1)AT; i=2, nT-1; 
T, ti, = T., the maximum temperature of the quoted range. 

The number of temperatures to consider, nT, is given by 

nT = 
Tmax - Tm"' 

+ 1. (7.3.3) 

The evaluation of Egs. 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 was implemented by a computer program 
developed during the study. This program, IMPACT, like the line wing profile programs, 
was initially written in FORTRAN IV and run on an IBM 3081D computer. It was 
subsequently re-developed in FORTRAN-77 on an HP9050 machine. The results 
presented in this thesis were obtained from this later version of the program. 

IMPACT calculates the broadening parameters for both the D1 and D2 components of the 
alkali resonance line, and the fine structure state changing cross sections ß1n-+3n and 
a32->1R , for a combination of 

(i) one alkali-rare gas system (one of Li He, LiNe, NaHe or NaNe in the present 
study); 

(ii) one type of interatomic potential (either model potential or pseudopotential) 

at a given set of temperatures. The method of calculation used by IMPACT is fully 
described in Annex F, Appendix Fl. 

The program was run for each of the 8 combinations of alkali-rare gas system and 
interatomic potential type using the appropriate temperatures given in Table 7.6. The 
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Table 7.5 Temperature Regimes of Experimental 
Broadening Data 

Temperature Ranges (K) 

System Widths and Shifts State Changing 
(Dl and D2) Cross Sections 

Lilie 520 - 720 556 
LiNe 600 - 673 556 
NaHe 360 - 4500 * 385 - 450 
NaNe 360-990 397 - 450 

* There is one measurement for the width of the D2 component at 8K by Zimmerman and 
Miles (1981). This has been ignored in determining the temperatures at which to perform 
the calculations of this study. 

Table 7.6 Temperature Regimes of IMPACT 
Calculations 

System Temperature AT nT 
Ran nge ( (K) 

Lilie 350 - 800 50 10 
1ANe 350 - 800 50 10 
NaHe 350-500 50 4 

1000-6000 1000 6 
NaNe 350-500 50 4 

1000-6000 1000 6 

output of the calculations are the impact width and shift of the alkali resonance line 
components, together with the total fine structure state changing cross sections for 
transitions within the excited state multiplet of the alkali atom. 
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These, then, are the calculations that have been performed during the present study. When 

compared with their experimental counterparts, the results of these calculations allow the 
relative merits of the model potential and pseudopotential methods for the calculation of 
atom-atom interaction curves to be evaluated. This evaluation is the subject of the next 
section. 
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8 The Study Results 

8.1 Introduction 

This section presents and discusses the results of the calculations described in §7 with a 
view to answering the questions posed in §2. The alkali resonance line profiles are 
considered first, starting with the results from the quantum mechanical calculations; these 
are given in §8.2. That section begins by examining the relative magnitudes of the various 
contributions to the line profiles from bound-free, quasibound-free and free-free 

transitions with the aim of determining which of these processes are important for the 

production of the red and blue wings of the alkali resonance line. The total line wing 
profiles predicted on the basis of the model potential and pseudopotential interaction 

curves are then presented for each alkali-rare gas system. Differences which exist 
between these two sets of results are noted and explained in terms of the underlying 
interatomic potentials. The theoretical line profiles are then compared with available 
experimental measurements in order to answer the questions posed in §2; this analysis 
leads to some suggestions as to how the quality of Peach's current interatomic potentials 
may be improved. 

The next section, §8.3, considers the results of the semi-classical quasistatic calculation of 
the line wing profiles. As with the quantum mechanical treatment, the relative magnitudes 
of the various contributions to the red and blue wings of the alkali resonance line are 
examined first to determine the dominant transitions responsible for emission in each 
wing. This is followed by a comparison between the quasistatic and quantum mechanical 
line profiles, from which a number of significant differences in the theories' predictions 
are noted and explained. Failure of the quasistatic theory for the lighter alkali-rare gas 
systems is demonstrated and the consequences of this on the quality of interatomic 

potentials deduced from experimental line wing measurements, via the quasistatic theory, 
is investigated. The section ends with a comparison of the calculated and observed 
positions of the satellite bands. 

Section 8.4 presents the calculated resonance line widths and shifts for each alkali-rare 
gas system and compares these results with the available experimental measurements, 
again with a view to answering the questions posed in §2. The last section, §8.5, contains 
a similar analysis for the fine structure state changing cross sections. 
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82 The Line Wings : Quantum Mechanical Treatment 

82.1 Contributions to the Red Wing 

In §7.2 the quantum mechanical red wing profile was defined in terms of six types of 
alkali valence electron transition. These are the transitions which induce bound-free, 

quasibound-free and free-free core state transitions from each of the A211 and B22 excited 
states to the X2E ground state. Each transition gives rise to an emitted radiation intensity 

and the six intensities are summed to yield the total red wing profile as shown by 

Eq. 7.2.8. The particular electronic transitions which are expected to contribute 
significantly to the red wing profile were identified earlier in §7.2 on qualitative grounds 
after consideration of the shapes of the interatomic potential curves; the purpose of this 

section is to examine quantitatively the relative magnitudes of the six intensities, as 

calculated by the programs PROF_BF, PROF_QBF and PROF_FF, to check those 

qualitative predictions. 

The calculated emission intensities arising from the B2E - X2E and A211- X2Z electronic 
transitions which contribute to the red wing profile are summarised in Tables 8.1 - 8.4 for 

the four alkali-rare gas systems considered in this study. To highlight the relative 
importance of each contribution, the intensities are given in these tables as a proportion of 
the total red wing intensity and are referred to as 'relative contributions' to the red wing. 
Those relative contributions which are non-zero are expressed in the tables in terms of the 
minimum and maximum values attained, for each temperature, over the wavelength range 
considered for the red wing (see Table 7.4). Each of the bound-free, quasibound-free and 
free-free contributions are now considered in turn. 

8.2.1.1 The Bound-Free Relative Contributions 

The bound-free contributions arise from the discrete bound states of core motion 
supported by the A211 and B2E excited state potentials and a summary of the bound state 
populations located by program PROF_BF is given in Table 8.5. This table lists the 
number of bound states located for each alkali-rare gas system, excited state potential 
(A2II and BZE) and potential type (model potential and pseudopotential) as a function of 
V, the vibrational quantum number, a `-' in the table denotes no bound states exist for the 
corresponding value of V. Note that, for alkali-He systems, there is no difference between 
the model potential and pseudopotential A211 interaction curves (see §4.4) and 
consequently the bound state populations are identical in these cases. 
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Table 8.1(a) : B2L - X2E Relative Contributions to Red Wing 

LiHe 

Contribution Magnitude 
Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound"Free Free-Free 

Type* (K) Transitions Transitions Transitions 

MP 200 0.0 0.0 [4.8E-15,3.6E-04] 
MP 300 0.0 0.0 [3.6E-14,0.001] 

MP 670 0.0 0.0 (4.5E-13,0.0051 

PP 200 0.0 0.0 [8.6E-15,3.4E-04] 
PP 300 0.0 0.0 [6.3E-14,9.2E-04] 
PP 670 0.0 0.0 [7.1E-13,0.005] 

Table 8.1(b) : A2n - X2E Relative Contributions to Red Wing 

LiHe 

Contribution Magnitude 
Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound-Free Free-Free 
T ML* (K) Transitions Transitions Transitions. 

MP 200 10-130,0.9971 [6.4E-07,4.4E-05] [0.003,0.869] 
MP 300 [0-078,0.972] [2.6E-06,4.2E-05] [0.028,0.921] 
MP 670 [0-023,0.7721 [4.7E-06,4.5E-051 [0.228,0.972] 

PP 200 [0.078,0.997] [6.4E-07,4.3E-05] [0.003,0.922] 
PP 300 [0-043,0.9721 [2.7E-06,4.2E-05] [0.028,0.956] 
PP 670 [0.013,0.771] [2.8E-06,4.6E-05] [0.229,0.982] 

* MP and PP denote the use of model potentials and pseudopotentials respectively. 
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Table 8.2(a) : B2E - X2E Relative Contributions to Red Wing 

LiNe 

Contribution Magnitude 

Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound-Free Free-Free 
Type* (K) Transitions Transitions Transitions 

MP 130 [5. OE-15,8.7E-11] [3.4E-24,9.6E-18] [6.7E-13,2.8E-05) 
MP 300 [8.5E-16,3.4E-111 [2.8E-24,3.8E-18] [2.2E-12,3.6E-04] 
MP 670 [3.5E-16, LIE-111 [1.4E-24,1.3E-181 [4.2E-12,0.0031 

PP 130 (2.9E-13,3.1E-09] 0.0 [1.7E-12,1.5E-051 
Pp 300 [1.5E-13,1.1E-09] 0.0 [3.8E-12,2.1E-04] 
Pp 670 [5.2E-14,3.5E-10] 0.0 [6.8E-12,0.002] 

Table 8.2(b) : Ak! - X2E Relative Contributions to Red Wing 

LiNe 

Contribution Magnitude 
Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound-Free Free-Free 
Type* (K) Transitions Transitions . 

Transitions 

MP 130 [0-307,0.7861 [8.9E-07,7.1E-06] [0.214,0.692] 
MP 300 [0-100,0.4061 [3.4E-07,4.7E-06] [0.594,0.900] 
MP 670 [0.020,0.153] [8.2E-08,2.1E-06] [0.847,0.980] 

PP 130 [0.193,0.583] [1.1E-06,6.4E-06] [0.417,0.807] 
PP 300 [0-062,0.2471 [4.013-07,1011-061 [0.753,0.938] 
PP 670 10-019.0-0881 [1.3E-07,1.1E-06] [0.912,0.979] 

MP and PP denote the use of model potentials and pseudopotentials respectively. 
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Table 8.3(a) : BE - XZE Relative Contributions to Red Wing 
NaHe 

Contribution Magnitude 

Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound-Free Free-Free 
Type* (K) Transitions Transitions Transitions 

MP 158 0.0 0.0 [3.4E-13,3.1E-05] 
NT 183 0.0 0.0 [5.7E-13,5.1E-05] 
MP 240 0.0 0.0 [1.3E-12,1.2E-041 
MP 403 0.0 0.0 [3.4E-12,5.7E-04] 

PP 158 0.0 0.0 [5.4E-13,2.9E-05] 
PP 183 0.0 0.0 [9.3E-13,4.7E-05] 
PP 240 0.0 0.0 [2. OE-12,1.1E-04] 
PP 403 0.0 0.0 [5.3E-12,5.4E-04] 

Table 8.3(b) : Ak l- X2Z Relative Contributions to Red Wing 

NaHe 

Contribution Magnitude 
Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound-Free Free-Free 
T (K) Transitions Transitions Transitions 

MP 158 [0-221,0.9701 [7.2E-07,8.8E-06] [0.030,0.779] 
MP 183 [0.182,0.952] [9.1E-07,1.1E-05] [0.048,0.818] 
MP 240 [0.128,0.888] [1. IE-06,1.4E-05] [0.112,0.872] 
MP 403 [0.063,0.650] [ 1.0E-06,1.3E-05] [0.350,0.936] 

PP 158 [0.143,0.969] [1.6E-06,2.2E-05] [0.031,0.856] 
PP 183 [0.113,0.951] [2.2E-06,2.3E-051 [0.049,0.887] 
PP 240 [0.076,0.886] [3.4E-06,2.2E-05] [0.114,0.923] 
PP 403 [0.039,0.648] [4.4E-06,1.6E-05] [0.352,0.961] 

MP and PP denote the use of model potentials and pseudopotentials respectively. 
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Table 8.4(a) : B2Z - X21 Relative Contributions to Red Wing 

NaNe 

Contribution Magnitude 

Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound-Free Free-Free 
Type* (K) Transitions Transitions Transitions 

MP 136 (8.3E-12,3.8E-10] [3.7E-22,4.4E-17] [4.2E-12,4.0E-07] 

MP 209 [6.8E-12,2.4E-10] [3.2E-22,3.0E-17] [6.813-12,1013-061 

MP 308 [4.8E-12,1.5E-101 [2.3E-22,1.9E-17] [8.6E-12,1.4E-05] 

MP 402 [3.6E-12,1.1E-10) [1.5E-22,1.4E-17) [9.4E-12,3.9E-05] 

PP 136 [2.8E-14,2.0E-10] 0.0 [1.1E-11,2.1E-07] 
PP 209 [2.0-14,1113-101 0.0 [ 1.3E-11,1.4E-06] 
PP 308 [1.4E-14,7.7E-11) 0.0 [1.6E-11,7.3E-061 
PP 402 [9.9E-15,5.2E-11] 0.0 [1.8E-11,2.1E-05] 

Table 8.4(b) : Ak! - X21 Relative Contributions to Red Wing 

NaNe 

Contribution Magnitude 
Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound-Free Free-Free 
T* (K) Transitions Transitions Transitions 

MP 136 [0.136,0.625] [1.4E-07,3.2E-061 [0.375,0.864] 
MP 209 [0.050,0.428] [6.1E-08,2.5E-06] [0.572,0.950] 
MP 308 [0.020,0.273] [2.7E-08,1.8E-06] [0.727,0.980] 
MP 402 [0-011.0.1981 [1.6E-08,1.4E4)6] [0.802,0.989] 

PP 136 [0.144,0.451] [1.3E-07,1.9E-06] [0-549,0.8561 
Pp 209 [0.072,0.276] [7.1E-08,1.3E-06] [0.724,0.928] 
PP 308 [0-039,0.174] [4.2E-08,8.3E-071 [0.826,0.961] 
PP 402 [0-026,0.123] [2.9E-08,5.9E-071 [0.877,0.974] 

MP and PP denote the use of model potentials and pseudopotentials respectively. 
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Table 8.5 : Number of Bound States Supported 

System Potential* Vibrational Quantum Number, V Total 
0 1 2 3 4 S6 7 

Lilie A211 MP 20 17 14 11 8 4- - 74 

PP 20 17 14 11 8 4- - 74 
B2L MP - - - - - -- - 0 

PP - - - - - -- - 0 

LiNe A211 MP 18 15 12 9 6 2- - 62 
PP 15 13 10 7 4 -- - 49 

B2E MP 6 - - - - -- - 6 

PP 4 - - - - -- - 4 

NaHe A211 MP 20 17 14 11 7 3- - 72 
PP 20 17 14 11 7 3- - 72 

B2E MP - - - - - -- - 0 

PP - - - - - -- - 0 

NaNe A2171 MP 25 22 19 17 14 11 7 3 118 
PP 22 19 17 14 11 84 - 95 

B21 MP 10 5 - - - -- - 15 
PP 6 - - - - -- - 6 

* MP and PP denote the use of model potentials and pseudopotentials respectively. 

It is immediately clear from the table that the A211 potentials support significantly more 
bound states than do the B2E potentials; indeed, no bound states are located in the shallow 
B2E well of either LiHe or NaHe and only a small number of states are found in this well 
in the cases of LiNe and NaNe. This is a consequence of the deeper attractive wells of the 
A2fl potentials compared with those of the B2E potentials (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2). It is 

also noticeable that, where there is a difference between the model potential and 
pseudopotential interaction curves, the model potential curves consistently support a 
larger number of bound states, for any given V, than do the pseudopotential curves. This 
is a consequence of the more attractive nature of the model potential curves as compared 
with the pseudopotential curves (see again Tables 4.1 and 4.2). 
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Referring back to the relative contributions given in Tables 8.1 - 8.4, the bound-free B2Z 

- X2E contributions in the cases of LiHe and NaHe are, not surprisingly, zero owing to 

the absence of any bound states supported by the B2E potential curves for these systems. 
For LiNe and NaNe a small number of bound states are supported by both the model 
potential and pseudopotential B2L curves resulting in a non-zero contribution to the total 

red wing intensity; in both systems, however, the magnitude of this contribution is 

extremely small (never exceeding 10-8 of the total wing intensity) and can be safely 
neglected. Hence the bound-free contribution to the red wing arising from B2E - X21 

transitions is either identically zero or negligibly small in all four alkali-rare gas systems 

and for both the model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves. 

In contrast, the A211- X2E transitions are seen to contribute significantly to the red wing 
in all four systems, with the relative contribution magnitudes ranging from just a few 

percent to in excess of 99% of the total red wing intensity. It is also noticeable that, at 
comparable temperatures, the maximum magnitude of the bound-free A2II -X 

21 relative 

contributions decrease in the order Lilie, NaHe, LiNe, NaNe. Consequently, it cannot be 

the case that the bound-free relative contribution magnitude depends simply on the 

number of bound states supported: NaNe, for example, supports the largest number of 
bound states of the four systems but actually contributes least to the red wing (as a 

proportion of the total wing intensity) via bound-free transitions. Because of their clear 
importance to the structure of the red wing profile, the bound-free A2II - X2E 

contributions are discussed in more detail later. 

8.2.12 The Quasibound-Free Relative Contributions 

The quasibound-free contributions arise from the resonant states supported by the A21I 

and BZE excited state potentials and a summary of the quasibound state populations 
located by program PROF_QBF is given in Table 8.6. This table lists the number of 
quasibound states located for each alkali-rare gas system, excited state potential (A2II and 
B2E) and potential type (model potential and pseudopotential) as a function of quantum 

number V*; this quantum number is analogous to the vibrational quantum number V of 
the truly bound states and is equal to the number of eigenfunction nodes appearing inside 

the centrifugal potential barrier (see Appendix E2, §E2.8.2); a `-' in the table denotes no 
quasibound states exist for the corresponding value of V*. As in the bound-free case, the 
quasibound state populations supported by the model potential and pseudopotential A211 
interaction curves in alkali-He systems are identical. 

Again it is clear that the A211 potentials support more quasibound states than do the B2E 
potentials: indeed, no quasibound states are located in any system for the pseudopotential 
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Table 8.6 : Number of Quasibound States Supported 

System Potential* Vibrational Quantum Number, V* Total 
0 123456 7 

LiHe A211 MP 3 33321- - 15 
PP 3 33321- - 15 

B2L MP - ------ - 0 
PP - ------ - 0 

LiNe A211 MP 2 2511-- - 11 

PP 3 122--- - 8 
B2 MP 1 ------ - 1 

PP - ------ - 0 

NaHe A211 MP 4 15221- - 15 

PP 4 15221- - 15 
B2L MP - ------ - 0 

PP - ------ - 0 

NaNe A2n MP 4 524122 - 20 

PP 2 23322- - 14 
B2Z MP 2 ------ - 2 

PP - ------ - 0 

* MP and PP denote the use of model potentials and pseudopotentials respectively. 

BZE curve. For the model potential B2E curves, no quasibound states are located in Li He 

or NaHe and only a small number are found in LiNe and NaNe (1 and 2 states 
respectively). This again is a consequence of the deeper attractive wells of the A211 

potentials compared with those of the B2E potentials which lead, in the former case, to 

more pronounced centrifugal barriers at relatively large R-a prerequisite for quasibound 
states to exist. Also, as with the bound states, where there is a difference between the 
model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves, the model potential curves 
consistently support a larger number of quasibound states, in total, than do the 
pseudopotential curves. This is usually, but not always, the case for each individual value 
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of V* and is again a consequence of the more attractive nature of the model potential 
curves as compared with the pseudopotential curves. 

Referring back to the relative contributions given in Tables 8.1 - 8.4, the quasibound-free 
B2E - X2E contributions calculated with the pseudopotential interaction curves are, not 

surprisingly, zero for all four alkali-rare gas systems owing to the absence of any 
quasibound states supported by the pseudopotential el curves. Similarly, for the model 

potential curves, the LiHe and NaHe B2E potentials support no quasibound states, 

resulting also in a zero contribution. The small number of quasibound states supported by 

the model potential B2E curve of LiNe and NaNe lead to non-zero quasibound-free 

contributions, but with magnitudes never exceeding 10'16 of the total red wing intensity in 

either system; these contributions therefore can be safely neglected. Hence the 

quasibound-free contribution to the red wing arising from B2E - X2E transitions is 

negligible (in most cases it is identically zero) in all four alkali-rare gas systems and for 

both the model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves. 

In contrast, the A211- X2E transitions give rise to non-zero quasibound-free contributions 
to the red wing in all alkali-rare gas systems and for both interatomic potential types. The 

maximum magnitude of these contributions (as a proportion of the total red wing 
intensity), at comparable temperatures, follows the same pattern across the four systems 
as seen in the bound-free contributions, i. e., it decreases in the order LiHe, NaHe, LiNe, 
NaNe. However, the contribution magnitude is extremely small for all systems and both 

potential types; in no system, or at any temperature, does the A2II - XZE quasibound-fitte 

contribution exceed 0.005% and therefore these contributions to the red wing may also be 

neglected in all four systems, for both the model potential and pseudopotential interaction 

curves. 

82.13 The Free-Free Relative Contributions 

The free-free B2E - X0E contributions to the red wing are non-zero for all four alkali-rare 
gas systems and both interatomic potential types. Although these contributions are 
significantly larger than the corresponding bound-free and quasibound-free B2L - X2E 

contributions, they reach a maximum value of only 0.5% of the total red wing intensity in 
LiHe and somewhat less in the other three systems (0.2% - 0.3% in LiNe, 0.05% - 0.06% 
in NaHe and 0.002% - 0.004% in NaNe). These maximum values occur at the highest 
temperature and at the shortest wavelength considered for each system. In fact, for all 
four systems, the contribution magnitude decreases rapidly as the wavelength increases 
into the line wing, falling by at least 2 orders of magnitude (and in some cases, over 4 

orders of magnitude) within the first 100A of the red wing. For the majority (80%+) of 
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the red wing wavelengths the free-free B2E - X2E contribution is generally within 2-4 

orders of magnitude of the minimum value quoted in Tables 8.1 - 8.4. Hence the free-free 

contribution to the red wing arising from B2Z - XZE transitions is negligible in all four 

alkali-rare gas systems and for both the model potential and pseudopotential interaction 

curves. 

In contrast, the A217 -X 
2E transitions contribute significantly to the red wing with 

magnitudes ranging from a few percent to over 98% of the total wing intensity. Since this 

contribution arises from the last of the six types of electronic transitions considered, and 
since, so far, only the bound-free A2fI - X2E transitions have been found to contribute 
significantly, it is clear that, in terms of the relative contributions, the free-free A211- 

x2 contributions are, in practice, complementary to the bound-free A211- X2E 

contributions: the maxima for the free-free A211- X2E contributions correspond to the 

minima of the bound-free A211 - X2E contributions, and vice versa, the pair summing 

essentially to unity as evidenced by the values given in Tables 8.1 - 8.4. Because of their 

clear importance to the structure of the red wing profile, the free-free A211- X2E 

contributions are discussed in more detail later. 

This quantitative analysis of the contributions arising from the possible types of 

electronic transition therefore shows that, as far as the red wing is concerned, the three 

types of B2E - X2E transition, in both the model potential and pseudopotential 
formulations, yield negligible contributions in all four alkali-rare gas systems, as does the 

quasibound-free A211 - X2E transition. The only significant contributions to the red wing 

profiles arise from the A211- X2E transitions which induce bound-free and free-free core 

state transitions. Thus, for all practical purposes, Eq. 7.2.8 may be re-written to read 

IQM('t, ') = IBF(R, T)A-x + IFF(XR91)A-x " (8.2.1) 

The interplay between these two contributions, as a function of wavelength and 
temperature, is illustrated for the four alkali-rare gas systems in Figures 8.1 - 8.4. These 

graphs show the relative contributions to the red wing of the bound-free and free-free 
A211- X2E transitions at the lowest and highest temperatures considered for each system. 
At the lowest temperatures the bound-free contribution, although relatively unimportant 
at wavelengths close to line centre, is seen to rapidly increase for longer wavelengths and 
dominates the majority of the red wing in the alkali-He systems. The free-free 

contribution, being essentially complementary to the bound-free contribution, dominates 
the wing close to line centre for these systems but quickly diminishes in importance as the 
wavelength increases. Similar qualitative behaviour is evident for the alkali-Ne systems 
but here the bound-free contribution dominates over a much smaller range of 



Figure 8.1(a) LiHe : A-X Contributions to Red Wing, 200K 
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Figure 8.1(b) LiHe : A-X Contributions to Red Wing, 670K 
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Figure 8.2(a) LiNe : A-X Contributions to Red Wing, 130K 
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Figure 8.2(b) LiNe : A"X Contributions to Red Wing, 670K 
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Figure 8.3(a) NaHe : A-X Contributions to Red Wing, 158K 
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Figure 8.3(b) NaHe : A-X Contributions to Red Wing, 403K 
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Figure 8.4(a) NaNe : A-X Contributions to Red Wing, 136K 
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Figure 8.4(b) NaNe : A-X Contributions to Red Wing, 402K 
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wavelengths, with the free-free contribution being important in the extreme far wing 
region in addition to the region close to line centre. 

The effect of increasing temperature is seen to reduce the relative importance of the 
bound-free contribution and increase the relative importance of the free-free contribution. 
For the alkali-He systems, the bound-free contribution now dominates over a smaller 
proportion of the red wing, with the free-free contribution being important at the short 
and long wavelength extremes of the wing. For the alkali-Ne systems the bound-free 

contribution has diminished to such an extent that the free-free contribution dominates the 

entire red wing at the highest temperatures considered. 

In the case of LiHe there are clear undulations in the relative contributions at the highest 

temperature (Figure 8.1(b)) indicating that one (or possibly both) of the bound-free or 
free-free intensities is itself undulating as a function of wavelength. Similar undulations, 

although much weaker, are also evident on the shoulders of the lowest temperature curves 
for LiHe (Figure 8.1(a)). These features will be discussed in more detail later, in §8.2.3. 

82.2 Contributions to the Blue Wing 

The quantum mechanical blue wing profile was defined in §7.2 in much the same way as 

was the red wing profile, i. e., in terms of six types of alkali valence electron transition 

which induce bound-free, quasibound-free and free-free core state transitions from each 
of the A2II and B2E excited states to the X2E ground state. Each transition gives rise to an 

emitted radiation intensity and the six intensities are summed to yield the total blue wing 
profile as shown by Eq. 7.2.9. This section examines quantitatively the relative 
magnitudes of the six intensities, as calculated by the programs PROF_BF, PROF_QBF 

and PROF_FF, to check the qualitative predictions made earlier in §7.2 as to the 
dominant transitions contributing to the blue wing. 

The calculated emission intensities arising from the B2E - XZE and A211- X2E electronic 
transitions which contribute to the blue wing profile are summarised in Tables 8.7 - 8.10 
for the four alkali-rare gas systems considered in this study. As with the red wing 
contributions discussed in the previous section, the intensities are given in these tables as 
a proportion of the total blue wing intensity and are referred to as 'relative contributions' 
to the blue wing. Those relative contributions which are non-zero are expressed in the 
tables in terms of the minimum and maximum values attained, for each temperature, over 
the wavelength range considered for the blue wing (see Table 7.4). Each of the bound- 
free, quasibound-free and free-free contributions are now considered in turn. 
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Table 8.7(a) : B21 - X2E Relative Contributions to Blue Wing 

LiHe 

Contribution Magnitude 

Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound-Free Free-Free 
Type* (K) Transitions Transitions Transitions 

MP 200 0.0 0.0 [0.999,1.000] 
MP 300 0.0 0.0 [0.998,1.000] 

MP 670 0.0 0.0 [0.992,1.000] 

PP 200 0.0 0.0 [0.999,1.000] 
PP 300 0.0 0.0 [0.999,1.000] 
PP 670 0.0 0.0 [0.993,1.000] 

Table 8.7(b) : Aft! - X2E Relative Contributions to Blue Wing 
LiHe 

Contribution Magnitude 

Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound-Free Free-Free 
T* (K) Transitions Transitions Transitions 

MP 200 0.0 [0.0,9.3E-16] (7.1E-11,9.2E-04] 
MP 300 0.0 [0.0,4.6E-16] [6.6E-11,0.002) 
MP 670 0.0 [0.0,1.8E-16] [3.8E-11,0.008] 

PP 200 0.0 [0.0,3.8E-15] [5.2E-11,8.1E-04] 
PP 300 0.0 [0.0,1.8E-15] [4. OE-11,0.001] 
PP 670 0.0 [0.0,7.2E-16] [4.2E-11,0.007] 

* MP and PP denote the use of model potentials and pseudopotentials respectively. 
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Table 8.8(a) : BZE - X21 Relative Contributions to Blue Wing 

LiNe 

Contribution Magnitude 

Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound-Free Free-Free 

Type* (K) Transitions Transitions Transitions 

MP 130 0.0 0.0 1.0 
MP 300 0.0 0.0 [0.999,1.000] 

MP 670 0.0 0.0 [0.997,1.000] 

PP 130 0.0 0.0 1.0 
PP 300 0.0 0.0 1.0 

PP 670 0.0 0.0 [0.998,1.000] 

Table 8.8(b) : A2fl - XZ Relative Contributions to Blue Wing 

LiNe 

Contribution Magnitude 

Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound-Free Free-Free 
Type* (K) Transitions Transitions Transitions 

MP 130 0.0 0.0 [ 1.6E-10,6.5E-05] 
MP 300 0.0 0.0 [6.4E-11,5.2E-04] 

MP 670 0.0 0.0 [1.3E-10,0.003] 

PP 130 0.0 0.0 [8.1E-11,3.6E-05] 
pp 300 0.0 0.0 [4.3E-11,3.5E-04] 
Pp 670 0.0 0.0 [6.5E-11,0.002] 

* MP and PP denote the use of model potentials and pseudopotentials respectively. 
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Table 8.9(a) : B21 - X21 Relative Contributions to Blue Wing 

NaHe 

Contribution Magnitude 

Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound-Free Free-Free 

Type* (K) Transitions Transitions Transitions 

MP 158 0.0 0.0 [0.998,1.000] 
MP 183 0.0 0.0 [0.997,1.000] 

MP 240 0.0 0.0 [0.995,1.000] 
MP 403 0.0 0.0 [0.990,1.000] 

PP 158 0.0 0.0 [0.998,1.000] 

PP 183 0.0 0.0 [0.998,1.000] 

PP 240 0.0 0.0 [0.996,1.000] 
PP 403 0.0 0.0 [0.991,1.000] 

Table 8.9(b) : A21I - XZE Relative Contributions to Blue Wing 
NaHe 

Contribution Magnitude 

Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound-Free Free-Free 
Type*_ (K) Transitions Transitions Transitions 

MP 158 0.0 [0.0,2.5E-17] [3.8E-11,0.002] 
MP 183 0.0 [0.0,2.1E-17] [3. OE-11,0.003] 
MP 240 0.0 [0.0,1.7E-17] [4. OE-11,0.005] 
MP 403 0.0 [0.0,7.6E-181 [5. OE-10,0.010] 

pp 158 0.0 [0.0,7.4E-18] [3.1E-11,0.002] 
pp 183 0.0 [0.0,6.4E-18] [2.8E-11,0.002] 
PP 240 0.0 [0.0,4.9E-18] [3.3E-11,0.004] 
pp 403 0.0 [0.0,2.3E-18] [3.3E-10,0.009] 

* MP and PP denote the use of model potentials and pseudopotentials respectively. 
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Table 8.1((a) : BZE - XZE Relative Contributions to Blue Wing 

NaNe 

Contribution Magnitude 

Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound-Free Free-Free 

Type* (K) Transitions Transitions Transitions 

MP 136 0.0 0.0 1.0 
MP 209 0.0 0.0 1.0 
MP 308 0.0 0.0 [0.999,1.000] 
MP 402 0.0 0.0 [0.998,1.000] 

PP 136 0.0 0.0 1.0 

PP 209 0.0 0.0 1.0 

PP 308 0.0 0.0 (0.999,1.000] 
PP 402 0.0 0.0 [0.999,1.000] 

Table 8.10(b) : A2TI - X21 Relative Contributions to Blue Wing 
NaNe 

Contribution Magnitude 

Potential Temp. Bound-Free Quasibound-Free Free-Free 
Type* (K) Transitions Transitions Transitions 

MP 136 0.0 0.0 [5. OE-11,1.5E-04] 
MP 209 0.0 0.0 [3.5E-11,4.4E-04] 
MP 308 0.0 0.0 [4.5E-11,0.001] 
up 402 0.0 0.0 [4.2E-11,0.002] 

PP 136 0.0 0.0 [1.3E-11,8.6E-05] 
Pp 209 0.0 0.0 [2.7E-11,3.0E-041 
Pp 308 0.0 0.0 [3. OE-11,7.1E-04] 
PP 402 0.0 0.0 [1.7E-11,0.001] 

* MP and PP denote the use of model potentials and pseudopotentials respectively. 
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82.2.1 The Bound-Free Relative Contributions 

As discussed earlier in §8.2.1.1, no bound states of core motion are supported by either 
the model potential or pseudopotential B2E interaction curves of LiHe and NaHe; 

consequently, the bound-free contributions arising from B2E - X2E transitions in these 

systems are zero. On the other hand, the B2E curves of LiNe and NaNe do support a small 

number of bound states. Whilst on the red wing these states give rise to a small (but 

negligible) contribution, Tables 8.8(a) and 8.10(a) show that these states do not contribute 
to the blue wing intensity at all. This is due to the constraint that the final state of core 
motion (that governed by the X2E potential curve) must be a free state, i. e., one having an 
energy greater than or equal to the asymptotic (R--o) value of VC(R). Since the bound 

states supported by the B21 potential are all negative with respect to Vg2E(oo), the 
requirement that the final state energy be greater than or equal to Vom(«) means that all 
bound states will give rise to emitted radiation of wavelength on the red side of the 

unperturbed resonance line wavelength; the shortest emission wavelength possible from 
bound states is that of the unperturbed resonance line requiring an (initial) bound state at 
zero energy relative to the excited state potential asymptotic limit and a (final) free state 
at zero energy relative to the ground state potential asymptotic limit. Hence no (truly) 
bound state can give rise to emitted radiation on the blue wing if the final state of core 
motion is to be a free state and, consequently, the bound-free contribution to the blue 

wing arising from B2E - X2X transitions is zero in LiNe and NaNe as well, for both the 

model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves. 

For the same reason, the large number of bound states supported by the A211 potential in 

each of the four alkali-rare gas systems contribute nothing to the blue wing, as evidenced 
in Tables 8.7 - 8.10. There is thus no bound-free contribution to the blue wing in any of 
the four systems. 

8222 The Quasibound Free Relative Contributions 

As discussed earlier in §8.2.1.2, no quasibound states are supported by the 
pseudopotential B2E interaction curve in any of the four alkali-rare gas systems; 
consequently, there is no quasibound-free contribution to the blue wing from B2E - X2E 
transitions for this potential type. This is also the case for the model potential B2E 
interaction curves of LiHe and NaHe. The small number of quasibound states supported 
by the model potential B2E interaction curves of LiNe and NaNe do give rise to non-zero 
quasibound-fee contributions but these, in fact, occur at emission wavelengths very close 
to line centre and are outside the range of wavelengths chosen for the blue wing 
calculations for both systems. There is thus no quasibound-free contribution to the blue 
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wing arising from B2E - X2E transitions, at the wavelengths chosen for the blue wing 
calculations, in any of the four systems. 

Both the model potential and pseudopotential A211 curves of each system support a 

number of quasibound states and these give rise to non-zero quasibound-free 
contributions to the blue wing. In the alkali-Ne systems, as with the B2E - XZE 

transitions, the wavelengths of possible quasibound-free contributions arising from A2II 

- X2Z transitions He outside the wavelength range chosen for the blue wing calculations 

and, consequently, Tables 8.8(b) and 8.10(b) record a zero contribution from these 

transitions. In contrast, for the alkali-He systems, the quasibound states give rise to 

quasibound-free emission at wavelengths which overlap those chosen for the blue wing 

calculations and thus Tables 8.7(b) and 8.9(b) record non-zero magnitudes for these 

contributions. (In fact these contributions occur in the top 5% of the wavelength range 

used for the calculations, i. e., at wavelengths closest to line centre. ) The magnitudes of 
the contributions are, however, extremely small for all temperatures, and for both the 

model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves, never exceeding 10,14 of the total 
blue wing intensity in either system; these contributions can therefore be safely neglected. 
Hence the quasibound-free contribution to the blue wing arising from both B2E - X2E 

and A211- X2E transitions is negligible for the wavelengths used in the blue wing 

calculations (in most cases it is zero) in all four alkali-rare gas systems and for both the 

model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves. 

82.23 The Free-Free Relative Contributions 

It is clear from the preceding discussion that of the three types of B2E - X2E transition 

only the free-flee process makes a non-zero contribution to the blue wing profile at the 
wavelengths considered in the calculations. In addition, Tables 8.7 - 8.10 show that these 
transitions are the dominant source of the blue wing in each alkali-rare gas system for 
both the model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves: at none of the 
temperatures considered do the free-free B2E - X2E transitions contribute less than 99% 

of the total blue wing intensity. 

As a consequence of the negligible contributions from the bound-free and quasibound- 
free A211- X2E transitions, the contribution from free-free A211- X2Z transitions is 

complementary to the free-free B2 - X2E contribution and thus never exceeds 1% of the 
total blue wing intensity. In fact the behaviour of the free-free A2r1- r1-X22; contribution to 
the blue wing is similar to that of the free-free B2L - X2E contributions to the red wing 
described in §8.2.1.3: the maximum contribution magnitude occurs, in all cases, at the 
wavelength closest to line centre and this contribution decreases rapidly as the 
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wavelength decreases into the wing, being generally within 2-4 orders of magnitude of 

the minimum value quoted in Tables 8.7 - 8.10 over the majority (80%+) of the blue wing. 
Hence the free-free contribution to the blue wing arising from A211- X2E transitions is 

negligible in all four alkali-rare gas systems and for both the model potential and 

pseudopotential interaction curves. 

This quantitative analysis of the contributions arising from the possible types of 
electronic transition therefore shows that only the free-free B2L - X2E transition gives 

rise to significant emission in the blue wing. Consequently, for all practical purposes, 
Eq. 7.2.9 may be re-written to read 

1QM('B' )= IFF(XBºT)B-X (8.2.2) 

In summary, the red wing of the alkali resonance line arises, in practice, only from those 
A2II - X2E electronic transitions which induce bound-free and free-free core state 
transitions; the blue wing of the resonance line arises, in practice, only from the B2E - 
X2E electronic transitions which induce free-free core state transitions. This conclusion is 

thus in accord with the qualitative predictions made in §7.2. 

82.3 Quantum Mechanical Line Wing Profiles 

The previous section discussed the relative magnitudes of the various contributions to the 

red and blue line wing profiles and concluded that 

(i) the red wing arises from bound-free and free-free A211- X2E transitions; 
(ü) the blue wing arises from free-free B2E - X2E transitions only. 

The total quantum mechanical line profiles for the red and blue wings, obtained via 
Eqs. 8.2.1 and 8.2.2 and using the contribution intensities calculated by programs 
PROF_BF and PROF_FF, are shown for the four alkali-rare gas systems in Figures 8.5 - 
8.8. Each graph shows both the red and blue wings calculated using each of the two types 
of interatomic potentials; from here on, those profiles obtained from use of the model 
potential interaction curves are referred to as the model potential profiles and those 
obtained from use of the pseudopotential interaction curves are referred to as the 
pseudopotential profiles. The units of intensity are those given by using Eqs. 7.2.5 and 
7.2.7 directly and are referred to as 'arbitrary units'. (For clarity the calculated line 
profiles for Na perturbed by Ne at 402K have been omitted from Figure 8.8). 
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Figure 8.5 : LiHe Quantum Mechanical Line Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.6: LiNe Quantum Mechanical Line Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.7 : NaHe Quantum Mechanical Line Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.8: NaNe Quantum Mechanical Line Wing Profiles 
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The most striking feature of the line profiles is the asymmetry exhibited between the far 

red and blue wings. The intensity on the blue wing decays rapidly as the displacement (in 

wavelength) from line centre increases; in contrast, the red wing intensity, whilst 
exhibiting a decay rate of similar magnitude to the blue wing for wavelengths close to 
line centre, shows markedly different behaviour at longer wavelengths, maintaining an 
appreciable magnitude much further from line centre than does the blue wing. This 
behaviour can be understood by considering the interatomic potentials that are 
responsible for each line wing. 

As stated above, the blue wing arises from free-free B2E - X21 transitions. Both 

interatomic potential curves involved are repulsive out to large internuclear separations 
(see Figures 4.1 - 4.4) and consequently, at low temperatures (low core energies), BZE - 
X2E transitions occur primarily at internuclear separations where the potentials are close 

to their asymptotic limits. Such transitions result in emission which is restricted to 

wavelengths close to line centre and which occurs predominantly on the blue wing due to 

the B2E curve being generally more repulsive, relative to its asymptotic limit, than the 
X2E curve is, relative to its asymptotic limit. As the temperature increases, the higher 

energy of the cores moving in the B2E state permits B2E - X2E transitions to occur at 
increasingly smaller internuclear separations, where the potentials differ more 

significantly from their asymptotic limits, resulting in emission at shorter wavelengths 
due to the B2E curve becoming more repulsive more rapidly than the X2E curve in the 
direction of decreasing internuclear separation; this explains the temperature dependence 

of the blue wings shown in Figures 8.5 - 8.8. 

In contrast, the attractive A211 curve permits the alkali and rare gas cores to approach one 

another more closely, at any given temperature (i. e., energy of core motion), than does the 
B2E curve and allows A2II - X2E transitions to occur at relatively small internuclear 

separations where both potential curves are far removed from their asymptotic values. 
Owing to the generally repulsive nature of the X2E potential, such transitions result in the 

emission of radiation, on the red wing, at large wavelength displacements from line 

centre, resulting in the extended red wings so prominent in Figures 8.5 - 8.8. 

A significant feature of the red wings, particularly in the alkali-He systems (and to a 
lesser extent in the alkali-Ne systems), is the intensity enhancement that occurs following 
the initial rapid decay into the wing from line centre. At comparable temperatures (130K - 
200K) this enhancement is strongest in LiHe and decreases in magnitude in the order 
Lilie, NaHe, LiNe, NaNe. The wavelength regions at which the intensity peaks occur in 
the alkali-He systems (at the lower temperatures where they are most prominent) are, in 
Lilie, centred on 8450A (model potential profiles) and 8900A (pseudopotential profiles); 
in NaHe, the peak wavelengths are centred on 6650A (model potential profiles) and 
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6950A (pseudopotential profiles). Figures 8.1(a) and 8.3(a) show that these regions are 
precisely those where the bound-free A211- X2E contribution is dominant (in excess of 
90% of the total red wing intensity). Also, the intensity peaks diminish in magnitude as 
the temperature increases and are replaced by a broad plateau in alkali-He systems; 
likewise, the bound-free A2I1- X2E contribution diminishes in importance as the 

temperature rises, as shown in Figures 8.1(b) and 8.3(b). It is clear, therefore, that it is the 
bound-free A21I - X27, transitions which give rise to the significant red wing intensity 

enhancements. 

The fact that these intensity enhancements are so much more prominent in the alkali-He 
systems than in the alkali-Ne systems is a consequence of the deeper A2II attractive wells 
in the former systems (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2): the depth of the wells (for the model 
potential and pseudopotential interaction curves individually) decreases in the order LiHe 
(deepest), NaHe, LiNe, NaNe (shallowest) - the same ordering as that of the intensity 
enhancement magnitude. It is evident that the depth of the A211 well is the overriding 
factor in determining the magnitude of the intensity enhancement, not the number of 
bound states supported by the well: the NaNe A2I1 well, for example, supports far more 
bound states than does LiHe (see Table 8.5) but shows little enhancement on the red wing 
(compare Figures 8.5 and 8.8). The key quantity involved in determining the strength of 
the intensity enhancement is the exponential factor exp(-Ev. K/kT) in the bound-free 
intensity formula (Eq. 7.2.5): a deep potential well supports bound states with energies 
that are more negative than those of a shallower well and the more negative the state 
energy, the larger is the exponential factor and, consequently, the larger is the bound-free 
intensity contribution which arises from these bound states. Thus the relatively deep A2II 
well in LiHe leads to a large bound-free A211- X2E component and a significant red 
wing peak, with the intensity maximum corresponding to emission originating from the 
lowest parts of the A211 well where the exponential factor is greatest. The shallower A211 

well in NaNe may well support far more bound states but each state has a larger (more 

positive) energy than the corresponding bound state of LiHe (and, consequently, a smaller 
exponential factor associated with it), leading to a smaller bound-free A2II - X2L 

component and no significant red wing peak. 

For similar reasons, it is the free-free contribution which dominates emission at 
wavelengths close to line centre (see Figures 8.1 - 8.4). The only bound states that can 
contribute at these wavelengths are those lying close to the top of the A21T potential well 
since the ground state must be free. Such bound states have small negative energies and, 
because of the exponential factor, these states contribute a relatively small emission 
intensity. As the wavelength of emission increases into the red wing, bound states of 
larger negative energy become ̀ available' to the bound-free process, leading to larger 
exponential factors and an increasing bound-free contribution. 
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Turning now to a comparison between the model potential and pseudopotential profiles, it 

is clear that considerable differences exist between these in all four alkali-rare gas 
systems and that these differences are much greater on the red wings than on the blue 

wings. Considering the red wings first, it is seen that over much of the near and medium 
wing regions, in each alkali-rare gas system, the intensity of the model potential profiles 
exceeds that of the corresponding pseudopotential profile; also, in the alkali-He systems, 
the intensity peaks in the model potential profiles occur at shorter wavelengths, and are of 
greater magnitude, than those of the pseudopotential profiles. Whilst the difference in 
intensity between the model potential and pseudopotential profiles at any particular 
temperature diminishes as the temperature increases, it is still quite noticeable at the 
highest temperature considered for each system. 

For each of the alkali-He systems, the model potential and pseudopotential methods yield 
the same A211 interaction curve but different X2E curves (see §4.6). Consequently, the 
differences between the model potential and pseudopotential profiles shown in Figures 
8.5 and 8.7 arise solely from the different ground state interaction curves. This fact points 
to an explanation for the most noticeable difference between the two sets of red wing 
profiles in these systems, i. e., the general shift of each pseudopotential profile to the red 
of its corresponding model potential profile. It is seen from Figures 4.1 and 4.3 that the 
pseudopotential X2E curve is more repulsive than the corresponding model potential 
curve. A consequence of this is that, since the model potential and pseudopotential A211 

curves are identical, the A211- X2E energy separation is smaller in the pseudopotential 
case than it is in the model potential case: A211- X2E transitions taking place between 

the former interaction curves thus give rise to emission at generally longer wavelengths in 

comparison with the emission from transitions between the latter curves - hence the 
general red-shifting of the pseudopotential profiles relative to the model potential 
profiles. 

As mentioned earlier, at any given temperature the pseudopotential profiles are generally 
less intense than the model potential profiles, as evidenced most noticeably by the 
magnitude of the profile peaks. There are (at least) two reasons for this: firstly, both the 
bound-free and free-free formulae (Eqs. 7.2.5 and 7.2.7) contain the factor ), 4 which has 

the effect of depressing the redder pseudopotential profile relative to the model potential 
profile; secondly, A2II - X2E transitions occurring between the pseudopotential curves 
involve ground (free) states of greater energy (E f) than do transitions between the model 
potential curves. Both Eqs. 7.2.5 and 7.2.7 contain the factor E'2 which again reduces the 

intensity of the pseudopotential profile relative to the model potential profile. It should be 
noted that the free-free formula (Eq. 7.2.7) contains the factor (Ef - E; )-2, which is smaller 
in the pseudopotential case than in the model potential case, and also contributes to the 
lower intensity of the pseudopotential profile. 
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In the region of the A21I potential minimum (which is responsible for the peak region of 
the red wing intensity enhancements, as discussed above) the difference between the 
model potential and pseudopotential X2Z curves is crudely measured by their relative 
displacement in internuclear separation, R. In both LiHe and NaHe, this is --0.3 au, 
representing a decrease of -10% on the pseudopotential R value at constant energy. This 
difference, small though it is, is sufficient, due to the shape of the X2E curves, to induce 

the prominent differences in the total red wing profiles. The fact that such a small change 
in the X2E potential curve leads to such prominent differences in the total wing profiles is 

an indication of how sensitive the line wing profiles are to the underlying interatomic 

potentials; this sensitivity clearly makes the line wing profiles an extremely valuable 
analysis tool for assessing the quality of theoretical interaction curves. 

These observations apply equally well to the alkali-Ne systems, but here the situation is 

complicated by the fact that both the A211 and XZE curves differ under the model 

potential and pseudopotential treatments. In the alkali-He systems, the overall qualitative 
shape of the model potential and pseudopotential profiles is similar but with the 
pseudopotential profiles depressed and shifted to longer wavelengths relative to the model 
potential profiles. This depression and shifting is more extreme for the alkali-Ne systems 
because here not only is the pseudopotential X2E curve more repulsive than the 
corresponding model potential curve, but so is the pseudopotential A211 curve. This leads 

to greater differences between the model potential and pseudopotential profiles and they 
begin to appear qualitatively different in shape. 

A similar pattern is observed in the alkali-Ne systems to that exhibited by the alkali-He 
systems with regard to the overall wing intensity: over the majority of each wing, the 
model potential profile is more intense than the corresponding pseudopotential profile. A 

noticeable feature of the profiles, however, is that they do not exhibit enhancement at low 
temperature to the same degree as in the alkali-He systems. For example, the model 
potential profiles in LiNe exhibit only a shoulder, not a peak, at the lowest temperature in 

the region 710OA-7500A (see Figure 8.6); the model potential profiles in NaNe (Figure 
8.8) exhibit a similar, but much reduced, shoulder at the lowest temperature around 
6225A; the corresponding pseudopotential profiles show little enhancement at all. 

As in the alkali-He cases, these enhancement features of the model potential profiles are a 
result of bound-free emission, as evidenced by the dominance of these transitions shown 
by Figures 8.2(a) and 8.4(a). The reduced importance of bound-free emission in the 
alkali-Ne systems (in comparison with the alkali-He systems) is responsible for the lower 
intensity enhancement seen in the line wing profiles and is a consequence of the much 
shallower alkali-Ne A211 potential wells. The energies of bound states supported by these 

wells are more positive (less negative) than those of corresponding states in the deeper 
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alkali-He A211 wells, leading to smaller exponential factors in the bound-free intensity 
formula (Eq. 7.2.5) and a relatively smaller contribution to the total profile by bound-free 

emission. The shallower wells of the pseudopotential All curves in comparison with the 
model potential A21I curves results in a smaller variation in intensity with temperature in 

the pseudopotential profiles for the same reason. The shoulder features have disappeared 

altogether at the highest temperatures since here the profiles are dominated by free-free 

emission (see Figures 8.2(b) and 8.4(b)). 

It is clear from the preceding discussion that the bound-free transition component has a 
significant effect on the red wing profile in all four alkali-rare gas systems. In fact, the 
overall change in the profiles as the temperature increases is almost entirely due to the 
bound-free contribution diminishing in intensity. This is demonstrated in Table 8.11 

which shows the minimum and maximum values of the ratio of the bound-free 

contribution at the lowest temperature to that at the highest temperature, across all 
wavelengths of the red wing, and compares this to the ratio of the free-free contributions 
at the same pair of temperatures. These values show that as the temperature increases, the 
free-free contribution changes by, at most, a factor of -2 (either way) compared with the 
lowest temperature; in contrast, the bound-free contribution decreases with temperature 
by at least a factor of 4, and generally (particularly in Li-rare gas systems) by 
considerably more. The reason for this behaviour is, once again, the exponential factor 
(whose argument is inversely proportional to the temperature) appearing in the bound- 
free intensity formula (Eq. 7.2.5). The bound-free contribution is thus the dominant factor 
in determining the temperature dependence of the red wing profiles. 

The relatively small variation of the free-free component with temperature seen on the red 
wings is also the primary cause of the insensitivity to temperature demonstrated by the 
blue wings, which are due entirely to free-free B2E - X2E transitions. As mentioned 
earlier, the blue wings show much smaller differences between the model potential and 
pseudopotential profiles. Indeed, at low temperatures (low initial state energy), the 
profiles are virtually identical because the free-free B2E - X2E transitions responsible for 
the blue wing are restricted to taking place at relatively large internuclear separations 
where the model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves are similar in value (see 
Figures 4.1 - 4.4). It is only at smaller internuclear separations that the model potential 
and pseudopotential interaction curves begin to diverge and for the alkali-rare gas cores to 
reach these separations requires a larger initial state energy, i. e., a higher temperature. 
Consequently, the differences between the model potential and pseudopotential blue wing 
profiles of all four alkali-rare gas systems increase with temperature. 
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Table &11: Ratios of Low to High Temperature 
Bound-Free and Free-Free Contributions 

System Model Potential Pseudo ential 

BF w FF(Low T) BF wT ýFF(Low T 
BF(High T) FF(High 11 BF(High T) FF(High T) 

Lilie [6.82,75.60] [0.72,1.17] [6.68,75.60] [0.72,1.18] 
LiNe [14.60,23.50] [0.54,1.56] [13.60,18.2] [0.95,1.48] 
NaHe [4.64,14.30] [0.69,1.18] [4.46,14.40] [0.70,1.19] 
NaNe [6.10,7.72] [0.46,1.30] [5.74,6.67] [0.99,1.25] 

In contrast to the red wings, where the pseudopotential profiles are shifted generally to 
the red of the model potential profiles, the pseudopotential blue wings are shifted to the 
blue of the model potential profiles. This is due to the considerably more repulsive 
pseudopotential B2E curve (as compared with the model potential curve) which gives a 
larger energy separation between the excited and ground states, and results in emission at 
shorter wavelengths, than is the case with the model potential interaction curves. 

The last significant feature of the wing profiles that should be noted is the appearance, at 
high temperature, of intensity oscillations in the Li-rare gas red wing profiles and in the 
blue wings of all four systems. Their presence on the blue wings indicates that these 
oscillations arise from free-free processes. This is also suggested by their absence at low 

temperatures on the red wings (where the bound-free component is dominant) and is 

confirmed for the red wings by Figures 8.9 - 8.12 which show the absolute bound-free 

and free-free intensities arising from the A211- X2E transitions, at low and high 

temperatures, as a function of wavelength. Oscillations are evident in the free-free 

contributions for both Li-rare gas systems, at high and low temperatures, and are more 
pronounced in LiHe; they do not appear in the total red wing profiles at low temperature 
simply because of the masking effect of the dominant bound-free contribution, which is 

smoothly varying with wavelength. Oscillations are also present at the low temperatures 
for Na-rare gas systems, being fairly prominent for NaHe (but, again, not appearing in the 
total line wing profile due to the masking effect of the dominant, smoothly varying 
bound-free component) but are extremely weak for NaNe; in both systems the oscillations 
have disappeared at the highest temperature. The origin of these oscillations is considered 
in depth later, in §8.3.2.4. 



Figure 8.9(a) LiHe : A-X Contributions to Red Wing, 200K 
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Figure 8.9(b) LiHe : A-X Contributions to Red Wing, 670K 
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Figure 8.10(a) LiNe : A-X Contributions to Red Wing, 130K 
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Figure 8.10(b) LiNe : A-X Contributions to Red Wing, 670K 
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Figure 8.11(a) NaHe : A-X Contributions to Red Wing, 158K 
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Figure 8.11(b) NaHe : A-X Contributions to Red Wing, 403K 
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Figure 8.12(a) NaNe : A-X Contributions to Red Wing, 136K 
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Figure 8.12(b) NaNe : A-X Contributions to Red Wing, 402K 
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The preceding discussion has highlighted the major features of the calculated line wing 
profiles and has indicated that the model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves 
yield noticeable differences in these. The next step is to determine whether or not these 
differences are significant by comparing these theoretical results with experimental 
measurements of the wing profiles. This is the subject of the next section. 

82.4 Comparison of Calculated Profiles with Experimental Measurements 

The purpose of this section is to compare the calculated line wing profiles presented in 
the previous section with the experimental line wing measurements summarised in Table 
7.3 of §7.2. The most abundant experimental data available relate to the red wing profiles 
and, in particular, those measurements of Havey's group are the most useful since 
measurements were performed at several temperatures for each alkali-rare gas system. 
These data allow the quality of both the shape and the relative temperature dependence of 
the calculated profiles to be assessed. The data of Scheps et al (1975) and York et al 
(1975) are less useful since the profiles were obtained at only a single temperature and 
allow only the quality of the line shape to be assessed; however, these data do include 
measurements of the blue wing profiles which were not studied by Havey. 

The majority of the experimental data to be presented in this section is taken directly from 
graphs in the published papers. Exceptions to this are Havey's data for LiHe and LiNe: as 
pointed out in the note to Table 7.3, the measurements performed on these systems were 
published in Balling et al (1982) but the line wing profiles themselves are not given in 
that paper and cannot be derived from the data that are published; the profiles presented 
here were obtained privately from Havey. 

For comparison with the calculated line profiles, the experimental data have been scaled, 
by a constant factor for each alkali-rare gas system, so as to give as good a match as 
possible with the theoretical results. In the case of Havey's data, where profiles at several 
temperatures were measured, the matching has been performed to the highest temperature 
theoretical profile alone; for the data of Scheps et at (1975) and York et al (1975), where 
a profile at only one temperature is available (but both red and blue wings are measured), 
both wings have been scaled (by the same constant) so as to match as closely as possible 
the calculated red wing alone. The scalings were carried out independently for the model 
potential and pseudopotential cases. 

The comparisons between the theoretical quantum mechanical line wing profiles and the 
experimentally measured profiles are shown in Figures 8.13 - 8.16 for Lilie, Figures 8.17 
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- 8.20 for LiNe, Figures 8.21 - 8.24 for NaHe and Figures 8.25 - 8.28 for NaNe. The four 

systems are discussed in turn below. 

8.2.4.1 Li ie 

The measurements from which the LiHe experimental profiles were derived are published 
in Balling et a! (1982). Due to experimental difficulties (notably the low vapour pressure 
and reactive properties of Li metal) it was not possible for these workers to obtain 
absolute intensity measurements of the LiHe emission spectrum, only its relative 
variation with temperature at a number of selected wavelengths. In order to generate the 
line wing profiles, Havey used the (absolute) LiHe emission intensity measurements of 
Scheps et a! (1975) to provide the required absolute scale; Havey's relative intensity 

measurements then yielded the profiles presented in Figures 8.13 and 8.14. 

The calculated model potential profiles are compared with Havey's measurements in 

Figure 8.13. It is seen that there is extremely good agreement, at the highest temperature, 
between the theoretical and experimental line shapes over the majority of the wing. The 

only significant divergence appears in the near wing region where the calculations predict 

a slightly higher intensity than that measured. Agreement is less good at the lower 

temperatures, with the divergence between the calculated and measured profiles 
increasing as the temperature decreases. (Recall that the experimental data have been 

scaled in order to give a 'best fit' at the highest temperature alone, so any divergence 

between the calculated and experimental profiles due to a differing temperature 
dependence would be expected to be greatest at the lowest temperature. ) Both the 200K 

and 300K calculated profiles are generally less intense than the measured values over the 

near and medium parts of the wing (6800A-8400A), although the 300K profile is within 
the measurement uncertainty of 15-20%, and both calculated profiles show evidence of a 

shift to the red of the measured profiles by -150A. 

The real puzzle posed by Figure 8.13 is the behaviour of the measured profiles at 
wavelengths longer than the low temperature intensity peaks. The calculated profiles 
indicate that the post-peak behaviour (A, > 8450A) has the same general pattern at all three 
temperatures: the far wing intensity decays at much the same rate with wavelength at 
each temperature. The experimental measurements, however, do not show this general 
pattern. At the highest temperature, there is excellent agreement between theory and 
experiment with regard to the rate of intensity decay beyond 8450A. But at the two other 
temperatures the rate of decay is dramatically increased in this wavelength region and the 
measured intensity falls off much faster than the calculations indicate. Considering the 
behaviour of the measurements at 670K, together with the uniform behaviour of the 
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calculated profiles across all temperatures. Figure 8.13 indicates a possible inconsistency 

in the experimental data between the two low temperature profiles and the highest 

temperature profile. This discrepancy remains unresolved. 

Over the near and medium parts of the red wing, then, the overall agreement between the 

measurements and the calculated model potential profiles, with regard to line shape and 
temperature dependence, is most encouraging. Such agreement does not exist with the 
calculated pseudopotential profiles (Figure 8.14). The 'best fit' achievable at 670K is not 
as good as in the model potential case and shows a greater discrepancy at near wing 
wavelengths. It is at the lower temperatures, however, that significant discrepancies 
between theory and experiment are apparent. As already pointed out in the discussion of 
Figure 8.5, the pseudopotential profiles are considerably less intense than the model 
potential profiles over the near and medium wing regions, show a smaller variation in 
intensity with temperature, and peak at much longer wavelengths than do the model 
potential profiles. These differences are now seen to be most significant in comparison 
with the limits of experimental uncertainty and lead to very poor agreement overall 
between the pseudopotential profiles and the measured values. Figures 8.13 and 8.14 
demonstrate clearly that, in the case of LiHe, the model potential interaction curves lead 

to calculated line wing profiles that are in considerably better agreement with 
experimental measurements than do the pseudopotential curves. By inference, this result 
indicates that the model potential interaction curves represent the actual interaction 
between Li and He atoms more accurately than do the pseudopotential curves. 

In addition to demonstrating the superiority of the model potential approach in this 
particular system, Figure 8.13 also shows that there is room for improvement of Peach's 

current model potential interaction curves; as will be shown below, further consideration 
of the discrepancies between the calculated and measured profiles allows some qualitative 
suggestions to be made as to how such improvements could be effected. 

The depth of the A211 potential well, De, can be determined unambiguously from the 
experimental line wing measurements: the value reported in Balling et al (1982) is D. = 
850 ± 100 cm-1; Peach's calculated value of Do = 851.90 cm"' (see Table 4.1) is in 

excellent agreement with this measurement. The A211 potential curve (and thence a value 
for the equilibrium separation. RQ, in this state) can be deduced from the measured wing 
profile data via the quasistatic theory (this was the primary objective of the experiment). 
However, this procedure requires additional assumptions to be made concerning the X2E 
ground state potential in order to obtain the appropriate radial scale: the VA (R) potential 
cannot be deduced unambiguously from the measured data alone. The method adopted in 
Balling et al (1982) is to assume the validity of a particular theoretical X21 potential from 

which, via the quasistatic theory, the measured data immediately give the A211 potential 
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as a function of R. Several theoretical ground state potentials (those of Pascale and 
Vandeplanque (1974), Scheel and Grilling (1962), Schneiderman and Michels (1965), 
Kraus, Maldonado and Wahl (1971), Boucher, Dalgarno and Wright (1973), Bottcher, 
Cravens and Dalgarno (1975), Dehmer and Wharton (1972) and Roberts (unpublished)) 

were used to obtain A211 potential curves yielding values of R. ranging from 3.60 au to 
4.5 au. Subsequent to that work Havey (1983) obtained a "good (spectroscopy) value for 

the LiHe A211 well of k-3.45 (. 08) as". This latter value is in excellent agreement with 
Peach's calculated value of 3.50 au. 

More recently, however, Lee, Havey and Meyer (1990) have reported further 

spectroscopic measurements on LiHe, including new determinations of R. and D. for the 
A2II potential: these values are R. = 3.37 ± 0.03 au and D. = 1020 ± 20 cm 1. Being 
based upon spectroscopic measurements, this latest value of D. is expected to be more 
reliable than the earlier determination of the A211 potential well depth by Balling et al 
(1982) which was based upon a quasistatic analysis of the line wing profiles. A possible 
explanation for the discrepancy between these two measurements will be given later, in 

the discussion of the quasistatic line profiles, in §8.3.3. 

The result of Lee et al (1990) for D. is interesting because, being larger than Peach's 

calculated value (851.90 cm"1), it is consistent with the observed discrepancy between the 
theoretical and experimental red wing profiles shown in Figure 8.13. As discussed earlier, 
the intensity peaks appearing in the low temperature (theoretical) red wing profiles would 
become more intense from a deepening of the A211 potential well, the enhancement 
increasing as the temperature decreases: qualitatively, this is just the effect required in 

order to improve the agreement between theory and experiment exhibited in Figure 8.13. 

It should be noted, however, that, on its own, a deeper (theoretical) A211 well would have 

an adverse effect on the position (i. e., wavelength) of the low temperature red wing 
peaks: a more attractive A2II potential would decrease the A211- X2E energy separation 

and shift the calculated intensity peaks to longer wavelengths, increasing rather than 
decreasing the discrepancy evident in Figure 8.13. To compound matters, Peach (1990) 
has pointed out that, in her experience, a deepening of the calculated A2II potential well 
invariably means that its position moves to smaller intemuclear separations. Whilst this is 

encouraging from the point of view that such a movement is consistent with the value of 
k deduced by Lee et al (1990) (Peach calculates R. = 3.50 au, Lee et al report R. = 3.37 

au), a smaller value of k would also decrease the Al 
- X2E energy separation (over 

and above that due to the deeper A211 well) and push the red wing profile peaks even 
further to the red of their current positions. 
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A solution to this problem is found by recalling the difference between the model 
potential and pseudopotential red wing profiles discussed earlier in §8.2.3 (see also 
Figure 8.5). The difference between these two sets of theoretical profiles arises solely 
from the greater attractiveness of the model potential X2L interaction curve, its effect 
being to produce model potential profile peaks at shorter wavelengths in comparison with 
the pseudopotential profiles (a consequence of the larger A2fI - X2E energy separation 
existing between the model potential interaction curves compared with that between the 
pseudopotential curves). This observation suggests that making the model potential X2E 
curve more attractive (at least) over the region R2 RQ (the radial region responsible for 
the red wing profile on the blue side of the profile peaks) could be used to off-set the 
effect on the profile peak positions of the modifications to the A21I curve indicated 

above, shifting the (now more intense) profile peaks back towards shorter wavelengths. 
As evidenced by Figure 8.5, a more attractive X2E curve would also contribute to 
enhancing the intensity of the profile peaks as well. 

Qualitatively, these adjustments to Peach's current model potential curves appear to be the 
ones required in order to improve the agreement between the calculated and measured red 
wing profiles and, by inference, to improve the quality of the interaction potentials 
themselves. 

Such adjustments to the model potential A211 and X2E curves would also contribute to 
reducing the discrepancy in the near wing region, particularly noticeable at the highest 
temperature, where the calculated profiles are more intense than the measurements. Since 
the near wing emission occurs predominantly from large internuclear separations, this 
discrepancy suggests that the A21I - X2E energy separation at large R needs to be slightly 
greater in order to shift emission towards shorter wavelengths: clearly a shift of the All 
curve to smaller internuclear separations, together with a more attractive X2E curve, 
would do just that. 

Turning now to the single temperature line wing data of Scheps et al (1975), these 
measurements are compared with the calculated profiles in Figures 8.15 and 8.16. No 
attempt was made in the experiments to measure the temperature dependence of the Li 
fluorescence spectra due to the severe reactivity of Li with apparatus materials; instead, 
the lowest temperature that yielded adequate fluorescence signals (670K) was used. As 
discussed earlier, Havey's use of these data to scale his own group's measurements results 
in the 670K experimental profiles of Figures 8.13 and 8.14 being identical to those red 
wing profiles of Scheps et at (1975). The original data of Scheps' group are reproduced in 
Figures 8.15 and 8.16 for two reasons: firstly, these data extend over a wider range of red 
wing wavelengths than used by Havey and secondly, measurements of the blue wing of 
the resonance line are also available; the quoted measurement uncertainty is -5%. 
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Figure 8.15: LiHe Model Potential Line Wing Profiles vs. Experiment 
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Figure 8.16: LiHe Pseudopotential Line Wing Profiles vs. Experiment 
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The larger number of red wing data points obtained by Scheps' group emphasises the 

superiority of the theoretical model potential interaction curves over the pseudopotential 
curves. In particular, there is a considerably better match between the intensity 

undulations seen in both the measured and the calculated profiles in the model potential 
case as compared with the pseudopotential case. However, both theoretical profiles show 
significant divergence from the measurements at the extreme short and long wavelengths 
of the red wing. The near wing discrepancy has been noted earlier in the comparison with 
Havey's measurements. The extreme far wing discrepancy, only now apparent because of 
the additional data points reported by Scheps et a! (1975), takes the form of a more rapid 
decay in intensity with wavelength for the model potential profile, and a less rapid decay 
for the pseudopotential profile, relative to the measurements. This difference in behaviour 
between the calculated profiles is due entirely to the more repulsive pseudopotential XZE 

curve which results in a smaller A2II - X2E energy separation and emission in the 

pseudopotential profile at longer wavelengths relative to the model potential profile. 

The far wing discrepancy shown by the model potential profile is seen to be consistent 
with the discrepancies noted earlier between Peach's theoretical (model potential) A211 

curve and that deduced by Lee et al (1990): adjusting Peach's All potential well to 

smaller internuclear separations (in addition to increasing its depth) would decrease the 
A2f1- X2Z energy separation in the region R: 5 R, (the radial region responsible for the 
far red wing) leading to emission at wavelengths longer than are currently predicted; this 
is just the effect that is required in order to reduce the far wing discrepancy evident in 
Figure 8.15. In addition, it may be necessary to adjust the model potential X2E curve in 

the region R5R. as well, either to supplement or to compensate for the effect of the 
modifications to the A211 curve; it is not possible, in the present analysis, to give an 
indication of the necessary adjustment (or, indeed, whether any is required) since this 
depends very much on the magnitude of the change in the far wing profile resulting from 
the adjusted A211 curve. 

As for the blue wings it is clear that, once again, the model potential profiles are in better 

agreement with the measurements than are the pseudopotential profiles. In both cases, the 
calculated blue wing is generally more intense, at any wavelength, than experiment 
suggests or, viewed another way, is shifted overall towards shorter wavelengths, the 
pseudopotential profile being shifted to a greater extent than the model potential profile. 
This suggests that the model potential interaction curves may be improved by reducing 
slightly the energy separation between the B2E and X2E curves to give emission at longer 

wavelengths. This can be achieved by a more attractive BZE curve or a more repulsive 
x2E curve (or some combination of both); given the previous analysis suggesting that the 
X2E curve needs to be more attractive at large internuclear separations (the region 
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responsible for the blue wing emission), the former adjustment seems the most 
appropriate. 

In summary, the model potential interaction curves for LiHe yield red and blue wing 
profiles which are in significantly better agreement with the experimental measurements 
than do the pseudopotential curves. Whilst the model potential results are, overall, most 
encouraging, it is evident that they could be improved and that some adjustments are 
required to the underlying interatomic potentials; qualitatively, these adjustments appear 
to be as follows: 

(i) the A2II potential well depth needs to be increased by -20% of its current value; 

(ii) the radial position of the A211 potential well minimum needs to be reduced by 

'-5% of its current value; 

(iü) the X2Z curve needs to be more attractive (at least) in the region R2 Re,; 

(iv) the B2E curve needs to be more attractive at large R. 

82.42 LiNe 

The experimental red wing profiles for LiNe were obtained by Havey in the same way as 
those of LiHe, i. e., the relative variation of the emission spectrum with temperature, at a 
number of selected wavelengths, was measured and line wing profiles were subsequently 
generated by reference to the absolute intensity measurements of Scheps et al (1975). 
Havey's experimental work is reported in same paper as the LiHe work (Balling et al 
(1982)) and the line profiles prepared by Havey on the basis of those measurements are 
compared with the model potential and pseudopotential profile calculations in Figures 
8.17 and 8.18; the data point error bars represent a measurement uncertainty of -10%. 

It is clear from Figure 8.17 that the agreement between the calculated (model potential) 
red wing profiles and the experimental measurements is considerably poorer than was the 
case with LiHe. At the highest temperature, the overall shape of the calculated profile is 
in reasonable agreement with the measurements out to -7350A, but shows a near wing 
discrepancy similar to that seen in the highest temperature profile for LiHe: the 
calculations predict a higher intensity than is measured. At the lower temperatures the 
model potential profiles exhibit a smaller variation with temperature compared with the 
experimental values, with the divergence between theory and experiment increasing as 
the temperature decreases. (The divergence between theory and experiment appears larger 
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Figure 8.18: LiNe Pseudopotential Line Wing Profiles vs. Experiment 
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at the lower temperatures because the calculated profiles have been matched to the 
highest temperature experimental data alone). The lowest temperature calculated profile 
shows no evidence of the intensity peak present in the experimental data at -7250A but 
instead exhibits a broad shoulder in this region. 

As with LiHe, there is again a puzzle in the far wing region where the measurements 
show a significant and relatively narrow intensity peak, centred around 7400A, in the 

profiles at 300K and 670K; this feature is not so prominent in the lowest temperature 

profile but is still quite noticeable. For wavelengths longer than 7400A the measured 
profiles decay much more rapidly than do the calculated profiles. This far wing peak 
originates from the 670K data of Scheps et a! (1975) and, since these data were used by 
Havey to scale his own measurements at other temperatures, the peak is projected into the 

rest of Havey's profiles. None of the calculated profiles exhibit such behaviour in the far 

wing and this discrepancy remains unresolved. It would, of course, be possible to repeat 
the scaling of Havey's experimental data using the calculated model potential profile at 
670K to provide the 'absolute intensity scale and hence remove the far wing 'hump' from 
Havey's measurements. However, the relatively close agreement between the calculated 
and experimental line shapes at 670K in the wavelength range out to -7350A would 
result in the re-scaling doing little to reduce the discrepancy between theory and 
experiment for the lower temperature profiles in this wavelength range, which would 
remain significant. 

The agreement between the model potential profiles and the experimental data may be 
less than satisfactory but the situation with the pseudopotential profiles, shown in Figure 
8.18, is even worse. The 'best fit' achievable at 670K is not vastly different from that 
obtained with the model potential profiles over the near and medium wing regions. 
However, the divergence between theory and experiment at the lower temperatures is 

much greater than that seen in Figure 8.17, the pseudopotential profiles showing a much 
smaller variation with temperature and leading to very poor agreement overall. The 
difference between the model potential and pseudopotential profiles is now seen to be 

significant compared with the limits of experimental uncertainty. 

As with the model potential profiles, the pseudopotential profiles do not exhibit the 
intensity peak seen in the experimental data in the far wing region and, given the overall 
poor agreement, a re-scaling of the experimental data, as described above, to remove this 
feature would not lead to any significant improvement in the match between theory and 
experiment. 

Thus, whilst neither the model potential or pseudopotential profiles for LiNe yield 
particularly good agreement with the experimental data, the model potential results are 
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significantly better than the pseudopotential results. By inference, this result indicates that 
the model potential interaction curves represent the actual interaction between Li and Ne 
atoms more accurately than do the pseudopotential curves. 

The cause of the significant discrepancies shown in Figures 8.17 and 8.18 is clear on 
inspection of the A2II well depth deduced from the experimental profile data. Havey 
obtained a value of D. = 225 ± 30 cm"1, considerably deeper than Peach's calculated 
values of 181.80 cm -1 and 120.74 cm 4 for the model potential and pseudopotential curves 
respectively (see Table 4.1). The effect of the A211 well depth on the shape of the red 
wing profile has been discussed previously in relation to the LiHe results: a deeper A21I 

well leads to more intense (bound-free) emission in the red wing, this enhancement 
increasing as the temperature decreases. It is the difference between the experimentally 
deduced A211 well depth and its theoretical (model potential) counterpart (Peach's 

calculated D. is -80% of the experimental value) that is responsible for the significant 
discrepancy between theory and experiment at low temperature shown in Figure 8.17. 
The even shallower pseudopotential A211 well depth (only some 55% of the experimental 
value) is responsible for the much smaller variation of intensity with temperature shown 
in Figure 8.18 and the overall poorer agreement with the experimental data. These 

observations again demonstrate the extreme sensitivity of the line wing profiles to the 
underlying interatomic potentials. 

The equilibrium separation in the A211 state, Ra, cannot be determined unambiguously 
from the experimental measurements, as stated earlier. Balling et a! (1982) quote two 
values of R, i. e., 5.0 au and 6.1 au, but these assume the validity of particular theoretical 
XZE potentials (those of Roberts (unpublished) and Pascale and Vandeplanque (1974) 
respectively); it is therefore uncertain as to how good Peach's calculated values are (Peach 
obtained RQ = 4.70 au using model potentials and k=4.90 au using pseudopotentials). 

Clearly, the quality of Peach's model potential interaction curves will be improved by a 
deepening of the calculated A211 potential well. This adjustment will enhance the 
emission intensity in the red wing due to bound-free transitions since each bound state 
supported by the well would then have a more negative energy and lead to larger 
exponential factors in the bound-free emission profile (Eq. 7.2.5). The resulting increase 
in the intensity of the total red wing profile will be largest at the lowest temperature 
(130K) since it is here that the bound-free transitions contribute most, again because of 
the exponential factor of Eq. 7.2.5, and will be much less noticeable for the 670K profile 
(cf. Figure 8.2); this is consistent with the overall requirements indicated by Figure 8.17. 

It should be noted from Figure 8.2(a) that the low temperature bound-free emission from 
Peach's current model potential A2II curve peaks at -7300A; this emission is responsible 
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for the plateau and shoulder evident in the 130K red wing profile (see Figure 8.17). 

Deepening the A211 potential well, as suggested above, would lead to the more intense 

bound-free emission required for closer agreement with the experimental profiles but 

would also shift the emission peak to longer wavelengths because of the reduced A21T - 
XZE energy separation. In addition, a model potential calculation which yielded a deeper 

All potential well is likely to result in a well minimum at smaller internuclear 

separations than is presently the case, as mentioned in the discussion of the LiHe line 

profile results in the previous section; this would produce an additional red shifting of the 

emission peak. As already noted, the peak in the measured wing profile is at -7250A so 
that deepening the A211 potential well alone will yield a red wing peak at longer 

wavelengths than is seen experimentally. This is reminiscent of the situation found with 
Lilie and suggests that the X2E potential curve needs to be made more attractive as well 

so as to increase the A211- X2E energy separation and pull the profile peak back to 

shorter wavelengths, as required for better agreement with the experimental data. 

This adjustment of the wing peak to shorter wavelengths could also be achieved by 

shifting the (deepened) Alf potential well to larger internuclear separations which would 
have the same effect of increasing the A2fl - X2E energy separation; an unambiguous 

value of & for LiNe is required in order to determine if this is an appropriate adjustment 

to make. Combining adjustments to both the A211 and the X2E interaction curves is, of 

course, another possibility. 

A more attractive X2E potential curve will also contribute to reducing the discrepancy in 

the near wing region, where the calculations consistently predict greater intensities than 

are seen experimentally, as discussed previously in the case of Li He. If the alternative 
adjustment of shifting the A2II curve to larger internuclear separations is found to be 

appropriate, this will have to be combined with making the A2fl potential less attractive 

at large R in order to shift the emission in the near wing to the required shorter 

wavelengths. 

Now consider the single temperature wing profile measurements of Scheps et al (1975) 

which are compared with the calculated wing profiles in Figures 8.19 and 8.20. As for 

Lilie, Havey's use of these data to scale his own group's measurements results in the 
670K experimental profiles of Figures 8.17 and 8.18 being identical to those red wing 

profiles of Scheps' group. The quoted measurement uncertainty of the latter data is -5%. 

As pointed out earlier in the comparison with Havey's measurements on LiNe, the 'best 
fit' between the model potential profiles and the experimental data on the red wing over 
the near and medium wavelengths is not vastly different from that achievable with the 

pseudopotential profiles. In the far wing region there is the unresolved discrepancy of the 
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Figure 8.19: LiNe Model Potential Line Wing Profiles vs. Experiment 
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Figure 8.20: LiNe Pseudopotential Line Wing Profiles vs. Experiment 
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experimental ̀hump', after which the model potential profile decays more in line with the 

experimental data than does the pseudopotential profile; in the near wing region the 
calculated profiles are consistently more intense than the measurements, a discrepancy 

that has been discussed earlier. 

As in the LiHe case, the pseudopotential blue wing profile is shifted generally to the blue 

of the model potential blue wing due to the more repulsive pseudopotential B2Z curve. 
Unlike Lilie, however, it is the pseudopotential profile in LiNe which is in better 

agreement with the experimental data rather than the model potential profile. In the latter 

case, the discrepancy with the measurements is greatest in the near wing region and 
diminishes further into the wing. Clearly, the B2E - X2E energy separation of the model 

potential interaction curves needs to be increased in order to shift the blue wing emission 
to shorter wavelengths, and needs to be more so for the near wing region (large 
intemuclear separations) than for the medium and far wing. This is consistent with the 
suggestion made above that, at large R, the X2E curve needs to be more attractive; 
obviously, the same corrective effect can be achieved by making the model potential B2E 

curve more repulsive at large R or, indeed, through some combination of these two 

adjustments. 

Despite the improved agreement with experimental data on the blue wing for the 
pseudopotential profile, as compared with the model potential profile, the overwhelming 
evidence from the red wing profiles is that the model potential interaction curves 
generally reflect the actual interaction between Li and Ne more accurately than do the 
pseudopotential curves. Improvements in the model potential curves are, however, clearly 
required and the adjustments which could bring these about are as follows: 

(i) the A211 potential well depth needs to be increased by at least 25% of its current 
value; 

(ii) the X2E potential needs to be more attractive overall and/or the A21I potential 
curve needs to be shifted generally to larger internuclear separations (and made 
less attractive at large R); 

(iii) the X2Z potential needs to be more attractive, and/or the B2E potential more 
repulsive, at large R. 
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82.43 NaHe 

In contrast to LiHe and LiNe, Havey's group obtained resonance line profiles for Na 

perturbed by He on an absolute intensity scale, thus removing the reliance on alternative 

experimental data. These profiles, published in Havey et al (1980) are reproduced in 

Figures 8.21 and 8.22 where they are compared with the calculated model potential and 

pseudopotential profiles. 

Figure 8.21 shows that there is excellent agreement as far as the red wing line shape is 

concerned between the model potential profiles and the experimental measurements at the 
highest temperature (403K), the calculated profile being within the measurement 
uncertainty (-10%) across the entire wing. At lower temperatures, the agreement at 240K 
is still extremely good but here there is an indication of the calculated profile being less 
intense than the measurements (although still within the range of experimental 
uncertainty) over the medium wing region (6350A - 6650A). This discrepancy is more 
evident at 158K where the calculated profile is consistently less intense than the 

measurements over the majority of the red wing. The overall shape of the calculated 
profiles is, however, most satisfactory. The divergence between theory and experiment is 

again most prominent at the lowest temperature because of the scaling of the calculated 
profiles: the theoretical and experiment results were matched at the highest temperature 
only. 

Overall, the model potential interaction curves yield profiles in very good agreement with 
experimental measurements, albeit rather less intense than the observations at the lowest 

temperature. The same cannot be said for the pseudopotential interaction curves. As 

shown in Figure 8.22, there is very poor agreement overall between the pseudopotential 
profiles and the experimental profiles. At the highest temperature, despite the calculated 
profile being within the experimental uncertainty over the majority of the wing, the shape 
of the pseudopotential profile does not give as good a match with the measurements as 
does the model potential profile, particularly in the far wing region where the 
pseudopotential profile shows a much slower decline in intensity with increasing 

wavelength. Considerably greater discrepancies are apparent, however, at the lower 
temperatures. As already pointed out in the discussion of Figure 8.7, the pseudopotential 
profiles exhibit a much reduced variation in intensity with temperature, and show 
intensity peaks at much longer wavelengths, than is the case with the model potential 
profiles. These differences are now seen to be significant compared with the limits of 
experimental uncertainty and lead to the very poor agreement overall between the 
pseudopotential calculations and the experimental data. Again it is clear that, in the case 
of NaHe, the model potential interaction curves lead to calculated wing profiles in 

considerably better agreement with experimental measurements than do the 
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Figure 8.21: NaHe Model Potential Line Wing Profiles vs. Experiment 
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Figure 8.22: NaHe Pseudopotential Line Wing Profiles vs. Experiment 
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pseudopotential curves. By inference, this result indicates that the model potential 
interaction curves represent the actual interaction between Na and He atoms more 

accurately than do the pseudopotential curves. 

In the region of the model potential 158K profile peak the red wing emission is 

dominated by bound-free transitions (see Figure 8.3(a)). It is in this region of the wing 

also that the discrepancy between the calculations and the experimental data is largest. 
This suggests that it is, again, the depth of the theoretical A211 potential well that is 

responsible for this mis-match between the calculated and measured profiles. The value 
of D. deduced by Havey's group from the experimental measurements is 480 ± 50 cm-1; 

the value calculated by Peach is D. = 431.04 cm t for both the model potential and 

pseudopotential cases (recall that the model potential and pseudopotential A211 curves are 
identical for alkali-He systems). The calculated well depth is thus some 90% of the 

experimental value and, for the reasons given earlier in relation to the Li-rare gas 

systems, results in a bound-free emission contribution which is clearly smaller than that 

required to reproduce the experimentally determined profile. The quality of the model 
potential interaction curves would obviously be improved by deepening the A2II well 

which would lead to an increased bound-free intensity and, consequently, reduce the 

observed discrepancy in the calculated profile at 158K. At the same time this adjustment 

would increase the total wing profile intensity at 240K, but by a smaller amount than at 
158K due to the higher temperature (see Eq. 7.2.5); this is consistent with the smaller 
discrepancy between theory and experiment at 240K shown by Figure 8.21. 

As pointed out earlier in relation to the Li-rare gas systems, increasing the model 
potential A211 well depth alone would have an adverse effect on the position of the low 

temperature profile peak, shifting this to longer wavelengths because of the reduced A211 

- X2E energy separation (resulting from a combination of a larger D, and a likely shift of 

the calculated potential well minimum to smaller internuclear separations), and off-setting 

the improvement gained in the profile intensity. The solution, again, is to combine the 
deepening of the excited state potential well with a more attractive X2E curve and/or 

shifting the (deepened) A21I potential well to larger internuclear separations. Each of 
these adjustments would have the effect of increasing the A211- X2Z energy separation, 
leading to a shift of the red wing peak emission back to shorter wavelengths; an 
unambiguous value of k for NaHe is required in order to determine if the latter option is 

an appropriate adjustment to make. (Havey et al (1980) quote several values for k based 

on assumed theoretical X2L state potentials (those of Hanssen, McCarroll and Valiron 

(1979), Pascale and Vandeplanque (1974), Bottcher (1973) and Krauss, Maldonado and 
Wahl (1971)). These values range from 3.0 au to 6.2 au; Peach's calculated value is 4.30 

au. ) 
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It is interesting to compare the quality of the model potential All well depths in LiNe 

and NaHe: these values are, respectively some 80% and 90% of the experimentally 
deduced values. The difference in agreement between the calculated profiles and the 
experimental data in each case, the agreement for LiNe being considerably worse than for 
NaHe (see Figures 8.17 and 8.21), demonstrates again just how sensitive the low 

temperature profiles are to small discrepancies in the A211 potential curve. 

Figures 8.23 and 8.24 compare the calculated model potential and pseudopotential 
profiles with the single temperature data of York et al (1975). These data, in contrast to 
the Li-rare gas cases, are not identical to Havey's 403K profile presented earlier because 
Havey's group obtained their profiles independently on an absolute intensity scale and 
had no need to use the measurements of York's group for scaling purposes; the quoted 
measurement uncertainty is -5%. 

Clearly, the overall agreement between theory and experiment on the red wing is better 
for the model potential profile than it is for the pseudopotential profile. Although there is 
little difference (as far as agreement with experiment is concerned) between the two 

calculated profiles in the near wing region, the model potential profile shape is more in 

accord with the experimental data over the medium wing region than is the 

pseudopotential profile and shows excellent agreement in the rate of decline in the far 

wing; the pseudopotential profile falls off far too slowly in this region. The model 
potential interaction curves, once again, appear to be more accurate in representing the 
interaction between Na and He atoms than do the pseudopotential curves. Nevertheless, 

the discrepancies apparent in Figure 8.23 between the model potential (red wing) profiles 
and the experimental measurements (discrepancies which are also exhibited in Figure 
8.21, but less clearly so) show that there is still room for improvement in the model 
potential interaction curves. 

In the near wing region, the model potential profile is consistently higher than the 
measured values, suggesting that the A2II - X2E energy separation at large internuclear 

separations, which is primarily responsible for the near red wing emission, needs to be 

slightly greater in order to shift the emission towards shorter wavelengths. This is 
consistent with making the X2E potential more attractive, as concluded on the basis of 
Havey's experimental data; the same effect could also be achieved by making the A21I 

potential slightly less attractive at large R (or, indeed, by some combination of both of 
these adjustments). The necessary increase in the Al well depth identified earlier would 
also increase the intensity in the wavelength region around 6750A, and relatively more so 
in this region than at wavelengths around 6150A, giving a more pronounced shoulder and 
plateau in the medium wing region; these are just the effects required to improve the 
overall fit between theory and experiment. 
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Figure 8.23: NaHe Model Potential Line Wing Profiles vs. Experiment 
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Figure 8.24: NaHe Pseudopotential Line Wing Profiles vs. Experiment 
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Turning now to the blue wings, the calculated profiles show the same pattern as seen in 

the Li-rare gas systems, i. e., the pseudopotential wing lies to the blue of the model 

potential wing. As with the red wings, the model potential profile is again in closer 

agreement with the experimental data than is the pseudopotential profile but is generally 

more intense at any wavelength than the experimental measurements. This suggests that 

the energy separation between the B2E and X2E model potential curves at large R needs 

to be reduced slightly in order to shift the blue wing emission towards longer 

wavelengths. This can be achieved by making the B2E potential less repulsive, or the XZE 

potential more repulsive, at large internuclear separations. Given the previous analysis 

suggesting that the X2E potential needs to be more attractive at large R to give better 

agreement on the red wings, it is evident that making the B2E potential less repulsive is 

the appropriate adjustment. 

Overall then, the model potential interaction curves yield profiles which are significantly 

closer to the experimental measurements than do the pseudopotential curves. The 

discrepancies that are apparent between the model potential profiles and the experimental 
data indicate that the following adjustments to the model potential interaction curves are 

required: 

(i) the A211 potential well depth needs to be increased by at least 10% of its current 

value; 

(ii) the X2E potential needs to be more attractive overall and/or the A21I potential 

curve needs to be shifted generally to larger internuclear separations (and made 
less attractive at large R); 

(iii) the B2E potential needs to be more attractive at large R. 

8.2.4.4 NaNe 

As with the measurements on NaHe, Havey's group obtained resonance line profiles for 

Na perturbed by Ne on an absolute intensity scale. These profiles (Havey et al (1981)) are 

reproduced in Figures 8.25 and 8.26 where they are compared with the calculated model 

potential and pseudopotential profiles. 

The model potential red wing profiles (Figure 8.25) show a similar relationship with the 

experimental data to that seen with the alkali-He systems. At the highest temperature the 

shape of the model potential profile is in excellent agreement with the measured profile, 
being within the limits of experimental uncertainty (-10%) over the vast majority of the 
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Figure 8.25: NaNe Model Potential Line Wing Profiles vs. Experiment 
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Figure 8.26: NaNe Pseudopotential Line Wing Profiles vs. Experiment 
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wing. The agreement becomes progressively worse as the temperature decreases, with the 

calculated profiles showing a smaller variation with temperature overall than is seen 
experimentally. At 209K, the calculated profile in the medium part of the wing is 

consistently less intense than the measured profile and lies outside the measurement 
uncertainty for part of the wing. The lowest temperature profile shows a similar 
discrepancy, being significantly less intense than the measurements over a large 

proportion of the wing, and failing to exhibit as prominent a shoulder indicated by the 
experimental data. As before, the divergence between theory and experiment is most 
prominent at the lowest temperature because of the procedure used to scale the calculated 
profiles: the theoretical and experimental results were matched at the highest temperature 

alone. 

All three calculated profiles show significant divergence from the experimental profiles in 

the extremes of the red wing: at the shorter red wing wavelengths the calculated profiles 
are less intense than the measurements whereas, at the longer red wing wavelengths, the 

calculated profiles decay less rapidly with wavelength than is indicated experimentally. 

The situation with the pseudopotential profiles is, however, much worse than with the 

model potential calculations. As shown in Figure 8.26, there is very poor agreement 
overall between the pseudopotential profiles and the experimental data. The 'best fit' 

achievable at 308K is much worse than that achievable with the model potential results. 
Although the calculated profile is within the measurement uncertainty over most of the 
wing (the exceptions are, again, in the extreme near and far wing regions) the overall 
shape of the pseudopotential profile does not give as consistent a match as that seen with 
the model potential profile, particularly in the far wing region where the calculations 
show a much slower decline in intensity with wavelength. The agreement at lower 

temperatures is significantly poorer than seen with the model potential profiles, the 
pseudopotential results exhibiting a much reduced variation with temperature and 
showing little evidence of the shoulder present in the experimental data; indeed, the 
intensity of the calculated profile at 136K is little more than that measured for 209K. 

The differences between the model potential and pseudopotential profiles for NaNe are 
now seen to be significant compared with the limits of experimental uncertainty and, as 
with LiHe, LiNe and NaHe, it is again clear that the model potential interaction curves 
lead to calculated red wing profiles in considerably better agreement with experimental 
measurements than do the pseudopotential curves. By inference, this result indicates that 
the model potential interaction curves represent the actual interaction between Na and 
Ne atoms more accurately than do the pseudopotential curves. 
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Once again, the primary cause of the disagreement between the theoretical and 
experimental results can be traced to the A2I1 potential well. For the well depth, Havey's 

group obtained a value of D. = 160 ± 20 cni 1, compared with Peach's calculated values 

of 133.72 cm 1(model potentials) and 92.71 cm l (pseudopotentials). Havey also obtained 
a value of Re = 5.1 ± 0.1 au for the radial position of the A2fl potential well minimum, 
assuming the validity of a theoretical X2Z potential (Philippe et al (1979)); the same 
value of Re was also obtained from the more reliable spectroscopic measurements of 
Lapatovich et al (1980). Peach's calculated values of RQ are 5.3 au and 5.5 au for the 

model potential and pseudopotential curves respectively. (Incidently, Lapatovich's group 
obtained, in the same experiment referred to above, an A2II potential well depth of 145 ± 

5 cm 1; similar spectroscopic studies of NaNe by Ahmad-Bitar et a! (1977) obtained a 
value of 140 ±3 cm 1 for the A2II well depth and 5.1 ± 0.1 au again for Re. ) 

As with the previous alkali-rare gas systems considered, the calculated A21I well depths 

for NaNe are smaller than the value deduced experimentally from the measured line 

profiles, with the model potential result (-85% of the experimentally deduced value) 
comparing more favourably with experiment than the pseudopotential value (-58% of the 
experimentally deduced value). The model potential calculations also give a value of k 

that is closer to that found in the spectroscopic studies. This explains the closer agreement 
between the model potential profiles and the experimental data than is found with the 

pseudopotential profiles. It also demonstrates again the sensitivity of the red wing profiles 
to the underlying interatomic potentials: even an A2fl well depth as close as 85% of the 

experimental value (and an equilibrium position within 0.2 au) is not good enough to give 
red wing profiles which match the observed temperature dependence to within the 

experimental uncertainty. 

Clearly, the quality of the model potential interaction curves will be improved by 
deepening the A21I well. As pointed out in the discussion of the Lilie, line profile results 
(§8.2.4.1) this adjustment is likely to lead to an A211 well minimum at a smaller 
internuclear separation than is presently the case, a shift which is in the direction 
indicated by the spectroscopic measurements of k quoted above. For the reasons given 
in the discussion of the previous alkali-rare gas systems, a deeper A2II potential well 
would increase the intensity of bound-free emission and simultaneously shift this 
emission towards longer wavelengths (a smaller value of k would also contribute to the 
shifting of emission towards longer wavelengths); these adjustments to the A211 curve 
will have a greater effect on the lower temperature wing profiles due to the exponential 
factor in the bound-free profile formula (Eq. 7.2.5). Figure 8.25 shows that these changes 
in the profiles are just those required in order to reduce the discrepancy between theory 
and experiment over the central parts of the red wing. It is likely, however, that these 
changes would increase the discrepancy in the extreme far wing region where the 
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calculated (model potential) profiles are already too intense relative to the measurements. 
This suggests that it would also be necessary to make the X2E potential curve more 
attractive for small internuclear separations (R < R. ) in order to increase the A211- X2E 

energy separation in this region and pull the calculated profiles back towards shorter 
wavelengths. Alternatively, the same effect could be achieved by an A2II potential curve 

which is more repulsive at small R 

The final experimental data to consider are the single temperature profiles of York et al 
(1975). These are shown in Figures 8.27 and 8.28 where they are compared with the 

calculated model potential and pseudopotential profiles; the quoted measurement 
uncertainty is -5%. 

Over the majority of the red wing there is very good agreement between the model 
potential profile and the experimental data, the calculated profile being within, or just 

outside, the measurement uncertainty at all wavelengths except in the extreme near and 
far wing regions. The pseudopotential profile, whilst not vastly different in overall shape 
to the model potential wing, does not give as consistent a match as that obtained with the 
model potential profile. Both calculated profiles show a significant divergence from the 

experimental data in the extreme far wing region where the measured intensity decays 

more quickly than the calculations predict. This behaviour was observed in the 

comparison with Havey's data also and, as in that case, the model potential profile is 

more in accord with the experimental observations than is the pseudopotential profile. 
This discrepancy supports the conclusions drawn earlier regarding the adjustments 
required to improve the model potential interaction curves, i. e., that the Agri - X2L 

energy separation needs to be increased at small internuclear separations (R < Re) either 
by making the X2E potential more attractive or the A2II potential more repulsive (or 

some combination of both). In addition, both calculated profiles are more intense than the 
experimental profiles in the near wing region suggesting that similar adjustments are 
required to the X2E and A2II potential curves at large internuclear separations as well. 

The calculated blue wings show the same relationship to each other, and to the 
experimental measurements, as was found in the alkali-He results: the pseudopotential 
profile lies to the blue of the model potential wing (due to the greater repulsiveness of the 
pseudopotential B2E curve) and the model potential profile is in better agreement with the 

experimental data than is the pseudopotential profile, although it is generally more intense 
at any wavelength than the observations. This again indicates that the BZE - X2E energy 
separation needs to be reduced in order to shift the blue wing emission to longer 
wavelengths. The evidence from the analysis of the red wings, that the XZE potential 
needs to be more attractive overall, indicates that the appropriate adjustment required to 
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gain improvements in the blue wing behaviour is a more attractive B2Z potential curve at 
large internuclear separations. 

Once again, the model potential interaction curves yield profiles which are significantly 
closer to experimental measurements than do the pseudopotential curves. There is 

evidence from the shapes of the calculated line profiles that the quality of the model 
potential interaction curves could be improved by the following adjustments: 

(i) the A211 potential well depth needs to be increased by -1O%-15% of its current 
value; 

(ü) the radial position of the A2II potential well minimum needs to be reduced by 

-5% of its current value; 

the X2E potential needs to be more attractive, and/or the A21I potential curve 
needs to be more repulsive, at small intemuclear separations (R < R. ) and also at 
large R; 

(iv) the B2E potential needs to be more attractive at large R. 

This concludes the presentation of the results from the calculations of quantum 
mechanical line profiles carried out in the study. The profiles are seen to be extremely 
sensitive to the interatomic potentials and significant discrepancies between those profiles 
calculated with the pseudopotential interaction curves and the experimental 
measurements have been noted. The profiles obtained using the model potential 
interaction curves, whilst not perfect, are in considerably better agreement with the 
experimental observations than are the pseudopotential results. 

Consideration of the discrepancies between the theoretical and observed profiles have led 
to qualitative suggestions as to how the quality of the model potential interaction curves 
could be improved. Peach (1990) has pointed out that the adjustments suggested for the 
A2II interaction curves actually indicate deficiencies in a specific part of the model 
potential and pseudopotential formulation of the alkali-rare gas interaction, namely, the 
core-core potential (the component V, B(R; O) of Eq. 4.3.1). The position and depth of 

the A2I1 potential well mirrors that in the core-core potential whereas the wells of the B2E 
and X2 interaction curves, being located at much larger internuclear separations, are not 
so sensitive to the fine details of the core-core potential in the sense that all reasonable 
core-core potentials are much the same in this radial region. This may explain why the 
Lilie interaction curves are the best overall: there is a good analysis of the Li+-He 
interaction (Gatland et al (1977)) that gives the core-core potential over a wide range of 
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internuclear separations and Peach has used a fit to this in determining values for the 
adjustable parameters 0AB; for the other alkali-rare gas systems, the available 

experimental data (Inouye and Kita (1973) for Li+-Ne, Kita et al (1975) for Na+-He and 
Na+-Ne) gives the core-core potential only within a small range of internuclear 

separations on the repulsive wall. For these latter systems, Peach's fit to the experimental 
data has, of course, the correct long-range behaviour but, nevertheless, the region around 
the potential well minimum is not adequately determined by the experimental 
measurements and assumptions had to be made as to what seemed the most reasonable 
behaviour. 

Despite these difficulties, however, the message from the calculation results presented so 
far is quite clear: in the modelling of atom-atom interactions, the manner in which the 
Pauli exclusion principle is represented does have a significant effect on the quality of the 

resulting interatomic potentials; for the four alkali-rare gas systems studied here, 

interatomic potentials calculated by the model potential method represent the actual 
interaction between alkali and rare gas atoms more accurately than do interatomic 

potentials calculated by the use of pseudopotentials. 

83 The Line Wings : Quasistatic Treatment 

The calculated line profiles presented in the previous section are the result of a fully 

quantum mechanical treatment of the line broadening process. One of the practical 
drawbacks to this approach is that fairly complex computer codes had to be developed in 

order to generate the profiles and the calculations performed by these programs are 
computationally intensive and time consuming. A much quicker method of obtaining line 
wing profiles is to use the semi-classical quasistatic theory of line broadening. Apart from 
the speed advantages (the semi-classical calculations were typically some 2-3 orders of 
magnitude quicker to perform) it is instructive to consider this alternative method because 
the quasistatic theory is the one used by experimenters to extract interatomic potentials 
from line profile measurements (this was the objective behind all the experimental line 
wing measurements presented in the previous section). The validity, or otherwise, of the 
quasistatic theory for the alkali-rare gas systems considered in this study is therefore of 
great importance in assessing the reliability of such experimentally deduced interatomic 
potentials. 

The following sections present and discuss the results of the quasistatic line profile 
calculations performed in the study. The starting point is, as with the quantum mechanical 
calculations, a consideration of the major contributions to each line wing. 
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83.1 Contributions to the Red and Blue Wings 

In §7.2 the quasistatic red and blue wing profiles were each defined in terms of two types 
of alkali valence electron transition. These are the transitions from the A2nand B2E 

excited states to the X2E ground state. Each type of transition gives rise to an emitted 
radiation intensity and the two intensities are summed to yield the total red and blue wing 
profiles as shown by Egs. 7.2.11 and 7.2.12. The purpose of this section is to examine the 
magnitudes of these intensities, as calculated by program PROF_QS, to determine which 
electronic transitions contribute significantly to the red and blue wing profiles and to 
check the validity of the qualitative predictions made in §7.2. 

In the quasistatic theory of line broadening, the wavelength of emission in the line wing is 
directly related to the interatomic potentials via (cf. Eq. 5.3.1) 

h= Vi(R) - Vf(R) =_ AV(R) (8.3.1) 

where Vi(R) and Vf(R) are the initial (excited) and final (ground) state interatomic 

potentials respectively. From this, the emission wavelength, measured in A, is given by 
(cf. Eq. E5.8.6 of Appendix E5) 

XA(R) _ 
455.63421 

AV(R) 
(8.3.2) 

The emission wavelengths arising from Peach's theoretical interatomic potentials 
(tabulated in Annex B) have been calculated on the basis of Eq. 8.3.2 for A2 II - X2E and 
B2E - X2E transitions within each of the four alkali-rare gas systems of interest and for 

each type of interatomic potential (model potential and pseudopotential). [Note: Peach's 
interatomic potentials are all measured relative to their respective asymptotic (separated 

atoms) limit. In terms of these potentials, the quantity AV(R) of Eq. 8.3.2 is therefore 

AV(R)A2n-x: E = V(R)A2n - V(R)x2z + (Ewen - ESE) (8.3.3) 

for the A2II - X2E transition, and is 

AV(R)s2x2Z = V(R)B2 - V(R)x2z + (EB2E - Ex) (8.3.4) 

for the B2E -X transition. Here, EA2n, EBB and EM are the asymptotic energies of the 
AZII, BZE and X2E states respectively, measured on an absolute scale. ] 
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The results of these calculations are summarised in Table 8.12. This lists, for each alkali- 

rare gas system and interatomic potential type, the range of possible emission 
wavelengths arising from the A21I - X2E and B2E - X2E transitions in the quasistatic 
model; the range is given in terms of the minimum and maximum possible emission 
wavelengths. Comparing these wavelength ranges with the wavelengths used in the 

calculations of the quasistatic line profiles (given in Table 7.4) then determines which 
electronic transitions will contribute to the calculated profiles. This situation is 

summarised in Table 8.13: the second two columns of the table indicate whether or not 
there is an overlap between the range of emission wavelengths possible from A2II - X2E 

transitions and the wavelength ranges used for the red and blue wings in the quasistatic 
calculations (Table 7.4); a '-, l' indicates that such an overlap exists and a 'x' indicates that 

an overlap does not exist. The last two columns of the table do the same for the 
wavelengths possible from B2E - X2E transitions. 

Table 8.13 shows that, for the Li-rare gas systems, the calculated red wing profile will 
arise entirely from A211- X2E transitions: there is no overlap at all between the red wing 
wavelengths used in the calculations and those wavelengths at which emission is possible 
from B2E - X2E transitions. Similarly, the calculated Li-rare gas blue wing profile will 
arise entirely from B2E - X2E transitions: there is no overlap between the blue wing 

wavelengths used in the calculations and those wavelengths at which emission is possible 
from A21I - X2E transitions. This is true also for the calculated blue wings of the Na-rare 

gas systems: these will arise entirely from B2E - X2E transitions because there is no 
overlap between the blue wing wavelengths of the calculations and those possible from 
A211- X2E transitions. 

The red wings of the Na-rare gas systems, however, are different. Here, unlike in the Li- 

rare gas systems, there is an overlap between the red wing wavelengths used in the 
calculations and those wavelengths at which emission is possible from both A211- X2E 

and B2E - X2Z transitions. The calculated red wings for Na-rare gas systems will, 
therefore, contain contributions at certain wavelengths from both types of electronic 
transition. 

The relative importance of the two contributions to the red wing is assessed in the same 
way as the bound-free, quasibound-free and free-free contributions were assessed in the 
quantum mechanical treatment (see §*8.2.1 and 8.2.2), i. e., by expressing the magnitude 
of each contribution as a proportion of the total red wing intensity. These 'relative 
contributions' were calculated at each wavelength of the (calculated) Na-rare gas red 
wing, as specified in Table 7.4. For both NaHe and NaNe, using both model potential and 
pseudopotential interaction curves, and at each temperature of Table 7.4, the magnitude 
of the A2I1- XZE relative contribution to the red wing was found to be essentially unity 
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Table &12: Quasistatic Emission Wavelength Ranges 

System Potential 
'XA2n-X'E 

). BIX'E 
Type* (A) (A) 

Lilie MP [6729.53,11242.28] [4983.98,6729.53] 
PP [6729.53,13684.85] [4588.94,6729.53] 

LiNe MP [6729.46,8020.08] [5449.78,6730.62] 
PP [6729.53,8275.111 [4874.42,6729.96] 

NaHe MP [5893.44,9007.40] [5076.71,7204.16] 
PP [5893.44,11433.76] [4803.12,7175.26] 

NaNe MP [5893.44,7845.77] [5362.40,7715.66] 
PP [5893.44,9875.17] [4988.43,8550.04] 

Table 8.13: Contributions to Quasistatic Line Wings 

XAfi-X2E a B'ý1t 
System Potential Red Wing Blue Wing Red Wing Blue Wing 

Type* 

Lilie M1 
x x 

pp 
x x 'f 

LiNe MP J x x ý 
PP J x x 'f 

NaHe up ' x ý 
PP ý x 1 'I 

NaNe MP J x J ý 
PP ý x ý ý 

* MP and PP denote the use of model potentials and pseudopotentials respectively. 
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across the entire wing; the magnitude of the B2E - X2E relative contribution to the red 

wing never exceeded 10-14 and is completely negligible. In practice, therefore, the 

calculated red wings for NaHe and NaNe, like those of L4 He and LiNe, arise solely from 

emission due to A2II - X2Z transitions. 

Hence, for all practical purposes, Egs. 7.2.11 and 7.2.12 may be re-written to read 

IQSa(R)R. T) _ (X(R)R, T)A. x 9 

IQS(X(R)B, T) = IQS(L(R)B, T)B-x 

(8.3.5) 

(8.3.6) 

These results are thus in accord with the qualitative predictions made in §7.2 and with the 

results of the quantum mechanical calculations, both of which show that the red wing is 

due primarily to A2II - X2E electronic transitions and that the blue wing is due primarily 

to B2E - X2E transitions. 

832 Quasistatic Line Wing Profiles 

83.2.1 Comparison with Quantum Mechanical Profiles 

The purpose of this section is to compare the results of the semi-classical line profile 
calculations with those obtained from the full quantum mechanical treatment. The 

quasistatic line profiles, obtained via Eq. 8.3.5 for the red wing and Eq. 8.3.6 for the blue 

wing and using the contribution intensities calculated by program PROF QS, are plotted 
together with the quantum mechanical profiles in Figures 8.29 - 8.36. Each graph shows 
both red and blue resonance line wings for a single alkali-rare gas system, calculated in 

the quantum mechanical and quasistatic formalisms using one or other of the two 
interatomic potential types (model potential or pseudopotential). The extended red wings 
allow comparisons between the quantum mechanical and quasistatic profiles to be made 
easily but it is more difficult on these graphs to see both sets of blue wing profiles; the 
blue wings, therefore, have been re-plotted on an expanded scale, for each allcali-rare gas 
system and interatomic potential type, in Figures 8.37 - 8.44. 

The quasistatic profiles are calculated in the units obtained by using Eq. 7.2.10 directly; 

subsequently, the intensities have been scaled, separately for the model potential and 
pseudopotential cases, so as to give as good a match as possible with the corresponding 
quantum mechanical red wing profiles at the highest temperature alone. For clarity, the 
experimental data have been omitted from the graphs. 
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Figure 8.29: LiHe Model Potential Line Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.30: LiHe Pseudopotential Line Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.31: LiNe Model Potential Line Wing Profiles 
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Figure &32: LiNe Pseudopotential Line Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.33: NaHe Model Potential Line Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.34: NaHe Pseudopotential Line Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.35 : NaNe Model Potential Line Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.36: NaNe Pseudopotential Line Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.37: LiHe Model Potential Blue Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.38: LiHe Pseudopotential Blue Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.39: LiNe Model Potential Blue Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.40 : LiNe Pseudopotential Blue Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.41 : NaHe Model Potential Blue Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.42: NaHe Pseudopotential Blue Wing Profiles 
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Figure 8.43: NaNe Model Potential Blue Wing Profites 
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Figure 8.44: NaNe Pseudopotential Blue Wing Profiles 
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It is evident from these graphs that in all cases, the quasistatic theory yields line wing 

profiles broadly in accord with those calculated via quantum mechanics but that there are 

some noticeable differences between the predictions of the two theories. The three major 
differences apparent from the graphs are: 

(i) the quasistatic red wing profiles are shifted to longer wavelengths relative to the 

corresponding quantum mechanical profiles over most of the wing; this is most 
significant at the lower temperatures of each alkali-rare gas system and is more 
pronounced in the lighter systems (LiHe and NaHe), becoming less significant in 
LiNe, with the smallest shift occurring in the heaviest system, NaNe; 

(ü) in the far red wing, the quasistatic profiles decrease in intensity with wavelength 
much more rapidly than do the quantum mechanical profiles; the magnitude of 
this discrepancy follows the same pattern as in (i) above, i. e., it is greatest for 
Lilie and becomes progressively smaller in the other systems in the order NaHe, 
LiNe, NaNe; 

(iii) the intensity oscillations exhibited in the quantum mechanical red wings in the Li- 

rare gas systems, and in the quantum mechanical blue wings of all systems, are 
absent in the quasistatic calculations. 

It is clear that where the first discrepancy is greatest (the lower temperatures of Lilie and 
NaHe) the quantum mechanical profiles give the better agreement with the experimental 
data: the shift of the quasistatic profiles to longer wavelengths is in the opposite direction 

to that required for a better match with the measurements (compare, for example, Figure 
8.29 with Figure 8.13 and Figure 8.33 with Figure 8.21). The LiNe and NaNe cases, 
however, appear to contradict this statement. The quasistatic profiles for these systems 
are generally more intense than the quantum mechanical profiles at any wavelength over 
the near and medium parts of the red wing and Figures 8.17 and 8.25 in particular show 
that this is in the right direction for a better match with the experimental data. However, 

as was pointed out in §8.2.4, the calculated A211 potential well depths for these systems 
are significantly shallower than the measured values, the discrepancy in these cases being 

greater than that in the alkali-He systems. The quality of the LiNe and NaNe interatomic 

potentials will clearly be improved by deepening the theoretical A2II wells and this will 
lead to significant changes in the shapes of the low temperature profiles; it is not at all 
clear whether the pattern exhibited by the quantum mechanical and quasistatic profiles 
relative to each other, as shown in Figures 8.31 and 8.35 in particular, would still exist 
with these improved potentials; it is therefore premature to attempt any conclusive 
judgements on the relative merits of quantum mechanics and the quasistatic theory on the 
basis of the LiNe and NaNe calculations. 
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Having said this, the evidence from the alkali-He systems, where the A211 well depths are 
in better agreement with the measured values, do provide strong evidence for the 

superiority of the quantum mechanical approach. Additional evidence for this conclusion 
is the presence of the oscillations in the high temperature quantum mechanical red wing 

profile for LiHe: these are observed experimentally but are absent in the quasistatic 

calculations (see Figures 8.13 and 8.29). 

With regard to the differences between the model potential and pseudopotential red wing 
profiles, it is interesting to note that the representation of the Pauli exclusion principle 
(i. e., the choice of the model potential or the pseudopotential interaction curves) is 

evidently of far greater importance than the representation of the broadening mechanism 
(i. e., the choice of the quantum mechanical or the quasistatic theory). For all four alkali- 
rare gas systems, a quasistatic calculation using the model potential interaction curves 

yields red wing profiles which are in much better agreement with experimental 
measurements than does a fully quantum mechanical calculation using the 

pseudopotential interaction curves. 

In the following three sections the discrepancies between the quantum mechanical and 

quasistatic profiles noted above are considered in detail in order to determine their origin. 
This then leads on to a consideration of the validity of using the quasistatic theory to 

extract interatomic potential curves from measured line wing profiles. 

83.22 The Shift of the Quasistatic Red Wings 

The shifting of the quasistatic red wing profiles to longer wavelengths relative to the 
quantum mechanical profiles is particularly evident in the calculations for LiHe and 
NaHe; this shift is apparent also in the profiles of LiNe and NaNe, although its magnitude 
is much smaller. For definiteness, the following analysis will consider the 200K model 
potential red wing profiles of LiHe shown in Figure 8.29. 

The shapes of the quantum mechanical and quasistatic profiles relative to each other is 

reminiscent (qualitatively) of the situation found with the model potential and 
pseudopotential profiles shown in Figure 8.5: over the near and medium red wing, 
including the intensity peak, the quasistatic profiles are shifted to longer wavelengths 
relative to the quantum mechanical profiles in much the same way as the pseudopotential 
profiles are shifted relative to the model potential profiles. As pointed out earlier, the 
difference between the quantum mechanical and quasistatic calculations is much less than 
the difference between the (quantum mechanical) model potential and pseudopotential 
calculations, implying that the choice of theory (quantum mechanics or quasistatic 
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theory) is less important than the choice of model potential or pseudopotential interaction 

curves. It is also noticeable that the peak intensity of the quasistatic profile is not vastly 
different from that of the quantum mechanical profile. This is in contrast to the situation 
found when comparing the quantum mechanical model potential and pseudopotential 
profiles. 

In §8.2.3 the difference between the model potential and pseudopotential profiles was 
explained by noting that the pseudopotential X2E curve is more repulsive that its model 
potential counterpart. This leads to a generally smaller A2II - X2E energy separation in 

the pseudopotential case than is present with the model potential curves, resulting in red 
wing emission at longer wavelengths overall relative to the model potential profile. A 

similar effect lies behind the differences between the quantum mechanical and quasistatic 
profiles. Obviously this effect is not due to any differences in the interaction curves since 
the same potentials give rise to both wing profiles; rather it arises as a consequence of 
differences in the underlying theoretical treatments adopted in quantum mechanics and 
the quasistatic theory. 

Figure 8.1(a) shows that the majority of the LiHe 200K red wing (), 2 7000A) is 
dominated by bound-free emission suggesting that the attractive part of the A2fI potential 

curve lies at the root of the differences between the quantum mechanical and quasistatic 
profiles. With alkali-rare gas cores vibrating in the A2fI potential well, classical theory 

would suggest that the cores remain preferentially in the regions of the turning points of 
motion since there they are moving most slowly. Quasistatic theory adopts the 
assumption that the cores remain strictly at the turning points and ignores the core motion 
altogether - hence its name, quasistatic theory. Quantum theory, on the other hand, 

predicts that the most likely core separations (and hence the separations from which 
emission is most likely to originate) are not precisely at the classical turning points, as 
assumed in the quasistatic theory, but rather in a region 'lining' the inside of the potential 
well, termed here the 'primary emission band' region. For bound states of high vibrational 
quantum number (small negative energy states near the top of the potential well) the 
primary emission band is located close to the potential well wall and the quantal and 
classical pictures merge. As the bound state energies become more negative, the primary 
emission band becomes further displaced from the well wall and reaches its minimum 
energy extent at the quantum mechanical zero point energy where the cores are most 
likely to be found at the centre of their motion, i. e., in the region of the equilibrium 
internuclear separation Re. The minimum energy of the (quantum mechanical) primary 
emission band is thus greater than the potential well minimum, D.. 

This is the key to understanding the red shift of the quasistatic line profiles relative to the 
quantum mechanical profiles. It is the region around the A2Il potential minimum that is 
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responsible for the red wing profile intensity peak (quantum mechanically (see Eq. 7.2.5), 

the lowest lying bound states concentrated in this region provide the largest contribution 
to the red wing due to the exponential factor exp(-EV, K/kT); quasistatically (see 
Eq. 7.2.10), red wing emission is greatest at those internuclear separations where VA (R) 

is most negative); also in this region the quantum mechanical primary emission band is at 
generally higher energies (less negative energies) than the A211 potential curve itself from 

which the quasistatic profile originates. Consequently, the energy separation between the 
quantum mechanical emission band and the X2E potential curve (which determines the 

quantum mechanical emission wavelengths) is generally greater, at any internuclear 
separation, R, than the energy separation between the VA2n(R) and VX2X(R) potential 

curves (which determines the quasistatic emission wavelengths): the emission calculated 
via quantum mechanics thus occurs at shorter wavelengths overall than those predicted by 

quasistatic theory and is the reason for the general red shifting of the quasistatic line 

profiles relative to the quantum mechanical profiles. 

It is apparent from Figures 8.29 - 8.36 that the discrepancy between the quantum 
mechanical and quasistatic profiles is greatest for LiHe and becomes progressively 
smaller in the order LiHe (largest discrepancy), NaHe, LiNe, NaNe (smallest 
discrepancy). It is no coincidence that this is the order of increasing alkali-rare gas system 
mass and it is clear that the quasistatic theory compares more favourably with the 
quantum mechanical picture as the system mass increases. This to be expected since, as 
the system mass increases, the alkali and rare gas cores move more slowly (for any given 
temperature) and consequently, in the classical picture, spend proportionately longer in 

the regions of the classical turning points than do the lighter, more rapidly moving, cores. 

This is reflected in quantum theory by the fact that as the core masses increase the 
quantum mechanical primary emission band occurs closer to the A2I1 potential wall, as 
demonstrated quantitatively in Table 8.14. This table compares the energy of each A211 

potential well minimum (Vi�(A2l)) with the energy of the lowest bound state (EO p) 
supported by the potential, as located by program PROF_BF. The difference between 
these two energies, also given in Table 8.14, is a measure of the displacement of the 
quantum mechanical primary emission band from the origin of quasistatic emission; this 
displacement is seen to be much greater for the lighter alkali-rare gas systems than it is 
for the heavier systems and decreases monotonically with increasing mass reflecting the 
convergence of the semi-classical and quantum mechanical pictures. 
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Table 8.14: Convergence of Quantal and Classical Pictures 

System Potential Vmda(A2II) Eu EuA - Vmj(A2II) 
Type* cm i (cm'1) (cm'i) 

Lilie MP -851.90 -696.55 155.35 
NaHe MP -431.04 -346.30 84.74 
LiNe MP -181.80 -141.14 40.66 
NaNe MP -133.72 -110.25 23.47 

LiHe PP -851.90 -696.55 155.35 
NaHe PP -431.04 -346.30 84.74 
LiNe PP -120.74 -91.11 29.63 
NaNe PP -92.71 -74.88 17.83 

8.3.23 The Far Red Wing Discrepancy 

The above analysis has explained the general comparative behaviour of the quantum 
mechanical and quasistatic profiles over the near and medium parts of the red wing. From 
Figure 8.29 it is clear, however, that this pattern is not maintained into the far red wing 
region; here, particularly for the lower temperature profiles, the quasistatic wings decay 

much more rapidly with increasing wavelength than do the quantum mechanical wings. 

The fact that the far wing discrepancy is more pronounced in the lower temperature 
profiles (see also the NaHe profiles of Figure 8.33), and diminishes as the temperature 
increases, suggests that the discrepancy involves some feature of the bound-free process: 
bound-free transitions are the dominant source of red wing emission at low temperature 
(particularly in the alkali-He systems) and this contribution diminishes with increasing 

temperature (see Figures 8.1 and 8.3). Noting also that the extreme far red wing region is 
due to transitions occurring at internuclear separations R< RI, it is reasonable to conclude 
that the far wing discrepancy involves that part of the A2fI potential between Re and the 
point where the potential becomes positive, i. e., the inner wall of the A2II potential well. 
A phenomenon that occurs in this region which can explain the far red wing discrepancy 
is quantum mechanical tunnelling of the cores into the inner A211 potential well wall. 

As discussed in the previous section, quasistatic emission originates from the classical 
turning points of core motion. For any particular turning point on the inner A211 potential 
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well wall, the most likely quantum mechanical emission originates from bound states of 
energy greater (less negative) than the turning point energy and this is the cause of the 
general blue shifting of the quantum mechanical profile relative to the quasistatic profile. 
In the radial region of the same turning point, however, there is the possibility, in the 
quantum mechanical model, of emission from bound states of energy lower (more 

negative) than the turning point energy resulting from cores which have tunnelled into the 
repulsive inner wall of the A2II potential well. Such emission will occur at a wavelengths 
longer than that predicted by quasistatic theory for this turning point (due to the reduced 
A211 - X2E energy separation) and will enhance the intensity of the quantum mechanical 

profile, relative to the quasistatic profile, in the far wing region. This is the cause of the 
far red wing discrepancy evident in Figures 8.29 and 8.33, and represents a clear 
breakdown of the quasistatic theory. 

Of course, quantum mechanical tunnelling occurs also at the outer wall of the A211 

potential well. This radial region is responsible for emission on the shorter wavelength 
side of the red wing peak, i. e., the rising part of the profile (see Figure 8.29). At any 
particular classical turning point in this region, the quantum mechanical emission is 

concentrated at shorter wavelengths than predicted by quasistatic theory (for the reasons 
discussed above) and quantum mechanical tunnelling additionally enhances the emission 
intensity, relative to the quasistatic emission, at longer wavelengths. This latter effect 
therefore contributes to the overall blue shifting of the quantum mechanical profile in this 
wing region relative to the quasistatic profile. 

The lower lying bound states (those with the more negative energies) are expected to 
exhibit a greater penetration of the A211 potential wall because, in this energy regime, the 
potential wall is rising less steeply than at energies corresponding to higher bound states. 
The consequences of quantum mechanical tunnelling on the shape of the red wing 
profiles is thus further emphasised through the weighting factor exp(-Ev, K/k7) contained 
in the bound-free contribution formula (Eq. 7.2.5); this factor also weights the lower 

temperatures preferentially and explains the decreasing magnitude of the far red wing 
discrepancy as the temperature rises. In addition, the degree of quantum mechanical 
tunnelling decreases in general as the mass of the allcali-rare gas cores increase (see, for 

example, Schiff (1968), § 17) which explains why the far red wing discrepancy diminishes 
for the heavier systems. This is another example of the previous observation that the 
quasistatic theory becomes a better approximation as the system mass increases. 
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83.2.4 The Wing Intensity Oscillations 

Intensity oscillations are seen on both the red and the blue wing line profiles calculated 
via quantum mechanics but are absent on the quasistatic profiles. These oscillations arise, 
therefore, from quantum mechanical effects. 

On the red wings, the oscillations are most prominent in the Li-rare gas systems at the 
highest temperatures, but, as shown by Figures 8.9(a) and 8.10(a), they are present also at 
the lowest temperatures and are, in fact, more intense here than at the higher 

temperatures. These strong oscillations arise only in the free-free contribution (there is 

evidence of some oscillatory structure in the bound-free contribution at the higher 

temperatures (see Figures 8.9(b) and 8.10(b)) but this is extremely weak) and are only 
apparent in the total line wing profile at the highest temperatures because of the 
dominance of the bound-free contribution at lower temperature. Oscillations are also 
present in the free-free contribution in NaHe (see Figure 8.11) but, again, these are 
masked in the total line wing profiles by the dominant bound-free contribution. No 

significant oscillations are seen for NaNe (see Figure 8.12). 

A review of the literature has yielded the following suggestions from other workers as to 
the origin of such quantum oscillations: they have been variously attributed to 

(i) the existence of bound states in the upper electronic state (Sando and Chu (1988), 
Sayer et al (1979), Scheps et al (1975), Carrington et al (1973), Hedges et al 
(1972)); 

(ü) the existence of quasibound states in the upper electronic state (Visticot, Szudy 

and Sayer (1981), Visticot, Szudy, Ferray and Sayer (1981), Sando and 
Wormhoudt (1973), Carrington et of (1973), Hedges et of (1972)); 

(iii) the effects of simultaneous interaction of the radiating atom with multiple 
perturbers (Szudy (1980)); 

(iv) the quantum interference between contributions to the profile at the same 
frequency originating from different Condon points (classical turning points) 
(Sando and Chu (1988), Visticot, Szudy and Sayer (1981), Herman and Sando 
(1978), Dalgamo and Sando (1973)). 

Another possibility, not found in the literature surveyed, is 

(v) a radial variation of the dipole transition moment. 
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Each of these suggestions is now considered in turn with a view to determining the origin 
of the oscillations seen in the line profiles of alkali-rare gas systems. 

Suggestions (i) and (ii) are the most obvious ones to make. The oscillations are evidently 
a quantum mechanical feature since they do not appear in the quasistatic calculations. It 
is, therefore, a natural step to attribute them to features of quantum theory not recognised 
by classical theory: the most obvious of these features is the discreteness of quantum 
mechanical bound and quasibound states which is not predicted classically. Strong 

evidence in favour of these suggestions is found in the work of Carrington et al (1973) 

who report on regular intensity undulations in the measured continuum spectra of heavy 
diatomic alkali-rare gas molecules (the red wings of the D2 fine of CsAr and the D1 lines 

of RbAr, RbKr and RbXe). The authors present calculations of the A2II3/2 - X2E1/2 

emission spectrum in CsAr to support their statement that the intensity oscillations "can 
be considered as arising because the discrete energy spacing of the bound and quasibound 
states lead to enhancements of the electronic transition probability for certain 
wavelengths". 

That this statement does not explain the intensity oscillations seen in LiHe and LiNe is 

clear from the previous discussion: the red wing profile oscillations arise from the free- 
free contribution not the bound-free contribution and, as demonstrated in §8.2.1, the 
quasibound-free contribution is negligible for these systems; oscillations are also seen on 
the blue wings of all four alkali-rare gas systems but these profiles arise solely from free- 
free B2E - X2E transitions. In particular, the red wing intensity oscillations are clearly not 
a consequence of the discrete bound and quasibound states supported by the A2II 

potential well. (The very weak intensity oscillations in the bound-free components noted 
earlier indicates that the discreteness of bound states does lead to some structure in the 
emission spectrum. However, these oscillations are very much weaker than those present 
in the free-free contribution and do not lead to significant oscillations in the total red wing 
profile. ) 

Discrete bound and quasibound states are therefore not the origin of the intensity 

oscillations seen in the calculated line wing profiles presented here. They cannot be 

explained by suggestion (iii) either because the line profile calculations use interatomic 

potentials obtained on the assumption of binary interactions only and this same 
assumption is made in the construction of both the quantum mechanical and quasistatic 
line profile formulae; multiple perturbers simply do not enter into the theoretical 
framework in which the line profile calculations were performed and consequently the 
oscillations appearing from those calculations cannot be a result of such effects. It is also 
unlikely that multiple perturbations are the cause of the intensity oscillations present in 
the experimental wing data for LiHe and LiNe: all experimenters appear to taken great 
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care in choosing pressure (density) and temperature regimes where the probability of 
multi-perturber contributions to the emission spectrum is negligible. 

Equally unlikely is the suggestion that the oscillations are due to a radial variation of the 
dipole transition moment (suggestion (v) above). An inspection of Tables B1.1-B1.4 in 
Annex B shows that none of the dipole transition moments exhibit any oscillatory 
variation with internuclear separation: in the direction of increasing R, each transition 
moment decreases smoothly from its initial value, reaches a minimum and then increases 

smoothly to its asymptotic value. Since the transition moment is simply a multiplicative 
factor in the matrix elements contained in the line profile formulae, it is difficult to see 
how smoothly varying functions such as these can be the origin of significant oscillatory 
structure in the wing profiles. In addition, the same transition moment is used for both 
bound-free and free-free contributions in the red wing calculations. If the radial variation, 
small though it is, is responsible for oscillatory structure in the wing profile, it would be 

reasonable to expect such structure in both contributions; however, significant intensity 

oscillations appear only in the free-free component. (Whilst it appears unlikely that 

variations in the transition moment is the cause of the observed oscillations, there is a 
simple test available: this is to simply repeat the line profile calculations using a constant 
dipole transition moment and see if the oscillations are still present. Unfortunately, it was 
not possible to perform this test during the present study. ) 

The only suggestion remaining for the origin of the oscillations is (iv) above, i. e., 
interference between contributions to the profile, originating from different Condon 

points, but yielding emission at the same frequency/wavelength. There is certainly the 
opportunity for such effects in the B2E - X2E transitions responsible for the blue wing 
profiles since the B2L - X2L difference potential exhibits an extremum (maximum) for all 
four alkali-rare gas systems. Additionally, the LiNe A211- X2E difference potential 
exhibits an extremum (minimum) at internuclear separations in the region of 3.10 au 
(model potentials) and 3.00 au (pseudopotentials). This minimum, which leads to a far 

red wing satellite, was proposed by Herman and Sando (1978) to be responsible for the 
intensity oscillations in the LiNe red wing profiles. It should be noted, however, that 
whilst this feature may contribute to intensity oscillations in the line wing, it cannot be 
the sole cause of such structure because no similar extremum exists for the A21I - X2E 
difference potential in LiHe, and yet the Li He wing profiles still exhibit intensity 

oscillations. Of course, the quantum mechanical representation of core states by (non- 
localised) wavefunctions means that excited states of any particular energy can give rise 
to emissions, of varying intensities, over a range of wavelengths in the region of a 
Condon point (equivalently, a range of internuclear separations contribute to each 
wavelength in the line wing) even in the absence of the gross difference potential extrema 
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mentioned above. It is quite possible that when all emission contributions at each 
wavelength are summed, oscillatory structure could well appear in the total wing profile. 

Whilst this suggestion seems to be the most reasonable explanation of the intensity 
oscillations, it is still not clear why these interference effects are only manifest in the free- 
free processes since the observations made above apply equally to the bound states as 
well. The origin of the oscillations remains, therefore, uncertain and a more detailed 
investigation is clearly required to demonstrate convincingly the origin of this feature of 
the line wing profiles. What has been achieved here, however, is the elimination of 
several candidate suggestions and an identification of a potentially fruitful area on which 
to concentrate further study. 

83.25 Validity of the Quasistatic Theory 

The last three sections have highlighted the major differences between the line profiles 
calculated using quantum theory and the semi-classical quasistatic theory. It has been 
found that whilst the quasistatic theory is a reasonable approximation for the heaviest 

system considered (NaNe), as evidenced by the close agreement apparent in Figures 8.35 
and 8.36 for the red wings in particular, the increasing discrepancy between the quantum 
mechanical and quasistatic red wings for the lighter systems (Figures 8.29 - 8.34) 
indicates that the quasistatic theory is breaking down for systems less massive than NaNe. 
This failure of the semi-classical model is not restricted to the red wing profiles: on the 
blue wings, the quasistatic theory is unable to reproduce the intensity oscillations present 
in the quantum mechanical calculations for all four alkali-rare gas systems. 

Havey et al (1980) states that the work of Herman and Sando (1978) "has indicated that 
the quasistatic model should be reliable for the lighter alkali-rare gas molecules such as 
NaNe and NaHe". The calculation results presented in Figures 8.33 - 8.36 support this 
statement in the case of NaNe but appear to contradict it in the case of NaHe: the greatest 
discrepancy between the quantum mechanical and quasistatic profiles for NaHe (on the 
long wavelength side of the red wing peak in Figure 8.33) is greater than Havey's quoted 
measurement uncertainty if the quantum mechanical profile at 158K is matched to the 
measured profile and must, therefore, be considered significant. 

The clear failure of the quasistatic theory for the light alkali-rare gas systems calls into 
question the validity of interatomic potentials deduced for such systems from 
measurements of line wing profiles since the inversion procedure used by experimenters 
makes explicit use of the quasistatic model. This issue is discussed further in the next 
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section with the aim of understanding precisely how the demonstrated failure of the 
quasistatic theory affects the experimentally determined interaction curves. 

83.3 Consequences of Quasistatic Failure for Deduced Interatomic Potentials 

The method of inverting the measured temperature dependence of far red wing profiles to 
deduce A21I and X2E interatomic potentials is described in Hedges et al (1972). A 

variation on that method was used by Balling et al (1982) to invert the measured LiHe 

and LiNe profiles (given in Figures 8.13 and 8.17 respectively); this modified method 
yields only the A2II potential curve, rather than both the A2II and X2E curves, but will be 

used here for discussion since it affords a clearer elucidation of the consequences for the 
deduced potentials of a failure of the quasistatic theory. The difference between this and 
the original method will be indicated below. 

Both methods start by explicitly assuming the validity of the quasistatic theory so that the 
wing intensity, denoted IX, relative to the total integrated fluorescence, denoted 10, is (cf. 

Eq. 7.2.10) 

I; L cc exp[- 
(V1(R) - Vi(°o))1 

kT J (8.3.7) 

where R is the alkali-rare gas internuclear separation corresponding to an emission 
wavelength ?, and V; (R) is the initial (excited) state A2fI interatomic potential. Plots of 
ln(I)/la) as a function of 1/kT are expected then to yield straight lines. In accordance with 
the Franck-Condon principle, the emission wavelength X is given by 

h 
=Vi(R)-V ) (8.3.8) 

where Vf(R) is the final (ground) state X2E potential. The slopes obtained from the 
straight line plots of ln(I, /10) vs. 1/kT then give Vi(R) and Vf(R) for an observed emission 
wavelength X corresponding to some value of R. It is in the next (and final) step of the 
procedure that the Balling et at (1982) method diverges from the original method of 
Hedges et at (1972). In the original method, the value of R corresponding to a single 
emission wavelength is fixed either by reference to theoretical calculations or to an 
experimental determination of, for example, R., the equilibrium separation in the A211 
state (this radial region is responsible for the red wing intensity peaks at low temperature 
(see Figures 8.13 and 8.21 for example) and a correlation between the wavelength of the 
peak and k can be made). Having fixed this single R(X), the infinite temperature profile, 
obtained by extrapolating the straight line plots to 1/kT = 0, can then be integrated to 
yield the radial scale of the potentials and subsequently Vi(R) and Vf R). 
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The simpler approach to determining the radial scale, adopted by Balling et al (1982), 

removes the necessity of performing an integration of the infinite temperature profile by 
assuming the validity of a particular theoretical ground state potential VAR) for all R 

rather than for just a single R value. The temperature dependent wing intensities then 
yield immediately V; (R). 

The principle of this latter approach can be used to assess the effect on the deduced 
interatomic potentials of the failure of the quasistatic theory. For definiteness, the specific 
case of LiHe (Figure 8.29) will be considered again and, in particular, the 200K red wing 
profile; for the purposes of the following discussion, the quantum mechanical profiles 
will be supposed to play the role of experimental measurements so that the underlying 
A211 and X2E model potentials can be considered to describe the LiHe interaction exactly 
and the (exact) X2E potential is presumed known to a hypothetical experimenter. The 

question is: What would be deduced by the experimenter regarding the A2II potential 
curve, on the basis of the classical inversion procedure, from such 'experimental' profiles? 
Consideration of Figure 8.29 yields the following observations. 

In the near wing region of the 200K LiHe profile (the region of rising intensity with 
wavelength) the 'experimental' data are more intense than quasistatic theory actually 
predicts. At any wavelength in this wing region, corresponding classically to the 
internuclear separation region R>k, the measured gradient of plots of ln(I)/IL) vs. 1/kT, 

which gives the quantity [-(Vi(R) - V; (»))], will be anomalously larger than predicted by 
quasistatic theory and, on the basis of the 'exact' X2E Potential, Vi(R) (i. e., the A211 

potential curve) will be deduced to be more negative (more attractive) than is actually the 
case. 

The maximum gradient of plots of ln(Iil j) vs. 1/kT will occur in the region of the red 
wing peak, corresponding classically to the region R= Ra, and yields the maximum 
displacement of the V. (R) from its asymptotic value, i. e., the depth of the A2II potential 
well, De. The'experimental maximum gradient deduced will be slightly smaller than that 
predicted by quasistatic theory because of the slightly smaller temperature spread of the 
'experimental' profiles in comparison with the quasistatic profiles at their respective 
intensity peaks. Consequently, the quantity [-(Vi(R) - V; (»))) will be smaller, and the 
deduced A211 potential well will be shallower than is actually the case. Not only will a 
shallower potential well be deduced but, on the basis of the 'exact' X2Z potential curve, 
the well minimum will also be deduced to occur at larger R than is actually the case, since 
the wavelength of the 'experimental' peak is shorter than that predicted by quasistatic 
theory: this requires a larger A2II - X2E energy separation. 
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In the wing region to the red side of the intensity peak, corresponding classically to the 
region R< Re, the 'experimental' profiles are less intense than quasistatic theory predicts 
and the deduced gradient [-(Vi(R) - V; (oo))) will again be smaller than it should be, 
leading to a deduced A2II potential less negative (less attractive) than is actually the case. 

Finally, in the extreme far red wing region, the 'experimental' profiles become more 
intense than is predicted by quasistatic theory. The A211 potential, therefore, will be 
deduced to be more negative (more attractive) than it actually is, the more so as the 
internuclear separation decreases (and emission wavelength increases). This will indicate 

an A211 interior repulsive wall that is softer than is actually the case and one which rises 
less steeply with decreasing R. 

In summary, the breakdown of the quasistatic theory for light alkali-rare gas systems has 

a predictable impact on the quality of interatomic potentials deduced by the classical 
inversion procedure used by experimenters. Qualitatively, use of the quasistatic theory in 
the inversion procedure will deduce an A2II potential which 

(i) is generally too attractive for R> Ra; 

(ii) has an attractive well which is too shallow (R _ R. ); 

(iii) has an R. which is too large; 

(iv) has an inner repulsive wall which, close to R,, is too repulsive and which rises too 
slowly with decreasing R. 

It should be remembered that the line wing profiles have been seen to be extremely 
sensitive to the underlying interatomic potentials. Consequently, these qualitative 
deficiencies in potentials deduced via the quasistatic theory from line wing measurements 
may, in fact, be negligible in practice. It is useful, therefore, to consider the effects of 
quasistatic failure quantitatively as well. This can most easily be done by performing the 
classical inversion procedure on the calculated quantum mechanical profiles, thereby 
constructing a 'deduced' A211 potential curve on the basis of the known X21 theoretical 
potential, and comparing this deduced curve with the actual A2II theoretical potential that 
gave rise to the quantum mechanical profiles in the first place. This will permit a 
quantitative assessment of the limitations on potential deduction inherent in assuming the 
validity of the quasistatic theory. This calculation has been performed for one instance, 
Lilie (using the calculated model potential profiles), since this system is the 'worst case' 
situation in which the failure of the quasistatic theory is most extreme. The method of 
calculation is described below. 
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The data from which the All interatomic potential curve is to be extracted consists of the 
calculated quantum mechanical profiles of Li He shown in Figure 8.29. For each 
wavelength on the red wing, the natural logarithm of the total quantum mechanical 
intensity, IQM(? R, T), given by Eq. 8.2.1, is calculated at the lowest and highest 

temperatures used in the calculations, i. e., 200K and 670K respectively. Using the 
quasistatic theory, plots of InIQM(A, R, T) vs. 1/kT yield (approximate) straight lines whose 
gradients are equal to the quantity [-(Vi('XR) - V1() )] , where A is the wavelength of the 
unperturbed resonance line, corresponding to R=«: 

(x = 
In M(? R+Tmin) - WOM(? R+Tmu) (8.3.9) 1/kTmin - 1/kTmm 

(VAR) - V1(0) 

=-V, aR)rel 

where T., in and T. are 200K and 670K respectively. The quantity grad(XR) is calculated 
for each wavelength in the red wing and yields V1O, R)nd, the A2II potential measured 
relative to the asymptotic (separated atom) limit; this will be referred to as the 'deduced 
A211 potential. 

The next step is to obtain the X2E potential. To do this, the Franck-Condon principle 
(Eq. 8.3.8) is now invoked in the form 

h= Vi(XR)71 + Vi(X0) - VAR) - V94) (8.3.10) 

where VtO, R)ý is the 'deduced' X2E potential, again measured relative to the separated 
atom limit. With wavelengths measured in A units, the lhs of Eq 8.3.10 is equal to 
455.63421/I 1(cf. Eq. E1.9.15 of Appendix El) so that Vt(). a)rel is calculated, for each 
wavelength in the red wing, by 

Vt(A, R)rd = hvv - grad(? 
455.63421 

R 
(8.3.11) 

where the energy of the unperturbed line, hvo, is given by 

hvp = Vi()lp) - Vf(? 1p) (8.3.12) 

and is calculated from the (theoretical) atomic state energies of Li (see Table E1.2 of 
Appendix El). 
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Both the A211 and X2E potentials (Vi(XR)rd and V ((4)T°1 respectively) have now been 

'deduced' from the 'experimental' profiles as functions of wavelength; it simply remains 
now to determine the radial scale of the potential curves and to generate functions of 
internuclear separation. This is achieved, in the words of the classical inversion 

procedure, by assuming the validity of a theoretical ground state potential for all R, i. e., 
the 'deduced' X2E potential, VOR) ', is now taken to be equivalent to the calculated 
model potential X2E curve, denoted VC(R). The internuclear separation corresponding 
to each calculated value of VOR)' is obtained via linear interpolation of the Vx (R) 

values listed in Table B 1.1 of Appendix BI: for each VAR) MI value, two values of 
VC(R) are chosen such that 

V (R1)<V9 )nl<V (R2) (8.3.13) 

and then the value of R corresponding to the XR at which VA(A, R)iel is calculated is 

obtained via 

R(te) = Rl + (R2 - RI) 
V )nt - V11C (RI) 

(8.3.14) 
x 21) x i) 

This then yields the 'deduced A2fI potential curve as a function of R. 

The A2II potential 'deduced from the quantum mechanical line wing profiles via the 
above calculation is compared with Peach's actual A211 potential (used to generate the 

quantum mechanical line profiles in the first place) in Figure 8.45. The results of the 
calculation are seen to confirm the qualitative predictions made earlier in all respects: in 

comparison with the actual potential curve, the 'deduced' potential is generally too 
attractive for R>R., has a shallower well at larger R and a softer inner repulsive wall. In 

addition, irregularities are evident in the 'deduced' potential curve for R between 4 and 5 

au; these are a consequence of the intensity oscillations present in the high temperature 

red wing profile. 

The simplest quantitative measures of the discrepancy between these potential curves are 
the differences in well depth and position. The 'deduced' potential well is shallower by 

some 46 cmi 1, and the equilibrium separation is larger by 0.26 au, in comparison with the 
actual potential curve. These differences are -5% and -7% of the actual Da and RQ values 
respectively and will be smaller for the heavier alkali-rare gas systems where the 
quasistatic theory is a better approximation. The important point to note is that these 
errors reflect a fundamental limitation imposed by the quasistatic theory itself, 
independently of any additional experimental measurement errors that may be present: in 
the specific case of LiHe, discrepancies of this magnitude (5 - 7%) will exist in the De 
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Figure 8.45: LiHe Excited State Potentials 
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and Re parameter values even if the measured line profiles and the ground state X2Z 

potential are known exactly. 

This limitation of the quasistatic theory may well explain the difference between the 
values of D. for the A211 interaction curve in LiHe obtained by Balling et al (1982), who 

used the quasistatic theory to 'invert' red wing profile measurements, and by Lee et a! 
(1990), who used spectroscopic techniques. The value deduced via quasistatic theory was 
De = 850 ± 100 cm 1 whilst the spectroscopic measurements yielded De = 1020 ± 20 cm 1. 

Not only is the potential well deduced on the basis of quasistatic theory shallower than 
that obtained from the (more reliable) spectroscopic studies -a feature predicted from the 
above analysis - but also quantitatively the difference between the two values of D. is 

consistent with a -5% discrepancy when the limits of experimental uncertainty are taken 
into account. 

Of course, errors of this magnitude in deduced parameters may be quite acceptable; 
indeed, as pointed out above, they will generally decrease as the alkali-rare gas mass 
increase. However, on their own, the numerical values of D. and Re indicate the quality 

of just a single point on an experimentally deduced potential curve: in order to assess the 

quality of the deduced potential overall, the whole potential curve must be considered. In 

this respect, the particularly poor agreement evident in Figure 8.45 for R<4 au indicates 

that the usefulness of the quasistatic theory for deducing interatomic potentials for 

systems as light as LiHe is questionable. 

These observations highlight the danger inherent in a direct comparison of calculated 
interatomic potentials with those deduced from experimental measurements. Certainly, 

such a comparison would be misleading in the case of LiHe and this instance alone 
provides justification for avoiding that approach in this study. 

8.3.4 Satellite Bands 

The final aspect of the line profile calculations to consider are the satellite bands. These 

are the local intensity maxima arising from the presence of extrema in the difference 

potential between the excited and ground states which result in a wide range of 
internuclear separations contributing to the same emission wavelength region. These 
features are discussed here, in conjunction with the semi-classical calculations, because 

approximate positions of satellite bands are most easily obtained within the quasistatic 
model. 
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The B2E - X2E dit%rence potential exhibits an extremum (maximum) in all four alkali- 
rare gas systems, and in both the model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves, 
leading to satellite bands on the far blue wing of each line profile. The satellite positions 
(i. e., wavelengths) can be determined directly from the interatomic potential curves using 
the quasistatic model and this calculation has been included in program PROF-QS to be 
performed during the quasistatic line profile calculation (see Appendix E5, §5.12). The 
satellite band positions found for Peach's theoretical potentials are given in Table 8.15 in 
terms of their displacement from line centre and are compared there with experimental 
observations reported in Herman and Sando (1978). 

Figures 4.1 - 4.4 show that, for each of the alkali-rare gas systems, the pseudopotential 
B2E curve is significantly more repulsive than its model potential counterpart, the 
difference between these curves being much greater than that between the model potential 
and pseudopotential X2E curves. Consequently, the B2E - X2E difference potential is 
generally larger for the pseudopotential curves and results in calculated satellite bands at 
shorter wavelengths (larger displacements from line centre) than those arising from the 
model potential curves. The observed satellite positions are, however, much closer to the 
line centre than even the model potential curves predict and agreement is poor in all 
cases. 

The fact that the calculated satellite positions are further from line centre than the 
observed positions is consistent with the conclusions drawn earlier in §8.2.4 that the 
theoretical B2E interaction curves (in particular, the model potential curves) need to be 
less repulsive overall for LiHe, NaHe and NaNe; such an adjustment would reduce the 
B2L - X2E energy separation and shift the satellite bands for these systems towards 
longer wavelengths, i. e., closer to the resonance line centre, and improve the agreement 
with the observed satellite positions. It is unfortunate that no measurement of the satellite 
band position for LiNe is available because the conclusion drawn in §8.2.4.2 concerning 
the B2E interaction curve was contrary to that for the other three systems, i. e., for LiNe, 
the B2E curve needs to be more repulsive. An experimental value for the satellite position 
for this system would be extremely useful for checking this conclusion. 

Only one of the four systems considered, LiNe, exhibits a satellite on the red wing. The 
theoretical interaction curves yield wavelengths for this of 8020A for the model potential 
curves and 8275A for the pseudopotential curves; these wavelengths correspond to 
displacements from line centre of -2391 cm'1 (model potentials) and -2775 cm'1 
(pseudopotentials). The observed position reported in Herman and Sando (1978) is 
7485A, corresponding to a displacement of -1500 cm'1. Again the model potential result 
is closer to the observed satellite position but the quantitative agreement is still not good. 
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Table 8.1S : Positions of Blue Wing Satellite Bands 
(cm 1 from resonance line centre) 

System Observed Position, Calculated Position 
Model Potential Pseudopotential 

LäHe 3960 5204 6931 
LiNe - 3489 5657 
NaHe 1161 2733 3852 
NaNe 1058 1682 3080 

The presentation of the results from the line wing profile calculations is now complete. 
The next set of results to consider are from the line core calculations, specifically, the 
impact widths and shifts of the alkali resonance line when perturbed by rare gases; this is 
the subject of the next section. 

8.4 The Line Core : Impact Widths and Shifts 

This section presents and discusses the results obtained from the line core calculations, 
described in §7.3, performed by program IMPACT. Considered here are the impact width 
and shift parameters of the alkali resonance line; as a by-product of their calculation, 
program IMPACT also obtains two fine structure state changing cross sections which are 
considered later, in §8.5. 

8.4.1 The Impact Widths 

In the impact approximation, the half-half-width of the alkali resonance line, when 
perturbed by rare gas atoms, is given by the real part, W/N, of the complex damping 
parameter given in Eq. 7.3.1. The values of this quantity obtained by program IMPACT 
on the basis of Peach's theoretical interatomic potentials are listed in Tables 8.16 - 8.19. 
Each table contains the calculated widths for both the D 1(? 'Pln _4 

2S and D2 (2P3R -4 2S 
ln) components of the resonance line for a single alkali-rare gas system, as a function 

of temperature, calculated using the model potential and pseudopotential interaction 
curves (these are denoted in the tables via MP and PP respectively). For comparison, each 
table also includes the available experimental measurements of the line width; the sources 
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Table 8.16: Width (W/N) of Li Resonance Line Perturbed by He 
(HWHM, 10-9 rad s'1 atom 1 cm3) 

Di D2 
T Expt. Calculated Expt. Calculated Ref. 

(K) MP PP MP PP (Ez t. 

350 1.770 2.007 1.773 2.014 
400 1.873 2.090 1.878 2.094 
450 1.994 2.195 1.998 2.200 
500 2.054 2.383 2.059 2.387 
520 1.73±0.10 1.73±0.10 1 
550 2.063 2.415 2.065 2.417 
600 1.90 2.214 2.522 1.90 2.219 2.525 2 
628 1.90±0.07 1.90±0.07 3 
650 2.300 2.655 2.304 2.660 
673 2.1±0.12 2.1±0.12 4 
700 2.344 2.605 2.347 2.609 
720 1.27±0.05 1.27 ± 0.05 5 
750 2.441 2.808 2.443 2.814 
800 2.488 2.888 2.492 2.892 

References 
1. Smith and Collins (1976) 
2. Lwin et al (1977) 
3. Lwin (Thesis (1976), quoted in Lewis (1980)) 
4. Gallagher (1975B) 
5. NDede Ebby and Weniger (1978) 
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Table 8.17: Width (W/N) of Li Resonance Line Perturbed by Ne 
(HWHM, 10' rad s1 atom1 cm) 

D1 D2 
T Expt. Calculated Expt. Calculated Ref. 

(K) MP PP MP PP (Ex pt. ) 

350 1.096 1.359 1.099 1.364 
400 1.157 1.407 1.158 1.409 
450 1.189 1.488 1.191 1.493 
500 1.261 1.568 1.262 1.573 
550 1.359 1.565 1.362 1.568 
600 1.390 1.669 1.51 1.391 1.675 1 
628 1.60±0.06 1.50±0.05 2 
650 1.383 1.721 1.385 1.727 
673 1.44±0.08 1.44±0.08 3 
700 1.424 1.720 1.427 1.724 
750 1.476 1.853 1.479 1.855 
800 1.515 1.836 1.516 1.841 

References 
1. Lwin et al (1977) 
2. Lwin (Thesis (1976), quoted in Lewis (1980)) 
3. Gallagher (1975B) 
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Table 8.18: Width (W/N) of Na Resonance Line Perturbed by He 
(HWHM, 1e rad 4 atom" cm 3 

Dl D2 
T Expt. Calculated Eqpt. Calculated Ref. 

(K) MP PP MP PP (Expt. ) 

350 1.690 1.935 2.025 2.348 
360 1.83±0.07 1.94±0.08 1 
380 1.6±0.4 1.1±0.3 2 
400 1.808 2.104 2.076 2.374 
410 1.70±0.11 1.86±0.12 3 
415 1.75±0.15 2.03±0.10 4 
450 1.78±0.05 1.910 2.191 2.15±0.02 2.222 2.529 5 

1.92±0.02 2.00±0.04 6 
465 1.60±0.05 1.70±0.05 7 
475 1.90±0.09 2.19±0.20 4 
493 1.92±0.40 8 
500 2.4 ± 0.3 2.049 2.324 2.8 ± 0.4 2.246 2.600 9 
1000 2.689 3.193 3.031 3.442 
2000 3.577 4.312 3.829 4.566 
2450 3.52±0.40 10 
2463 4.56±0.40 11 
3000 4.165 4.999 4.452 5.214 
4000 4.868 5.685 15.6 5.154 5.963 12 
4500 4.80±1.0 4.80±0.30 13 
5000 5.203 6.161 4.18 5.511 6.363 14 
6000 5.472 6.703 5.645 6.888 

References 
1. Walkup et al (1981) 8. Hindmarsh and Moore (Unpublished 
2. Weber and Jungmann (1981) experiment, quoted in Ref. 4) 
3. Kachru et al (1980) 9. Copley (1976) 
4. McCartan and Farr (1976) 10. Behmenburg (1964) 

5. Chatham et al (1980) H. Behmenburg and Kohn (1964) 
6. Kielkopf (1980) 12. Burgess and Grindlay (1970) 
7. Deleage et al (1973) 13. Eckart (1975) 

14. Baird et al (1979) 
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Table &19: Width (W/N) of Na Resonance Line Perturbed by Ne 
(HWHM, 10A rad s" atom" cm) 

D1 D2 
T Expt. Calculated Expt. Calculated Ref. 

(K) MP PP MP PP (Ex pt. ) 

350 0.887 1.020 1.043 1.316 
360 0.93±0.03 1.02±0.04 1 
400 0.945 1.065 1.125 1.356 
410 1.08±0.07 1.13±0.08 2 
450 0.95 ±0.02 0.980 1.132 1.06±0.17 1.176 1.444 3 

1.40±0.03 1.27±0.02 4 
475 1.14±0.09 1.44±0.09 5 
500 1.027 1.193 1.216 1.498 
720 1.23 ± 0.03 1.34±0.03 6 
990 1.36±0.05 1.66±0.05 6 

1.39±0.11 1.53±0.04 6 
1000 1.373 1.685 1.581 1.895 
2000 1.932 2.275 2.052 2.578 
3000 2.215 2.686 2.470 3.006 
4000 2.539 3.152 2.768 3.352 
5000 2.720 3.346 2.847 3.639 
6000 3.039 3.653 3.258 4.003 

References 
1. Walkup et al (1981) 
2. Kachru et at (1980) 
3. Kielkopf (1980) 
4. Chatham et al (1980) 
5. McCartan and Farr (1976) 
6. Nieuwesteeg et al (1987) 
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of these measurements are referenced in short form on a table-by-table basis with the full 

references being given at the end of this thesis. 

Since the broadening of the resonance line core is governed by the long range part of the 
interatomic potentials, the calculated line widths are expected to exhibit a temperature 
dependence of the form 

(8.4.1) N= al" 

or, equivalently, 

loglo(W/N) =logioa + alogioT (8.4.2) 

as predicted for a power law interaction, i. e., V(R) - R'", whence a= (n-3)/2(n-1) (Lewis 

(1980). A linear regression analysis of the theoretical line width results, on the basis of 
Eq. 8.4.2, confirms this behaviour and yields the values of parameters a and a; these 

values are given in Table 8.20 for each alkali-rare gas system and interatomic potential 
type. Included for each case, is the linear correlation coefficient, r, obtained from the 

analysis; this quantity is defined by 

E(xi-i)(Y; 
-Y) 

Ir= (8.4.3) 
[E (x; - x)2 (Yi - Y)211R 

where 

xi = Iog10()N), (8.4.4) 

Y; =1ogio(T, ), (8.4.5) 

and each pair (WIN, T) denote one of the calculated (width, temperature) points for each 
alkali-rare gas system and interatomic potential type given in Tables 8.16 - 8.19; the 
summations of Eq. 8.4.3 are carried out from i =1 to i= 10. The high values of the linear 
correlation coefficient found in the analysis (it is never less than 0.98) indicate that a 
linear relationship is well justified. 

For the Li-rare gas systems, the values obtained for parameters a and a for the Dl line 

component are very similar to those values obtained for the D2 component (for a given 
interatomic potential type), with the 'a' values being slightly greater for D2 than for D1 
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Table 8.20: Parameters of Fit W= aTU 

D1 D2 
System Potential a a r a a r 

Type* 

Lilie MP 0.161 0.410 0.994 0.162 0.409 0.993 
PP 0.152 0.439 0.990 0.153 0.438 0.990 

LiNe MP 0.110 0.393 0.988 0.111 0.391 0.988 
PP 0.145 0.381 0.989 0.146 0.380 0.989 

NaHe MP 0.152 0.415 0.999 0.222 0.376 0.999 

PP 0.157 0.432 0.999 0.237 0.387 0.999 

NaNe MP 0.071 0.431 0.999 0.109 0.388 0.999 
PP 0.071 0.454 0.999 0.132 0.391 0.999 

* MP and PP denote the use of model potentials and pseudopotentials respectively. 

and vice-versa for a. This similarity is a consequence of the extremely small fine 

structure splitting in Li (only 0.3372 cm 1). The larger fine structure splitting in Na 
(17.1963 cm 1) gives rise to greater differences in the parameter values for the D1 and D2 
line components in the Na-rare gas systems but the pattern in their relative magnitudes for 

the two components is the same as that for the Li-rare gases. All the a values lie in the 

range 0.376 - 0.454, indicating an underlying interaction somewhere between the van der 
Waals case (a = 0.3) and the hard sphere case (a = 0.5). 

8.4.2 Comparison of Calculated Line Widths with Experimental Measurements 

The next stage of the analysis is to compare the calculated line widths obtained from 

program IMPACT with the experimental width measurements in order to assess the 
relative merits of Peach's model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves. The 

theoretical results and experimental data given in Tables 8.16 - 8.19 are plotted in Figures 
8.46 - 8.55 in the form 1og10(W/N) vs. logi0T. Each graph contains data for one 
component of the allcali resonance line (D1 or D2) in a single alkali-rare gas system; both 
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model potential and pseudopotential results are included on each graph, as are the linear 

regression curves calculated in the previous section. In the case of NaHe, the low 
temperature data of Figures 8.50 and 8.52 have been additionally plotted using an 
expanded scale for clarity: the additional graphs are Figure 8.51 (a re-plot of data from 
Figure 8.50) and Figure 8.53 (a re-plot of data from Figure 8.52). The results are now 
discussed for each of the allcali-rare gas systems in turn; in the following, the line widths 
calculated using the model potential interaction curves will be referred to as the model 
potential widths; those widths obtained via the pseudopotential curves will be termed the 
pseudopotential widths. 

8.42.1 LiHe 

The calculated widths of the D1 line of Li perturbed by He are compared with 
experimental measurements in Figure 8.46. Since the rare gas is He, the model potential 
and pseudopotential A211 interaction curves are identical for this system and, 
consequently, the difference between the two sets of calculated widths arises only from 
the differences between the model potential and pseudopotential B2L and X2E curves. 
Both pseudopotential interaction curves are more repulsive than their model potential 
counterparts (see Figure 4.1) and it is evident from Figure 8.46 that the effect of the more 
repulsive potentials is to yield a larger value for the line width: over the temperature 
range considered here, the widths calculated with the pseudopotential interaction curves 
are 10 -15% greater than those obtained with the model potential curves. 

The paucity of experimental data for Lilie against which to compare the calculated line 

widths is, presumably, a consequence of the technical difficulties involved in working 
with this highly reactive metal. The data that are available exhibit two significant 
features: firstly, the highest temperature measurement shown in Figure 8.46 (a 

photographic determination by N'Dede Ebby and Weniger (1978)) is at considerable 
variance with the other experimental values; secondly, the temperature variation predicted 
by both sets of calculated widths appears to be less steep than that exhibited by the 
majority of the available measurements (i. e., the measurements at the lowest four 
temperatures). 

The latter observation is confirmed by a linear regression analysis of the experimental 
data using the functional form of Eq. 8.4.2 (and ignoring the highest temperature 
measurement noted above). This yields the parameter values a=0.022 and a=0.697, 
with a correlation coefficient r=0.961. This value for a is significant because it is far 
larger than that expected for the alkali-rare gas interaction (it is greater than the hard 
sphere case, a=0.5) and indicates that the experimental measurements are not self- 
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consistent. It seems highly likely that the width measurement of Gallagher (1975B) (at 
lo810T = 2.828) is too large since the gradient of the regression line obtained from the 
other three measurements alone is much closer to the theoretical predictions. 

In spite of these deficiencies in the experimental data, there is little doubt that the 
theoretical treatment overestimates the magnitude of the line core broadening. The 

calculated widths are consistently larger than those measured, with the pseudopotential 
results being at greater variance than the model potential results: over the temperature 
range covered by the experimental data, the model potential widths are 10 - 20% larger 

than the measured values, this discrepancy rising to 25 - 35% in the pseudopotential case. 
Clearly, the model potential widths show the better agreement with the experimental 
measurements but are still significantly larger than the observed values. 

As mentioned above, the relative magnitudes of the model potential and pseudopotential 
widths, together with the known differences between the underlying interatomic 

potentials, indicate that the more repulsive the potentials, the larger is the predicted line 

width. The magnitudes of the model potential widths therefore indicate that one or more 
of the model potential interaction curves is too repulsive. This is consistent with the 

conclusions drawn from the analysis of the LiHe line wing profiles (*8.2.4.1) which 
showed that both the B2Land X2Z potential need to be more attractive at large 
internuclear separations (the radial region responsible for the line core broadening) in 

order to improve the quality of the model potential interaction curves. (It is recognised 
that the conclusions based on the near line wing profile results are applicable to a region 
of smaller internuclear separations than that involved in the line core broadening. 
However, it is reasonable to expect that the adjustments required to the interaction curves 
should show the same trend in both radial regions. The observations made above appear 
to confirm this expectation. ) 

The line width results presented here also support the conclusion drawn from the line 

profile calculations that the model potential approach to the representation of the alkali- 
rare gas interaction is superior to that of the pseudopotential approach. 

Because of the extremely small fine structure splitting of Li, both the calculated and 
measured widths for the D2 component of the Li resonance line (shown in Figure 8.47) 
are essentially the same as those discussed above for the D1 component. Indeed, only in 
the high resolution work of Lwin are broadening (and shift) parameters derived for the 
individual doublet components (Lewis (1980)): other workers (Smith and Collins (1976), 
Gallagher (1975B), N'Dede Ebby and Weniger (1978)) failed to resolve the two 
components and have fitted to the blended profile, quoting only averaged values for the 
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doublet. Consequently, the observations made above for the D1 component of the Li 

resonance line apply equally to the D2 component. 

8.4.22 LiNe 

The theoretical and experimental width results for the D1 component of the Li resonance 
line perturbed by Ne are compared in Figure 8.48. As with Lilie, the line widths obtained 
using the pseudopotential interaction curves are larger than those predicted by the model 

potential curves due to the more repulsive nature of the former potentials (see Figure 4.2). 
The fact that, in LiNe, all three pseudopotential curves (A211, B2E and X2E) are more 

repulsive than their model potential counterparts possibly explains why the difference 

between the model potential and pseudopotential widths for LiNe is larger, at 15 - 25%, 

than is the case with LiHe (where the difference is only 10 - 15%). 

The availability of experimental data for LiNe is even worse than that for Li He: only two 

measurements of the D1 line width have been found in the literature. When these are 

compared with the calculated widths it is seen that there is no consistent agreement 
between either one of the theoretical regression lines and both measurements 
simultaneously; indeed, the measurements do not even reflect the predicted temperature 

variation. In this situation it is clearly impossible to evaluate the relative merits of the 

model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves. The conclusion to be drawn from 
Figure 8.48 is that more measurements of the line width in LiNe are needed. 

For the same reason given in the previous section for LiHe, the theoretical results for the 
LiNe D2 line width (Figure 8.49) are essentially the same as those for the DI line 

component. As mentioned earlier, Gallagher's experimental result is the same for both D1 

and D2 components since he quotes an average width for the blended doublet. Lwin's 
higher resolution work did resolve the doublet and has yielded two new values for the D2 
line width, which are some 7% lower than the result for DI. Given the small fine 

structure splitting of Li, this difference is surprisingly large: all the theoretical widths for 

the D2 component are within 1% of the corresponding D1 values - and Lwin's own 
measurements for the DI and D2 widths in LiHe are quoted as being identical. One or 
other of Lwin's LiNe measurements appears to be in error. 

Having made this observation, it does not change the conclusion to be drawn from Figure 
8.49: that, as with the D1 line component, the lack of consistent agreement between the 
experimental data and either one of the theoretical regression lines permits no conclusive 
assessment to be made, on the basis of the line width results, of the relative merits of the 
model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves. 
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8.4.23 NaHe 

Figure 8.50 compares the calculated and measured Dl line widths for Na perturbed by 
He; the low temperature region of this graph is shown in greater detail in Figure 8.51. 
Since the rare gas is He, the differences between the two sets of theoretical results arise 
from differences between the model potential and pseudopotential B2E and X2E 
interaction curves only and are qualitatively the same as for the Li-rare gas systems: the 
more repulsive pseudopotential curves yield calculated widths larger than those obtained 
using the model potential curves (in this case, larger by 15 - 20%). 

The quantity of experimental data published for NaHe is substantially greater than that for 

either of the Li-rare gas systems, presumably because of the easier handling of Na in 

experiments in comparison with Li. Two of the width measurements (those obtained by 
Walkup et al (1981) and Copley (1976) - the lowest and highest temperature 
measurements respectively of Figure 8.51) appear to be suspect, being at variance with 
the general trend exhibited by the other measurements. If these two values are ignored 

then the remaining measurements show that the temperature dependence of the line width 
predicted by both sets of calculations is in very good agreement with the observations, 
even up to temperatures as high as 4500K (see Figure 8.50). This is shown quantitatively 
by the gradient of the linear regression line through the experimental data (ignoring the 
two suspect measurements noted above) which is calculated to be a-0.432 (with a= 
0.128, r=0.987); this value of a is identical to that obtained from the pseudopotential 
calculations and slightly larger than the model potential value of a=0.415. 

Although the temperature dependence of the calculated line widths is in close agreement 
with the observations it is evident that both the model potential and pseudopotential 
interaction curves overestimate the magnitude of the broadening, with the model potential 
curves once again yielding the better predictions. For the data presented in Figure 8.51 
(and again ignoring the two anomalous measurements noted above) the model potential 
widths are 0- 20% (average 7%) larger than the measured values whilst the 
pseudopotential curves overestimate the line width by 15 - 40% (average 24%). This 

situation is qualitatively the same as that found in LiHe and it indicates that even the 
more attractive model potential interaction curves are still too repulsive at large 
internuclear separations and need to be made more attractive in this radial region. This is 
consistent with the conclusions drawn from the NaHe line wing profile analysis (*8.2.4.3) 
which indicated that the agreement between theory and experiment in the near wing 
region would be improved by having BZE and X2E interaction curves which are more 
attractive at large R. That analysis also demonstrated the superiority of the model 
potential approach over that of pseudopotentials for NaHe, a result which is supported by 
the line width calculations. 
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The situation found with the D2 line widths is similar to that described above for D1; the 
results are shown in Figures 8.52 and 8.53. The larger fine structure splitting for Na (in 
comparison with Li) results in a larger difference between the D1 and D2 line widths than 
is found in the Li-rare gas systems, where the difference was hardly noticeable. 

At the lower temperatures considered, the D2 line widths, in both the model potential and 
pseudopotential calculations, are -20% larger than the corresponding D1 line widths. 
This difference decreases with temperature, falling to only -3% at 6000K. 
Mathematically, this is a consequence of the higher'a' values and lower 'a' values of the 
regression lines fitted to the calculated D2 line widths compared to their values for the D1 
line (see Table 8.20); physically, this behaviour has been attributed to the masking of fine 

structure effects at high temperature by the rotation of the alkali-rare gas internuclear axis 
during the collision (Roueff (1975)). 

Across the temperature range of the calculations the pseudopotential D2 line widths 
remain larger than the model potential D2 widths by about the same amount as for the D1 
line (by 15% -20%) and, again, the smaller model potential widths are more consistent 
with the experimental measurements that are the pseudopotential results. 

The experimental data for the D2 component again appear to contain some anomalies. 
The lowest temperature measurement, at log 10T = 2.556, of Walkup et al (1981), which 
appeared to be too large relative to the majority of measurements for the D1 line, appears 
to be more consistent for the D2 line; the result of Copley (1976) at log10T = 2.699 

remains uncomfortably large. On the other hand, the result of Weber and Jungman (1981) 
at lo810T = 2.580, which appeared consistent for the D1 line (although with a 
considerable quoted error) appears, for the D2 line, to be too small. Following the trend 
of the majority of the low temperatures width measurements to higher temperatures 
suggests also that the measurement of Behmenburg and Kohn (1964), at logt0T = 3.391, 
is too large; the second measurement in this region by Behmenburg (1964), at the slightly 
lower temperature (lo$10T = 3.389), appears more consistent with the lower temperature 
results. Lewis (1980) points out that these (flame) measurements of Behmenburg should 
be regarded as upper limits since the raw data quoted is subject to rather uncertain 
corrections. Finally, a measurement not plotted in Figure 8.52, is the very large width 
obtained by Burgess and Grindlay (1970) at 4000K (see Table 8.18): this is nearly four 
times the value of other worker's measurements in this temperature regime and must be 
considered to be in error. 

If these anomalous measurements are ignored, then a linear regression analysis of the 
experimental data of Figure 8.52 yields parameter values of a=0.255, a=0.338 and r= 
0.975. The high value of the correlation coefficient again indicates a strong linear 
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relationship amongst the experimental data but this is not as strong as that amongst the 
calculated widths; the experimental regression line gradient (a) is also less steep than 
either of the theoretical predictions, being closer to the model potential value of a=0.376 
than to the pseudopotential value (a = 0.387). 

The discrepancy between the calculated and measured widths (again ignoring the 
anomalous measurements noted above) is a5- 30% (average 15%) overestimate of line 
width by the model potential interaction curves and a 15 - 55% (average 30%) 
overestimate for the pseudopotential curves. As with the D1 line, the model potential line 

widths are clearly more consistent with the experimental data than are the pseudopotential 
results; the fact that the discrepancy with experimental measurements is an overestimate 
of line width by the theory indicates, once again, that even the more attractive model 
potential interaction curves are still too repulsive. Thus the D2 line width calculations 
support the conclusions drawn from the DI line width (and the line wing profile) 
calculations for NaHe discussed earlier. 

8.42.4 Nahe 

The results of the Dl line width calculations for Na perturbed by Ne are shown in Figure 
8.54. For this system the differences between the model potential and pseudopotential 
line widths now arise from differences in all three interaction curves involved (A2II, B2E 
and X2E), the more repulsive pseudopotential curves (see Figure 4.4) once again yielding 
the larger values (larger than the model potential results by 15 - 25%). 

The calculated line widths, in comparison with the experimental data, present a similar 
situation to that found in LiNe: the spread of the measured values is such that, in contrast 
to the results for the alkali-He systems, there is no generally more consistent agreement 
between either one of the theoretical curves and all the experimental data. It is tempting 
to use the fact that the model potential results agree very well with five out of seven 
measurements as evidence that the model potential interaction curves are superior to the 
pseudopotential curves (the value obtained by Chatham et al (1980) at log10T = 2.653, 
log 10(W/N) = 0.146, appears to be inconsistent with the rest of the measurements and is 
neglected here) - but the two results which are more consistent with the pseudopotential 
calculations (Kachru et al (1980) and McCartan and Farr (1976)) cannot be ignored. All 
that can be said with respect to the superiority of the model potential approach is that this 
seems likely on the basis of the comparison in Figure 8.54 but that the evidence presented 
there is not conclusive. 
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The good agreement between the model potential results and the majority of the measured 
widths suggests a modification to the conclusions drawn from the analysis of the NaNe 
line wing profiles (see §8.2.4.4) as to the adjustments required to Peach's current 
interatomic potentials. Recall that, on the basis of the calculated line wing shapes, it was 
concluded that, at large R, the model potential X2E curve needs to be more attractive 
and/or the A21T curve needs to be more repulsive, whilst the model potential B2Z curve 
needs to be mome attractive. Clearly, simply malting the X2Z and B2E curves alone more 
attractive at large R would lead to smaller calculated line widths and this would have an 
adverse effect on the agreement between theory and experiment shown in Figure 8.54. It 
is evident, therefore, that the most likely adjustment to the model potential interaction 

curves, at large R, is one in which the A2II curve is made more repulsive by an amount 
that off-sets the effect of more attractive B2E and X2E curves on the line width 
calculation. 

The calculated line widths for the D2 component (shown in Figure 8.55) show 
qualitatively a similar relationship to the D1 widths as that seen in the case of NaHe, with 
the D2 widths being generally larger than those of D1 for both types of interatomic 

potential. However, unlike NaHe, where the D2/Dl width ratio was essentially the same 
for the model potential and pseudopotential cases, this ratio is larger in NaNe for the 
pseudopotential widths than it is for the model potential widths: the pseudopotential 
interaction curves yield D2 widths -30% larger than D1 widths at the lower temperatures, 
decreasing to -10% at the highest temperature; in contrast, the model potential curves 
give D2 widths only -20% larger than the D1 values at the low temperatures, decreasing 
to just -5% at high temperature. The decrease in this ratio as the temperature rises occurs 
for the same reason as given above for NaHe. 

It should also be noted that the D2 pseudopotential widths are larger than the 
corresponding model potential widths by 20 - 30%, slightly greater than the difference 
found between the two sets of D1 line widths. 

When the calculated D2 line widths are compared with the experimental data, the 
situation is somewhat clearer than that found with the Dl results. The pseudopotential 
widths are now clearly consistent with only one of the eight measurements (this being the 
result of McCartan and Farr (1976)), with the model potential widths being more 
consistent with the remaining seven measurements, strengthening the speculative 
conclusion drawn on the basis of Figure 8.54 that the model potential interaction curves 
yield superior predictions of line width. The spread of the experimental data points about 
the theoretical regression line through the model potential results supports the conclusions 
drawn above, on the basis of the D1 line widths, regarding the long range adjustments 
required to the model potential Ak!, BZE and X2Z interaction curves. 
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8.4.2 5 Additional Line Core Width Measurements 

After performing the line width calculations discussed above, a number of experimental 
width measurements, at temperatures outside the ranges used in the calculations, came to 
light. Rather than perform further runs of IMPACT to obtain theoretical broadening 

parameters at these additional temperatures, these widths have been obtained on the basis 

of the relationship of Eq. 8.4.1 and the calculated values of parameters a and a given in 

Table 8.20: the results are given in Table 8.21. (This table includes the low temperature 
(8K) measurement of Zimmermann and Miles (1981) which was known of when deciding 

the temperature ranges to use for the calculations but was ignored for this purpose. ) 

Of these additional calculations the only cases in which either of the theoretical 

predictions come close to the measured values of line width are the lowest temperature 
(8K) measurement of Zimmermann and Miles (1981) for NaHe (D2 line) and the highest 

temperature (10500K) result of Baird et al (1979) for NaNe (D2 line); all the other 
predictions are at considerable variance with the measurements. For the D2 line width in 
NaHe at 8K, the model potential result is clearly superior to the pseudopotential 
prediction, the latter value being too large. Conversely, the highest temperature results for 

the D2 line width in NaNe (at 10500K) indicate that the pseudopotential calculation is 

superior, the model potential result being too small. However, without any indication of 
the experimental uncertainty for this measurement, it is not clear if the discrepancies 
between theory and experiment at this temperature are significant. 

The measurement of Baur and Cooper (1977) for the D2 line in NaHe at 7500K is 

significantly smaller (by a factor of 2- 3) than the predicted values. It is also inconsistent 

with the majority of other measurements shown in Figure 8.52 which predict, on the basis 
of a linear regression with a=0.255, ac = 0.338 (see $8.4.2.3) a value of W/N = 5.204 x 
10'9 rad s'1 atom 1 cm3 at 7500K. 

The measurement of Baird et al (1979) for the D2 line width in NaHe at 10400K is larger 

than both the predicted values but, without any quoted experimental uncertainty, it is not 
known if this discrepancy is significant. However, the measurement appears to be 
inconsistent with the majority of the lower temperature measurements of other workers 
shown in Figure 8.52: a linear regression with parameters a=0.255, a=0.338 suggests a 
value of W/N = 5.812 x 10'9 rad s-1 atom 1 cm3 at 10400K, a little over half the value 
quoted by Baird et al (1979). 

A linear regression on all the experimental width measurements of the D2 line in NaNe 
shown in Figure 8.55 predicts values for W/N of 3.663 x 10-9 rad s" atoni 1 cm3 and 
3.865 x 10"9 rad si atom 1 cm3 at 9100K and 10500K respectively (a = 0.120, a=0.375, 
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Table 8.21: Additional Width Measurements and Calculations 
(HWHM, 1O rad i'l atom"' cm) 

System Line Temp. Expt. Calcu lated* Ref. 
(K) MP PP (Ex pt. ) 

NaHe D2 8 0.446±0.047 0.485 0.530 1 
D2 7500 2.45±0.98 6.359 7.489 2 
D2 10400 10.36 7.190 8.498 3 

NaNe D2 9100 5.75 3.746 4.662 3 
D2 10500 4.77 3.960 4.930 3 

* On the basis of 
w= 

aTa. MP and PP denote the use of model potentials and 

pseudopotentials respectively. 

References 
1. Zimmermann and Miles (1981) 
2. Baur and Cooper (1977) 

3. Baird et al (1979) 

r=0.857). Not only do the two measurements of Baird eta! (1979) at these temperatures 
not reflect the general temperature behaviour exhibited by the lower temperature 
experimental data (a behaviour predicted theoretically up to at least 6000K), they are 
clearly inconsistent with those data, being larger than expected; again, without any 
measurement uncertainty quoted, it is not clear if these discrepancies are significant. 

The high temperature measurements reported by Baird et al (1979) for both NaHe and 
NaNe are consistently larger than is suggested by lower temperature measurements on 
these systems obtained by other workers. This may indicate a systematic error in the 
measurement process adopted by Baird's group; equally, it should be noted that the 
comparisons made above assume a continuation of the width-temperature relationship 
given in Eq. 8.4.1 to temperatures beyond those explicitly considered by the IMPACT 
calculations and these large experimental values may, in fact, be indicating a breakdown 
of this assumption at high temperature. This issue can be resolved by further 
(independent) measurements of the line width at high temperatures to check the results of 
Baird et al (1979), together with additional IMPACT calculations at these temperatures to 
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obtain explicit theoretical line widths, independent of assumptions on any width- 
temperature relationship. 

These, then, are the results obtained from program IMPACT for the alkali resonance line 
core width, the real part of the complex damping parameter given in Eq. 7.3.1. The 
calculated values of the imaginary part of that parameter, giving the line core shift, are 
presented and discussed in the next section. 

8.43 The Impact Shifts 

In the impact approximation, the shift of the alkali resonance line, when perturbed by rare 
gas atoms, is given by the imaginary part, d/N, of the complex damping parameter given 
in Eq. 7.3.1. The values of this quantity obtained by program IMPACT on the basis of 
Peach's theoretical interatomic potentials are listed in Tables 8.22 - 8.25. Each table 
contains the calculated shifts for both the D1 and D2 resonance line components for a 
single alkali-rare gas system, as a function of temperature, calculated using the model 
potential and pseudopotential interaction curves (these are denoted in the tables via MP 
and PP respectively): negative values in the tables denote a shift of the resonance line to 
the red and positive values denote a shift of the line to the blue. For comparison, each 
table also includes the available experimental measurements of the line shift; the sources 
of these measurements are referenced in short form on a table-by-table basis with the full 
references being given at the end of this thesis. 

It is evident that the calculated line shifts do not exhibit a temperature dependence of the 
form d/N = ar. Indeed, over the range of temperatures considered by the IMPACT 
calculations, the alkali-He systems exhibit shifts that are sometimes negative and 
sometimes positive for the same interatomic potential type (model potential or 
pseudopotential) and line component (D 1 or D2); such behaviour cannot be modelled by 
the functional form given above with constant values of parameters a and ci. 

In the next section the calculated line shifts are considered in relation to the experimental 
measurements in order to assess the relative merits of the model potential and 
pseudopotential interaction curves. 
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Table &22: S6ift(d/N) of Li Resonance Line Perturbed by He 
(10'9 rad s" atom"' cm) 

D1 D2 

T Expt. Calculated Expt. Calculated Ref. 
MP PP MP PP x t. 

350 -0.018 -0.018 -0.017 -0.019 
400 -0.073 0.059 -0.072 0.058 
450 -0.046 0.035 -0.044 0.034 
500 -0.085 0.063 -0.084 0.065 
520 0.00±0.05 0.00±0.05 1 
550 -0.021 0.112 -0.022 0.112 
600 -0.074 0.123 -0.11±0.03 -0.074 0.123 2 
628 -0.11±0.05 3 
630 -0.28±0.11 -0.11±0.06 4 
650 0.006 0.047 0.007 0.048 
673 -0.15±0.08 -0.15±0.08 5 
700 0.013 0.062 0.015 0.061 
720 0.69±0.06 0.69±0.06 6 
750 0.025 0.005 0.027 0.006 
800 -0.015 0.127 -0.013 0.129 

References 
1. Smith and Collins (1976) 
2. Lwin et of (1977) 

3. Lwin (Thesis (1976), quoted in Lewis (1980)) 
4. Harris et of (1982) 
5. Gallagher (1975B) 
6. NDede Ebby and Weniger (1978) 
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Table 8.23: Shift(d/N) of Li Resonance Line Perturbed by Ne 
(10' rad s" atom" cm3) 

D1 D2 

T Expt. Calculated Ezpt. Calculated Ref. 
(K) MP PP MP PP (Ext. ) 

350 -0.335 -0.187 -0.335 -0.186 
400 -0.285 -0.129 -0.286 -0.130 
450 -0.316 -0.198 -0.317 -0.198 
500 -0.285 -0.183 -0.285 -0.182 
550 -0.345 -0.151 -0.344 -0.153 
600 -0.272 -0.195 -0.271 -0.195 
628 -0.38 ± 0.08 1 

630 -0.53±0.19 -0.36±0.09 2 

650 -0.289 -0.194 -0.290 -0.194 
673 -0.40±0.11 -0.40±0.11 3 
700 -0.327 -0.177 -0.328 -0.179 
750 -0.300 -0.114 -0.301 -0.113 
800 -0.285 -0.178 -0.285 -0.179 

References 
1. Lwin (Thesis (1976), quoted in Lewis (1980)) 
2. Harris et al (1982) 
3. Gallagher (1975B) 
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Table 8.24: Shift(d/N) of Na Resonance Line Perturbed by He 
(10'9 rad 9" atom" cm) 

D1 D2 
T Expt. Calculated Expt. Calculated Ref. 

MP PP MP PP (Ex pt. ) 

350 -0.032 0.145 -0.073 0.000 
380 -0.12±0.04 -0.35±0.09 1 
400 0.010 0.193 -0.090 0.034 
450 0.30±0.09 -0.031 0.192 0.11±0.09 -0.014 0.022 2 
465 0.00±0.05 0.00±0.05 3 
475 0.038±0.06 0.070±0.07 4* 
500 0.005 0.191 0.000 0.080 
1000 -0.016 0.237 -0.006 0.218 
2000 0.139 0.345 0.078 0.369 

3000 0.109 0.498 0.029 0.440 
4000 0.147 0.500 0.223 0.508 
4500 0.97 ± 0.22 0.43 ± 0.11 5 
5000 0.140 0.655 0.154 0.629 
6000 0.380 0.753 0.315 0.770 

* The sign of these shifts is uncertain. Ref. 4 quotes negative values but Lwin et al 
(1976), quoting the same work, report the same numerical values but give a positive sign. 
The values given above are those quoted by Lwin. In addition, the value of the D1 shift 
given in Ref. 4 is smaller (by a factor of 10) than that quoted by Lwin. 

References 
1. Weber and Jungmann (1981) 
2. Kielkopf (1980) 
3. Deleage et at (1973) 
4. McCartan and Farr (1976) 
5. Eckart (1975) 
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Table 8.25: SWft(dIN) of Na Resonance Line Perturbed by Ne 
(10'9 rad s'1 atom 1 cm) 

Dl D2 
T Expt. Calculated Expt. Calculated Ref. 

(K) MP PP MP PP (Ext. ) 

350 -0.528 -0.196 -0.519 -0.286 
400 -0.513 -0.210 -0.557 -0.275 
450 -0.503±0.04 -0.498 -0.194 -0.708 ± 0.10 -0.561 -0.303 1 
475 -0.62±0.04 -0.64±0.03 2 

-0.66 3 
500 -0.512 -0.226 -0.559 -0.261 
720 -0.62±0.04 -0.64±0.04 4 
990 -0.64±0.06 -0.70±0.06 4 
1000 -0.508 -0.185 -0.563 -0.273 
2000 -0.504 -0.217 -0.486 -0.243 
3000 -0.587 -0.179 -0.583 -0.241 
4000 -0.572 -0.115 -0.549 -0.108 
5000 -0.432 -0.107 -0.485 -0.201 
6000 -0.564 -0.193 -0.490 -0.222 

References 
1. Kielkopf (1980) 
2. McCartan and Farr (1976) 
3. Granier et al (1981) 

4. Nieuwesteeg et al (1987) 
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8.4.4 Comparison of Calculated Line Shifts with Experimental Measurements 

The calculated and measured values of the alkali resonance line shift given in Tables 8.22 

- 8.25 are plotted in Figures 8.56 - 8.63 in the form d/N vs. log10T. Each graph contains 
data for one component of the alkali resonance line (D1 or D2) in a single alkali-rare gas 
system; both model potential and pseudopotential results are included on each graph. The 

results are now discussed for each of the alkali-rare gas systems in turn. 

8.4.4.1 Li1Ye 

The comparison between the calculated and measured shifts for the D1 resonance line 

component of Li perturbed by He is shown in Figure 8.56. Considering the theoretical 
results first, the effect of the more repulsive pseudopotential B2E and X2E interaction 

curves (the model potential and pseudopotential A211 curves are identical since the rare 

gas is He) is immediately clear: the more repulsive pseudopotential interaction curves 
yield shifts of the line core further to the blue than the more attractive model potential 
interaction curves; indeed, in the present case, the pseudopotential calculations yield 

positive shifts of the line core over most of the temperature range of the calculations, 

whilst the model potential results are predominantly negative shifts. Both sets of 
calculations, however, show a change in sign over the temperature range considered. 

There appears to be no smooth variation of the line shift with temperature as found with 
the line widths discussed in §8.4.1. Apart from both sets of shifts being restricted to a 
fairly narrow band of values over the temperature range considered, the variation of shift 
with temperature exhibited by the model potential results bears little resemblance to that 
of the pseudopotential results. 

As with the LiHe line widths, there is little experimental data against which to compare 
the results of the IMPACT calculations and upon which to make judgements on the 
relative merits of the model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves; to make 
matters worse, those measurements which are available exhibit a considerable degree of 
scatter. Of the four published measurements, the highest temperature result (NDede Ebby 

and Weniger (1978)) is at considerable variance with the rest of the experimental data 

shown in Figure 8.56 (as was those workers' measurement of the line width in LiHe 
discussed in §8.4.2.1) and must be considered suspect. The lowest temperature result 
(Smith and Collins (1976)), of no shift at all, provides no evidence for the superiority of 
either set of theoretical results. The remaining two shift measurements, of Harris et al 
(1982) and Gallagher (1975B), both report significant red shifts far in excess of those 
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predicted, even by the model potential calculations (both theoretical interaction curves, in 
fact, predict a blue shift at the temperature of Gallagher's measurement). 

The considerable scatter of the experimental measurements provides no conclusive 
evidence for the superiority of either the model potential or pseudopotential interaction 

curves over the other. With respect to the last two measurements mentioned above (Harris 

et al (1982) and Gallagher (1975B)) the line shift calculations are consistent with the 

conclusions drawn from the analysis of the line width and line profile calculations, i. e., 
that the model potential interaction curves still too repulsive at large internuclear 

separations: model potential interaction curves which are more attractive at long range 
would yield line shifts further to the red and improve the agreement with the experimental 
measurements. This conclusion, however, is clearly not supported by the lowest 

temperature measurement of Smith and Collins (1976). 

Overall, the experimental measurements are not sufficiently consistent with each other, 

nor with either of the two sets of calculation results, to allow any conclusive statements to 
be made as to the relative merits of the model potential and pseudopotential interaction 

curves on the basis of the D1 line shift results. 

The situation with the shifts of the D2 line (Figure 8.57) is slightly better. Whilst the 

small fine structure splitting in Li results in the calculated shifts for the D2 line 

component being virtually identical to those of the D1 component, there are a few more 
measurements available for the D2 line shift in comparison with the D1 line experimental 
data. There are two aspects of the D2 line measurements to be noted: firstly, as pointed 
out in $8.4.2.1, the experiments of Smith and Collins (1976), Gallagher (1975B) and 
NDede Ebby and Weniger (1978) did not resolve the Li resonance line doublet and their 
quoted line shift measurements represent averaged values for both line components; their 

results for the D2 line shift are therefore identical to those given for the DI line. 
Secondly, there is a significant difference between the Dl and D2 line shift measurements 
made by Harris et al (1982). The magnitude of their value for the D2 line shift is less than 
half that quoted for the D1 line shift; given the small fine structure splitting for Li, this 
difference seems surprisingly large. The value for the D2 shift is consistent with the 
earlier measurement by Lwin et a! (1977) and raises doubts about the accuracy of the 
Harris et a! (1982) D1 line shift value. 

When the experimental data are compared with the theoretical results (see Figure 8.57) 
the predominance of measurements showing a red shift of the D2 line (the large blue shift 
obtained by N'Dede Ebby and Weniger (1978) is neglected as being suspect) provides 
stronger evidence than that available with the D1 line shifts for the superiority of the 
model potential interaction curves over the pseudopotential curves. The model potential 
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shifts, whilst being closer to the experimental measurements than those predicted by the 
pseudopotential interaction curves, are too far to the blue indicating that one (or more) of 
the underlying (model potential) interatomic potentials is still too repulsive - an 
observation consistent with the previous conclusions drawn from the analysis of the line 
width and line profile calculations. 

8.4.42 LLWe 

The results of the Dl line shift calculations for Li perturbed by Ne are shown in Figure 
8.58. As with LiHe, the shifts obtained using the pseudopotential interaction curves are 
further to the blue (less negative) than those yielded by the more attractive model 
potential curves (the ratio of the model potential to pseudopotential shifts ranges from 
1.39 to 2.63, averaging 1.84) and again, both sets of interatomic potentials give line shifts 
which are fairly insensitive to temperature. In contrast to UHe, however, both the model 
potential and pseudopotential line shifts in LiNe are negative over the whole temperature 
range. 

Only two experimental measurements of line shift are available for LiNe (Harris et of 
(1982) and Gallagher (1975B)) and both are more to the red (more negative) than either 
of the calculated values; consequently, the model potential results are clearly the better 
prediction. Once again, the more positive values of the model potential line shift, in 
comparison with the measured values, indicate that one or more of the model potential 
interaction curves is too repulsive. This observation allows the conclusions drawn from 
the LiNe line profile calculations, given at the end of 18.2.4.2, to be made more precise. 
Recall that conclusions (ii) and (iii) of that section were that, on the basis of the red wing 
line profile results, the X2E interaction curve needs to be more attractive overall and/or 
the A21I curve needs to be more repulsive at large R; on the basis of the blue wing results, 
it was concluded that the X2L curve needs to be more attractive, and/or the BZE curve 
more repulsive, at large R. These possible adjustments, taken together with the line shift 
results, indicate that the most appropriate adjustment would be one in which the long 
range part of the XZE interaction curve alone is made more attractive. 

The same conclusion can be drawn from the D2 line shift results shown in Figure 8.59. 
The calculated shifts are virtually identical to the shifts of the D1 line component (due to 
the small fine structure splitting of Li) and the three experimental measurements, as with 
the D1 line, are all to the red of both the model potential and pseudopotential results. It 
should be noted that the highest temperature shift (Gallagher (1975B)) is identical to the 
value quoted for the D1 line since this is an average for the resonance line doublet as 
mentioned earlier, the higher resolution work of Harris et a! (1982) did resolve the 
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doublet but, as with LiHe, this work reports a shift for D2 substantially different (more to 
the blue) from that quoted for the D1 line (the measured D1 line shift is nearly 50% more 
negative than that measured for D2). As pointed out for LiHe, this difference is 

surprisingly large given the small fine structure splitting of Li: the calculations, for 

example, do not exhibit differences of this magnitude. The fact that the value quoted for 

the D2 shift is consistent with the earlier determination by Lwin (1976) suggests that it is 

the measured D1 line shift that is suspect. It is noted, however, that unlike the situation 
with the Lilie shift measurements of Harris et al (1982), the measurement uncertainties 
quoted for the LiNe D1 and D2 shifts are large enough for both results to be compatible 
with each other. 

The predictions of the D1 and D2 line shifts based on the model potential interaction 

curves are clearly in better agreement with the available experimental data than those 

given by the pseudopotential curves, the latter yielding shifts of magnitude only -50% of 
the measured values whereas the former are generally within -25%. The fact that the 

measurements report shifts which are more negative than those predicted support the 
conclusion drawn above that the X2E (model potential) interaction curve is currently too 

repulsive at large internuclear separations. 

8.4.43 NaHe 

The results for the D1 line shift for Na perturbed by He are shown in Figure 8.60. The 

pseudopotential interaction curves yield, once again, line shifts more to the blue than do 

the more attractive model potential curves. In this case, the pseudopotential shifts are 
positive over the whole temperature range, whereas the model potential values oscillate 
between red and blue shifts at low temperature (up to -1000K) and then become positive 
(a shift to the blue) for higher temperatures. 

At the lower temperatures (logl0T = 2.5 - 3.0, the temperature range used for the 

calculations in LiHe and LiNe) the temperature dependence of the line shift is similar to 
that seen in the Li-rare gas systems, i. e., a fairly weak variation with temperature as far as 
the magnitude of the shift is concerned, although the direction of the shift calculated with 
the model potential interaction curves appears to be quite sensitive to temperature in this 
regime. At higher temperatures, however, both sets of calculations predict a more 
pronounced shifting of the DI line to the blue as the temperature rises. This can be 
explained by the fact that, as the temperature increases to the higher values shown in 
Figure 8.60, the allcali and rare gas cores art able to approach one another more closely, 
encountering regions where two of the interaction curves (the B2E and X2Z) are 
becoming more repulsive. It has already been noted that the effect of interaction curves 
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which are more repulsive is to yield line shifts which are further to the blue and, 
consequently, it is not surprising to find these more pronounced blue shifts at the higher 

temperatures. Apart from this general increase in the line shift magnitude there appears 
no overall smooth behaviour of the shift as a function of temperature. 

The scatter of the available experimental line shift data is such as to give no consistently 
better predictions by either one of the theoretical data sets with all the measurements. The 

pseudopotential results are favoured by two of the measurements (Kielkopf (1980) and 
Eckart (1975), although the latter seems uncomfortably large), whilst the model potential 
results are in good agreement with the data of Deleage et al (1973) and McCartan and 
Farr (1976), and are more in line with the measurement of Weber and Jungmann (1981). 
The experimental data therefore provide no conclusive evidence for the superiority of 
either one of model potential or pseudopotential interaction curves over the other. The 

comparison between theory and experiment is also inconsistent with the conclusions 
drawn from the analysis of the NaHe line profile and line width calculations: these both 
indicated that the model potential curves are superior to the pseudopotential curves but 

that the model potential B2Z and X2E interaction curves are still too repulsive at large 

internuclear separations; whilst no conclusive superiority of the model potential curves is 

demonstrated by Figure 8.60, the magnitudes of the model potential shifts do not suggest 
that the underlying interaction curves are too repulsive either. 

These conclusions are, not changed by the results of the line shift calculations for the D2 

component shown in Figure 8.61. At the lower temperatures, the calculated D2 line shifts 
are further to the red that was the case with DI but, as the temperature increases, the 
shifts approach values similar to those obtained for D1; the same behaviour was apparent 
in the line widths for NaHe (see §8.4.2.3) where it was attributed to the masking of fine 

structure effects at high temperature by the rotation of the alkali-rare gas internuclear 

axis. The peculiar oscillatory behaviour of the model potential results at high temperature 

remains unexplained. 

A comparison of these results with the experimental data provides no conclusive evidence 
for the superiority of one set of theoretical interaction curves over the other: the 
differences between the calculated shifts in the region 450 - 475K, where the majority of 
measurements have been performed, are not large enough in comparison with the quoted 
measurement uncertainty to confidently favour one set of interaction curves, whilst the 
lowest temperature measurement (Weber and Jungmann (1981)) appears at greater 
variance with the other experimental data than was the case with the D1 line, and must be 

considered suspect. 
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8.4.4.4 NaNe 

A comparison between the calculated and measured D1 line shifts for Na perturbed by Ne 
is shown in Figure 8.62. The theoretical results show the familiar pattern of bluer (more 

positive) shifts arising from the more repulsive pseudopotential interaction curves in 

comparison with those predicted by the more attractive model potential curves. The shifts 
are clearly not as sensitive to temperature as those predicted for NaHe, exhibiting a 
behaviour similar to that found with the theoretical shifts for LiNe, although the 
difference between the model potential and pseudopotential results for NaNe is larger: the 

ratio of the model potential to pseudopotential shifts ranges from 2.27 to 4.97, averaging 
3.03, nearly twice that found for LiNe. Both sets of theoretical interatomic potentials 

predict shifts of the D1 line to the red over the whole temperature range. 

The published experimental measurements confirm the predicted weak temperature 
dependence of the line shift for temperatures up to 1000K and it is clear that the model 

potential results are superior to those obtained with the pseudopotential curves. The latter 

results are too positive by far, being only -1/3 of the measured magnitudes, whilst the 

more negative shifts obtained from the model potential curves are, at most, -25% more 

positive than the experimental values. The fact that the calculated (model potential) line 

shifts are generally to the blue of the measured values suggests that one or more of the 

model potential interaction curves, at large internuclear separations, is too repulsive. This 

observation, however, is at odds with the evidence from the NaNe line core width 
calculations (see §8.4.2.4 and Figure 8.54) that any adjustments to the long range 
behaviour of the interaction curves are required to leave the magnitude of the line width 
unchanged. It is reasonable to expect that changes to the interaction curves that produce 
redder line shifts would also lead to smaller line widths which would degrade the 
agreement between theory and experiment shown in Figure 8.54. Further study is 

required of the NaNe widths and shifts in order to resolve this discrepancy. 

A similar situation is found with the D2 line shifts for NaNe, shown in Figure 8.63. Here, 

the behaviour of the calculated shifts follows the same pattern as exhibited by the Di line 

shifts: both sets of calculations predict red shifts of the line core over the whole 
temperature range, the pseudopotential results lie further to the blue (are more positive) 
than those obtained using the model potential curves, and there is generally little variation 
in magnitude with temperature. As with NaHe, the D2 line shifts are more negative 
(further to the red) than the D1 line shifts at the lower temperatures although this 
difference gets smaller as the temperature increases. 

All the measured values of the line shift lie on the red side of the model potential results 
and, as with the D1 line shifts, the model potential interaction curves clearly yield the 
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better predictions: the model potential shifts are, on average, -20% more positive than the 

experimental values whereas the pseudopotential results are only between 1/2 and 1/3 of 
the measured magnitudes. The fact that the model potential shifts are more positive than 
the experimental values is further evidence of a discrepancy between the theoretical line 

width and line shift results for NaNe. 

These, then, are the results of the line width and line shift calculations preformed with 
program IMPACT. A noticeable feature of the analysis of these results is that the 
theoretical data are less easy to interpret during the comparison with experimental 

measurements than are those obtained from the line wing profile calculations. There are 
two major reasons for this: firstly, the experimental line width and shift data exhibit far 

more scatter than do the experimental line profile data. This is clearly a consequence of 
the more numerous sources of experimental measurements for the former parameters in 

comparison with the small number of sources of line wing profile data. Whilst a large 

number of independent measurements of physical parameters is important for gaining 
confidence in the theoretical results, it appears that, for some physical quantities, a 
satisfactory degree of consistency amongst the reported measurements has yet to be 

achieved. This is particularly apparent in the experimental data presented above in respect 

of the resonance line width in LiNe, and in the resonance line shift in LiHe (D1 

component) and NaHe. Such scatter precludes a conclusive assessment of the relative 
merits of the model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves on the basis of these 
measurements. 

The second difficulty in interpreting the IMPACT results is that the effects of the three 
interatomic potential curves on the width and shift magnitudes cannot be separated as 
easily as was the case with the line wing profiles. In the latter case, it had been 
demonstrated before the analysis of the results that the production of each line wing (i. e., 
the red wing and the blue wing) involved, for all practical purposes, only two of the 
interaction curves: this fact enabled some quite specific conclusions to be drawn 

regarding desirable adjustments that could be made to Peach's current theoretical 
interatomic potentials in order to improve the agreement between the calculated and 
measured wing profiles. In contrast, with the IMPACT calculations, all three interaction 

curves are involved simultaneously in determining the magnitudes of the line core width 
and shift, and it is more difficult to identify specific adjustments that should be made to 
individual interaction curves. The only route available to making such identifications on 
the basis of the theoretical width and shift results is to assume that the adjustments to 
specific interaction curves proposed, in the line wing profile analysis, for the radial region 
responsible for the new wing profile transfer faithfully to the long range radial region 
responsible for the line core broadening. Thus, for example, in the case of Li He, both the 
width and shift calculations suggest that one or more of the model potential interaction 
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curves is too repulsive at long range; similarly, the line profile calculations indicate that 
both the X2E and B2E curves need to be more attractive in the radial region responsible 
for the near wing profile. The above assumption of 'faithful transfer' therefore suggests 
that the discrepancy between the calculated and measured widths and shifts in LiHe is 
due to either the X2Z curve, or the B2E curve (or both) being too repulsive at long range. 
It is, however, impossible to be more specific than this for the line core region without a 
more detailed study. 

Having pointed out these two difficulties, however, it is clear from the line width and 

shift results that, where conclusive statements can be made these statements are in accord 

with the conclusions drawn from the line wing profile analyses: the interatomic potentials 
calculated by the model potential method represent the actual interaction between alkali 
and rare gas atoms more accurately than do interatomic potentials calculated by the use 

of pseudopotentials. 

It only remains now to present and discuss the final set of results from this study, namely, 
the cross sections for fine structure state changing transitions within the first excited state 
multiplet of the allcali atom This is the subject of the next section. 

8.5 The Fine Structure State Changing Cross Sections 

Program IMPACT, which was developed primarily to calculate the widths and shifts of 
alkali resonance lines when perturbed by rare gas atoms, also allows calculation, as a by- 

product, of cross sections for collision induced transitions between the fine structure 
states of the excited alkali atom; these cross sections are defined by Eq. 7.3.2. The values 
of these quantities, obtained by IMPACT on the basis of Peach's model potential and 
pseudopotential interaction curves (denoted by MP and PP respectively), are listed in 
Tables 8.26 - 8.29. Each table contains the calculated cross section Q1/2-4n for the 

process 

A*(n 2Pii 
2) +X(1S0) -4 A*(n 2 P3/1) + X('S0) - AE, (8.5.1) 

and the cross section q3R, 1R for the process 

A*(n 2P3 
2) + X(1So) -+ A*(n 2P1/2) + X(1So) + DE. (8.5.2) 

where A and X denote the alkali and rare gas atoms respectively and where n=2 for Li, n 
=3 for Na. For comparison, the available experimental measurements of these cross 
sections are included in each table. The sources of the measurements are referenced in 
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Table 8.26: UHe Fine Structure State Changing Cross Section 
(1046 cm_) 

ßtß º3ýt a m-nn 

T Expt. Calculated Expt. Calculated Ref. 
(K) MP PP MP PP a t. 

350 74.431 87.777 37.215 43.889 
400 73.492 87.020 36.746 43.510 
450 73.082 85.611 36.541 42.806 
500 72.361 84.680 36.180 42.340 
550 71.122 84.371 35.561 42.186 

556 70.3±2.7 37.3 ± 3.3 

600 70.838 83.624 35.419 41.812 
650 70.160 82.469 35.080 41.235 
700 69.307 82.283 34.653 41.141 
750 69.407 81.785 34.703 40.892 

800 68.333 81.148 34.167 40.574 

References 
1. Elward-Berry and Berry (1980) 
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Table 8.27: LiNe Fine Structure State Changing Cross Section 

(10716 cms) 

Q ,n 12 ( F34-414 
T Expt. Calculated Eqpt. Calculated Ref. 

(K) MP PP MP PP (Expl. ) 

350 66.163 81.897 33.082 40.949 
400 65.200 80.915 32.600 40.458 
450 64.749 79.961 32.374 39.981 

500 63.863 79.133 31.932 39.567 
550 63.878 78.559 31.939 39.279 
556 61.2±3.7 31.4± 1.3 1 

600 63.120 77.879 31.560 38.940 
650 62.869 77.324 31.434 38.662 
700 62.327 77.385 31.163 38.692 

750 61.637 76.574 30.818 38.287 
800 61.328 76.024 30.664 38.012 

References 
1. Elwand-Berry and Berry (1980) 
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Table &29: NaHe Fine Structure State Changing Cross Section 

(10-16 cm) 

ß1R--º'3/Z ý2-ý1/1 

T Expt. Calculated Expt. Calculated Ref. 
(K) MP PP MP PP (Ex pt. ) 

350 92.214 107.538 46.107 53.769 
385 77.7±2.1 46.0±1.1 1 

397 86.0±4.3 44.8 ± 2.2 2 
400 89.0 ± 8.9 91.736 107.580 47.3 ± 4.7* 45.868 53.790 3 

90.0±9.0 47.9 ± 4.8* 4 

403 77.3±5.5** 41.1±2.9 5 
450 106.3 ± 6.2 91.319 107.277 51.2 ± 3.3 45.659 53.639 6 

500 91.282 106.755 45.641 53.377 
1000 86.861 102.464 43.430 51.232 
2000 81.322 96.657 40.661 48.329 

3000 77.946 92.605 38.973 46.303 
4000 75.149 89.938 37.575 44.969 
5000 73.413 87.338 36.706 43.669 
6000 71.452 85.693 35.726 42.846 

* Calculated via detailed balancing. 
** Calculated via detailed balancing. Note that the value quoted in Pascale and Olson 
(1976) for this measurement is in error: an incorrect ratio of R=1.92 was used in that 

work; in fact, R =1.881 at 403K. 

References 
1. Elward-Berry and Berry (1980) 
2. Pitre and Krause (1967) 
3. Schneider (1971) (quoted in Pascale and Olson (1976)) 
4. Elbel et at (1972) (quoted in Boucher et al (1975)) 
5. Jordan and Franken (1966) 
6. Gay and Schneider (1976) (quoted in Lewis (1980)) 
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Table 8.29: NaNe Fine Structure State Changing Cross Section 
(10-it cm) 

Qln- a3n-+ln 

T Expt. 
_ Calculated Expt. Calculated Ref. 

(K) MP PP MP PP (Ex pt. ) 

350 75.206 88.555 37.603 44.278 
397 67.0±3.4 35.4±1.8 1 
400 79.0±7.9 75.613 90.533 42.0 ± 4.2* 37.807 45.266 2 
403 67.9±4.7** 36.1 ±2.5 3 

450 81.0±7.4 76.337 91.998 39.8 ± 2.3 38.168 45.999 4 
500 76.200 92.523 38.100 46.261 
1000 75.944 94.505 37.972 47.253 
2000 73.505 92.675 36.752 46.337 
3000 71.496 90.167 35.748 45.083 

4000 69.710 88.456 34.855 44.228 
5000 68.328 86.395 34.164 43.198 

6000 67.162 85.442 33.581 42.721 

* Calculated via detailed balancing. 
** Calculated via detailed balancing. Note that the value quoted in Pascale and Olson 
(1976) for this measurement is in error. an incorrect ratio of R=1.92 was used in that 

work; in fact, R=1.881 at 403K. 

References 
1. Pitre and Krause (1967) 
2. Schneider (1971) (quoted in Pascale and Olson (1976)) 
3. Jordan and Franken (1966) 
4. Gay and Schneider (1976) (quoted in Lewis (1980)) 
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short form on a table-by-table basis with the full references being given at the end of this 
thesis. 

Overall, there are few published experimental measurements of fine structure state 
changing cross sections in alkali-rare gas systems. The data for each Li-rare gas system 
consist of just one measurement of each cross section performed by Elward-Berry and 
Berry (1980). The scarcity of data is presumably a consequence, once again, of the 
experimental challenge posed by Li due to its extremely small fine structure splitting and 
the materials handling problems associated with its corrosive behaviour in sample cells. 
The larger fine structure splitting of Na, which allows easier spectral discrimination of 
excitation and fluorescence processes between the fine structure states, in conjunction 
with the more favourable materials handling procedures afforded by Na, probably 
explains the more numerous cross section measurements reported for the Na-rare gas 
systems. 

It should also be noted that not all the experimental values quoted in Tables 8.26 - 8.29 
represent actual cross section measurements. Some experimenters have measured just one 
of the cross sections (crM-, 3/2 a3/2-, 1R) and have inferred the other on the basis of the 
detailed balance ratio, R, which relates the magnitudes of the two cross sections (see, for 
example, Elward - Berry and Berry (1980)): 

Q" 
R =-u =k exp(-AF, /kT) 

ß-4i 
gg (8.5.3) 

where gj and gf are the degeneracies (2j+1) and (2j'+1) respectively of the states j= 1R 
and j' = 3/2, and DE is the fine structure splitting of the alkali atom. For temperatures in 
degrees Kelvin, the ratios for Li and Na are calculated via 

Ru =2 exp(-0.48517fF). 

RNa =2 exp(-24.74251/ F). 

(8.5.4) 

(8.5.5) 
Those experimental values which have been determined in this way are marked with an 
asterisk in Tables 8.26.8.29; unmarked values represent actual measurements of the 
cross sections. Note that in the impact approximation model used for calculating these 
cross sections, R is identically equal to 2 for all temperatures (see Appendix Fl, 
§Fl. 7.2.9). 

The calculated and measured values of the cross sections given in Tables 8.26 - 8.29 are 
plotted in Figures 8.64 - 8.73. In the case of NaHe, additional graphs, re-plotted using an 
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expanded temperature scale for clarity, have been given: these are Figure 8.69 (a re-plot 
of Figure 8.68) and Figure 8.71 (a re-plot of Figure 8.70). Each graph contains results for 
one of the two cross sections, a1R-,, 312 or a3n. ,, in a single alkali-rare gas system. 

The magnitudes of the theoretical cross sections in each of the alkali-rare gas systems 
show the same qualitative behaviour with respect to the type of interatomic potential used 
in the IMPACT calculations: the pseudopotential interaction curves yield significantly 
larger cross sections than do the model potential curves. Thus, the more repulsive the 
interatomic potentials, the larger is the fine structure state changing cross section. 
Quantitatively, the more repulsive pseudopotential interaction curves yield, in the alkali- 
He systems, cross sections -20% larger than those obtained using the model potential 
curves; this difference rises to -25% in the alkali-Ne systems. It seems likely that the 
larger difference between the model potential and pseudopotential results in the alkali-Ne 
systems, as compared with that in the alkali-He systems, is related to the fact that in the 
former systems all three interatomic potential curves (A2II, B2E and X2E) are more 
repulsive under the pseudopotential treatment than under the model potential treatment, 
whereas for the latter systems, only the E curves are more repulsive, the A2II being the 
same in both model potential and pseudopotential approaches. 

When the theoretical results for the Li-rare gas systems are compared with the four 
measurements of Elward-Berry and Berry (1980) - see Figures 8.64 - 8.67 - it is evident 
that the smaller cross sections obtained using the model potential interaction curves are in 
better agreement with the experimental data than those obtained with the pseudopotential 
curves. In addition, in three of the four cases (Lilie (F3n-º1I2 is the exception) the 
measured cross section is smaller than that predicted by the model potential calculations. 
As pointed out above, a smaller cross section is associated with a more attractive set of 
interatomic potentials and the model potential results provide strong evidence that the 
model potential interaction curves, whilst more accurately predicting the cross section 
magnitude than the more repulsive pseudopotential curves, are themselves still too 
repulsive. (Obviously the cross section measurement of v3n.,.,, 1n in Lilie is not entirely 
consistent with this conclusion but it may be significant that the quoted experimental 
uncertainty on the cross section measurement is largest in this case. The evidence from 
the other three measurements taken together is considered strong enough for the above 
conclusion to be drawn. ) 

From Figures 8.68 - 8.71 similar conclusions can drawn regarding the relative merits of 
the NaHe interatomic potentials. The majority of the measured ß112-+3R cross sections are 
smaller than those calculated using the model potential interaction curves; the model 
potential results are clearly a better prediction of the cross section than the values 
obtained with the pseudopotential curves and the fact that the former results generally 
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overestimate the cross section magnitude indicates, again, that the model potential curves 
are too repulsive. (The cross section measurement of Gay and Schneider (1976) appears 
to contradict this conclusion but this value is clearly inconsistent with the other five 

measurements, being -20% larger. neither set of calculations show any evidence of such 
a rapid change of cross section with increasing temperature and, consequently, this 

measurement must be considered to be in error. ) 

The results for a3n. 1R in NaHe (shown in Figures 8.70 and 8.71) again provide strong 

evidence for the superiority of the model potential interaction curves, the cross sections 

obtained using the pseudopotential curves being significantly larger than the majority of 
the measurements. Evidence for the model potential curves being too repulsive is weaker 
in this case than for the ala_i3R cross section, with only two measurements smaller than 

the model potential predictions, two being larger and one virtually identical to the 

calculated values. However, taking account of the experimental uncertainty of the 

measurements, the comparison between calculated and measured cross sections is still 
consistent with a set of model potential interaction curves which are too repulsive. (Note 

also that the cross section measurement of Gay and Schneider (1976) is again 
significantly larger than the other experimental values. ) 

Finally, the cross section results for NaNe, shown in Figures 8.72 and 8.73, exhibit 
essentially the same qualitative behaviour as those in NaHe: the model potential 
calculations are in better agreement with the majority of the measurements than are the 
pseudopotential results, although one of the measurements for ß3n,., 1n (Schneider 

(1971)) has such a large uncertainty as to be consistent with both sets of calculations. It is 

noticeable that, as with NaHe, the measurements of Gay and Schneider (1976) and of 
Schneider (1971) are significantly larger than other measurements (in this case, those of 
Pitre and Krause (1967) and Jordan and Franken (1966)). Whilst these experimental 
measurements clearly demonstrate the superiority of the model potential interaction 

curves, their scatter provides little consistent evidence of the model potential curves being 

too repulsive, as suggested by the NaNe line profiles and shifts. 

It is interesting to note that the cross section measurements of Gay and Schneider (1976) 

and Schneider (1971) for NaNe are at variance with the other NaNe measurements by 

approximately the same amount (-20%) as Gay and Schneider's results were at variance 
with the majority of experimental values in NaHe. In that system, it is fairly clear that it is 
Gay and Schneider's result that is in error, as evidenced by the close grouping of the other 
measurements (see Figures 8.68 - 8.71). A discrepancy of the same magnitude in NaNe is 
highly suggestive of a systematic error (an overestimation of the cross section magnitude 
by -20%) in Schneider's measurements. 
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It should also be noted that Phillips et a! (1977) have performed measurements of 
Q3R--, 112 for several Na-rare gas systems, including NaNe. Their results are not included 
here because only relative cross section magnitudes were obtained, not absolute values. 
The only quantitative measure that these data provide is the temperature at which the 
measured cross section peaks: this is at -430K and compares favourably with the model 
potential calculations of the cross section which peaks at -450K; the pseudopotential 
cross sections are, again, at greater variance with the experimental data, not peaking until 
the temperature has reached nearly 1000K. 

These cross section results provide, once again, strong evidence that the theoretical 
representation of the Pauli exclusion principle does have a significant effect on the quality 
of the calculated interatomic potentials and that the model potential approach to 
modelling the alkali-rare gas interaction is superior to that of pseudopotentials. 
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9 Summary and Condusions 

This study has been concerned with an evaluation of the different theoretical 

representations of the Pauli exclusion principle adopted by the methods of model 
potentials and pseudopotentials in the calculation of atom-atom interaction curves. The 
data upon which the evaluation is based are the model potential and pseudopotential 
calculations of alkali-rare gas interaction curves by Peach (1988). These calculations have 
been performed in such a way that any differences between the interatomic potential 

curves obtained from the model potential and pseudopotential methods can be attributed 

unambiguously to the representation of the Pauli exclusion principle in the alkali valence 
electron-rare gas atom interaction alone. 

The objective of the evaluation is to answer the following three questions: 

(1) Do the different theoretical representations of the Pauli exclusion principle 
adopted by the model potential and pseudopotential methods have a significant 
effect on the quality of the resulting interatomic potentials between alkali and rare 
gas atoms? 

(2) If the model potential and pseudopotential methods yield significantly different 
interatomic potentials, which method gives the more accurate interaction curves? 

(3) Do the theoretical interatomic potentials of Peach (1988) need improving, and if 

so, in what way can this be achieved? 

The study method avoids a direct comparison between Peach's theoretical potentials and 
those deduced from experimental measurements because of the questionable reliability of 
the simple models used by experimenters to interpret their data. Instead, the approach 
adopted for the evaluation is to use Peach's alkali-rare gas interatomic potentials to 
calculate theoretical counterparts to quantities which are directly measurable by 

experimental methods. A comparison between the calculated and measured quantities 
then allows the relative merits of the model potential and pseudopotential interaction 

curves to be infer rd. 

The observable quantities chosen as the basis of this comparison are the far red and blue 
wing profiles, the core width and the core shift of the alkali resonance line when 
perturbed by rare gas atoms; also considered are the collision induced fine structure state 
changing cross sections within the first excited state multiplet of the alkali atom. The 
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following theoretical models by which these quantities can be explicitly calculated have 
been constructed: 

(1) a quantum mechanical model of line wing broadening which includes 

contributions from bound-free, quasibound-free and free-free transitions of the 
atom-atom pair, 

(2) a semi-classical (quasistatic) model of line wing broadening; 

(3) a semi-classical (impact approximation) model of line core broadening and shift 
which, as a by-product, yields also the fine structure state changing cross sections. 

These models have been implemented in the form of FORTRAN-77 computer programs 

and were used to generate alkali resonance line profiles, widths and shifts, and fine 

structure state changing cross sections for LiHe, LiNe, NaHe and NaNe based upon 
Peach's theoretical model potential and pseudopotential alkali-rare gas interaction curves. 

The results of the line wing profile calculations show that for all four alkali-rare gas 

systems studied, and in both quantum mechanical and quasistatic treatments, the red wing 
of the resonance line is due primarily to emission from A211- X2E transitions and that 
the blue wing is due primarily to emission from B2E - X2E transitions. In addition, the 

quantum mechanical calculations indicate that the bound-free and free-free transitions are 
the dominant processes behind the red wing emission and that the blue wing emission 
arises essentially from free-free processes alone; the contribution to wing emission from 

quasibound-free processes is negligibly small on both wings of all four systems. At low 

temperatures the red wing profiles are found to be dominated by the bound-free emission, 
particularly so in the alkali-He systems, and to a lesser extent in the alkali-Ne systems, 
leading to prominent intensity enhancements in the wing profiles of the former systems; 
the change in shape of the red wing as the temperature increases is shown to be due 

almost entirely to the decreasing intensity of the bound-free emission, the magnitude of 
the free-free contribution being only weakly dependent on temperature. 

Considerable differences are found between the shapes of the line profiles calculated 
from the model potential interaction curves and those obtained from the pseudopotential 
curves. These are most noticeable in the red wing calculations where the model potential 
interaction curves predict profiles which are generally more intense, and exhibit a larger 

variation with temperature, than those profiles arising from the pseudopotential curves; 
the blue wings predicted by both sets of interaction curves are found to be similar in 

overall shape but with the model potential profiles lying slightly to the red of those 
obtained from the pseudopotential curves. These differences, in particular those on the 
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red wings, are found to be significant when the calculated profiles are compared with 
experimental line wing measurements. By inference, this result indicates that the way in 

which the Pauli exclusion principle is represented theoretically in the methods of model 
potentials and pseudopotentials does have a significant effect on the resulting alkali-rare 
gas interaction curves. It can also be inferred from the line profile results that the 
interatomic potentials calculated by the model potential method represent the actual 
interaction between alkali and rare gas atoms more accurately than do interatomic 

potentials calculated by the use of pseudopotentials. 

The observation that the red and blue wing line profiles are each due primarily to 
transitions between a particular pair of electronic states (the red wing arises from A2II - 
X2E transitions, the blue wing from B2E - X2E transitions) allows discrepancies between 

the calculated and experimentally measured line wing profiles to be used as indicators of 
deficiencies in specific theoretical interaction curves. It appears that the model potential 
interaction curves, whilst being clearly superior to the pseudopotential curves, are still too 

repulsive overall in each alkali-rare gas system studied. Evidently, the quality of the 

model potential interaction curves will be improved by those adjustments to the details of 
the model potential calculation which lead to more attractive interatomic potentials; in 

particular, the fact that the theoretical (model potential) A211 interaction curves, in all 
four alkali-rare gas systems studied, exhibit attractive wells which are shallower than 
suggested by experimental measurements indicates deficiencies in a specific component 
of the model potential formulation of the alkali-rare gas interaction, namely, the core-core 
potential. 

Line wing profiles calculated using the semi-classical quasistatic theory are shown to be 
broadly in accord with those obtained from the quantum mechanical model but some 
noticeable differences between the predictions of the two theories are apparent. These 
differences are 

(i) a general shifting of the quasistatic red wing profiles to longer wavelengths, 
relative to the corresponding quantum mechanical profiles, over most of the wing; 

(ii) a more rapid decay of the quasistatic emission intensity, relative to the quantum 
mechanical intensity, in the far red wing region; 

(iii) an absence of the wing intensity oscillations predicted by quantum mechanics and 
observed experimentally. 

The quantum mechanical model is seen to be the more accurate representation of the line 
broadening process, the differences noted above being interpreted as evidence for the 
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breakdown of the quasistatic approximation. The failure of the semi-classical approach is 

at its most extreme for the lightest alkali-rare gas system (Lilie), with the predictions of 
quantum mechanics and quasistatic theory gradually converging as the system mass 
increases; by the time the heaviest system studied (NaNe) is reached, the agreement 
between the results of the two theories is most satisfactory for the red wing profiles, 
although there is still disagreement in the blue wing profiles where the quantum 
mechanical model predicts prominent oscillations of the wing intensity whilst the 
quasistatic theory does not. 

However, it is clear from these results that the representation of the Pauli exclusion 
principle (i. e., the choice of model potential or pseudopotential interaction curves) is of 
far greater importance than the representation of the broadening mechanism (i. e., the 
choice of quantum mechanical or quasistatic theory). For all four alkali-rare gas systems 
studied, a quasistatic calculation using the model potential interaction curves yields red 
wing profiles which are in much better agreement with experimental measurements than 
does a fully quantum mechanical calculation using the pseudopotential interaction curves. 

Two of the differences between the quantum mechanical and quasistatic results 
(differences (i) and (ii) above) are explained in terms of the fundamentally different 

assumptions made by the two theories; no conclusive explanation for the third difference 
is offered by the results of the present study but a number of candidate suggestions for the 
origin of the line wing intensity oscillations have been ruled out. 

The clear failure of the quasistatic theory for the lighter alkali-rare gas systems calls into 

question the validity of interatomic potentials deduced from measurements of line wing 
profiles since the inversion procedure used by experimenters makes explicit use of the 
quasistatic model. The effect of this failure on the quality of one specific interatomic 

potential - the A211 interaction curve - deduced from line wing profiles is investigated for 

the most vulnerable system, Li He. This analysis shows that use of the quasistatic theory 
in the inversion procedure will lead to an A211 potential which 

(i) is generally too attractive for R> Re; 

(ü) has an attractive well which is too shallow (R = R. ); 

(iü) has an k which is too large; 

(iv) has an inner repulsive wall which, close to R, is too repulsive and which rises too 
slowly with decreasing R. 
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The second of these observations is supported by a comparison between a recent 
spectroscopic measurement of the Lilie A211 potential well depth and an earlier 
determination of this quantity using the quasistatic theory to 'invert' LiHe line wing 
profile measurements. 

The final aspect of the line profile calculations considered are the satellite bands. 
Approximate positions of these features are obtained from the semi-classical calculations 
and compared with experimental observations. The results obtained from the model 
potential interaction curves are, once again, shown to be in closer agreement with the 

measured values than those predicted by the pseudopotential curves, although the 
quantitative agreement is not good. 

The conclusions drawn above from the line profile results are broadly supported by the 

results from the line core width and shift calculations, although the latter results yield 
somewhat less consistent comparisons with experimental measurements than do the 
former. This is due to the fact that the available experimental data on line widths and 
shifts generally originate from a larger number of individual sources than do the line 

profile data. Indeed, in some cases there are clear inconsistencies in the measurements, by 
different experiments, of the broadening constants for the same alkali-rare gas system; in 

other cases the scatter of the experimental data does not allow definitive conclusions to 
drawn at all. It is significant, however, that in those cases where the experimental data do 

allow definitive conclusions to be drawn, the model potential results are invariably 

superior to the pseudopotential results; additionally, in these cases, there is strong 
evidence that the model potential interaction curves are generally too repulsive, although 
it is not possible, on the basis of the width and shift results, to be as specific about which 
particular interaction curves require adjustment as it is on the basis of the line wing 
profile results. 

The comparison between the calculated and measured fine structure state changing cross 
sections shows, again, that the model potential and pseudopotential interaction curves 
lead to significantly different predictions of these quantities and that the model potential 
curves yield the superior results; there is also evidence, once again, that the model 
potential interaction curves are too repulsive. These conclusions, however, must be 

considered tentative in the cases of the U-rare gas systems due to the scarcity of available 
experimental data. 

In conclusion, the results of the calculations performed, together their subsequent 
comparison with experimental measurements, allows the questions posed at the outset of 
this study to answered in the following way: 
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(1) Do the different theoretical representations of the Pauli exclusion principle 
adopted by the model potential and pseudopotential methods have a significant 
effect on the quality of the resulting interatomic potentials between alkali and rare 
gas atoms? 

Yes they do: observable quantities calculated on the basis of the model potential 
alkali-rare gas interaction curves dyer significantly from those obtained on the 
basis of the pseudopotential interaction curves. Given the fact that Peach's model 
potential and pseudopotential calculations differ only in the way in which the 

alkali valence electron-rare gas atom interaction is treated, the results of this 

study indicate that the alkali-rare gas interaction problem, as a whole, is very 
sensitive to the accuracy of the electron-perturber interaction model adopted; 
specifically, the choice of the theoretical representation of the Pauli exclusion 

principle within this model has a significant effect on the quality of the resulting 
interatomic potentials. 

(2) if the model potential and pseudopotential methods yield significantly different 
interatomic potentials, which method gives the more accurate interaction curves? 

Observable quantities calculated on the basis of the model potential alkali-rare 
gas interaction curves are consistently in better agreement with experimental 
measurements than are those obtained on the basis of the pseudopotential curves. 
From this it may be üperred that the interaction curves obtained by the model 
potential method represent the actual interaction between alkali and rare gas 
atoms more accurately than do the interaction curves obtained by the 
pseudopotential method. 

(3) Do the theoretical interatomic potentials of Peach (1988) need improving, and if 

so, in what way can this be achieved? 

Yes they do: there is strong evidence that the model potential interaction curves, 
whilst being a sign cant improvement on the pseudopotential curves, are 
generally too repulsive. The quality of these interatomic potentials will be 
improved by those adjustments to the details of the model potential calculation 
which lead to more attractive interaction curves overall. 
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10 Future Work 

Having reached the end of the present study it has become clear that there are several 
areas, both theoretical and experimental, where further study is required. Listed below are 
some areas of future work which would be beneficial to the study of alkali-rare gas 
interactions. 

10.1 Further Theoretical Studies 

Further theoretical studies which need to be considered are: 

(i) a reappraisal of the details of the model potential calculation of allcali-rare gas 
interatomic potentials in the light of the results of the present study: there is strong 
evidence that the current alkali-rare gas interaction curves are too repulsive 
overall and this needs to be corrected. The most obvious deficiency in the model 

potential calculations of Peach used in this study is that they predict attractive 
A2II potential wells which are significantly shallower than experimental 

measurements suggest; the removal of this discrepancy is likely to yield a 
significant improvement in the quality of the interatomic potentials. Further 

numerical experiments will then be required in order to determine to what extent 
the B2E and XZE interaction curves need to be adjusted in all four alkali-rare gas 

systems. The results of the present study suggest that the far wing line profiles 
will provide the most sensitive tests of the adjusted potentials. 

(ii) A more detailed investigation is required into the line wing intensity oscillations 
observed experimentally and predicted by the quantum mechanical model of line 
broadening. The present study has successfully ruled out several candidate 
mechanisms by which such oscillations might arise but has failed to provide a 
conclusive explanation of their origin. 

(iii) A more extensive investigation is required into the failure of the quasistatic theory 
of line broadening and the consequences of this for the validity of interatomic 

potentials deduced from experimental line wing measurements. This study has 
investigated the problem for LiHe only and this analysis should be repeated for 
the other three alkali-rare gas systems in order to determine the 'breakpoint' (in 
terms of alkali-rare gas system mass) at which the consequences of quasistatic 
failure become unacceptable. This will give guidance for future workers on which 
experimentally deduced interatomic potentials are reliable. 
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(iv) To check the consistency of the theoretical results arising from the use of the 

model potential interaction curves, the types of observable quantity considered for 

calculation should be expanded as much as possible. One possibility would be an 
investigation of total and differential scattering cross sections. 

102 Further Experimental Studies 

Further experimental studies which need to be considered are: 

(i) Additional measurements of the resonance line red wing profiles for LiHe and 
LiNe are required. For LiHe, there appears to be a inconsistency between the low 

and high temperature profile measurements of Havey (1983) in the far red wing 
region; in the case of LiNe, the calculations performed in this study show no 
evidence of the intensity peak reported by Scheps et of (1975) in the far red wing. 
These discrepancies must be resolved 

(ü) Additional measurements of the resonance line blue wing profiles for all four 
alkali-rare gas systems are required. The experimental data currently available 
consist of blue wing profiles measured at just a single temperature for each 
system. It is extremely important that several temperatures are considered by each 
experiment in order to allow investigation of the temperature dependence of the 
blue wing profiles. Such an investigation for the red wing profiles has proved to 
be a sensitive test of the quality of the theoretical interatomic potentials and the 
same test must be available for the blue wings as well. 

(iii) Unambiguous (i. e., spectroscopic) measurements of the radial position of the A211 
potential well minimum are required for LiNe and NaHe. Such measurements are 
available for LiHe and NaNe, and have proved useful in considering the 
adjustments required to Peach's current interaction curves in order to improve 

their overall quality. The lack of such data for LiNe and NaHe has left some 
uncertainty in the adjustments to the LiNe and NaHe interaction curves suggested 
by the present study. This uncertainty must be removed. 

(iv) Additional measurements are required of the allkali ion-rare gas atom interaction, 

particularly for the Li+-Ne and Na+-rare gas systems. The current experimental 
data for these interactions give the alkali-rare gas core-cam potential over only a 
small range of internuclear separations, in a region away from the potential well 
minimum. As Peach has pointed out, the position and depth of the A2f1 potential 
well mirrors that in the core-core potential; given that the red wing line profile 
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results obtained in the present study indicate that the disagreement between theory 
and experiment can be attributed, in part, to deficiencies in the A211 potential (in 

all four alkali-rare gas systems considered) it is clear that a wider knowledge of 
the core-core potentials is crucial to improving the overall quality of Peach's 

current interatomic potentials. 

(v) An experimental measurement of the blue wing satellite position in LiNe is 

required. This would be extremely useful in checking the conclusions drawn, on 
the basis of the line wing profile results, concerning the necessary adjustments to 
the (model potential) B2E interaction curve in LiNe, particularly since the 

suggested adjustment for this system is contrary to that proposed for LiHe, NaHe 

and NaNe. 

(vi) Additional measurements of line core widths and shifts, and of fine structure state 
changing cross sections, are required for all alkali-rare gas systems, and in 

particular, for the Li-rare gas systems. The data available for these latter systems 
are quite sparse at the present time and further measurements could provide more 

convincing support for the conclusions drawn by this study from the line wing 

profile results. Even the Na-rare gas systems, for which much more data is 

available, would benefit from further study since the present data exhibit a number 
of apparent inconsistencies. In particular, measurements of the fine structure state 
changing cross sections over a wider range of temperatures would be extremely 
useful in checking the temperature dependence of these quantities predicted by the 
theoretical interatomic potentials. 


